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Abstract
The population of northern fur seals (Callorhinus ursinus) in the Pribilof Islands, Alaska
has declined dramatically during the past 35 years. Arresting the decline of the species
requires an understanding of their foraging behaviour at sea and is particularly important
for those adult females whose foraging success is also linked to pup survival. We propose an
augmented state space methodology for studying behavioural patterns using high-resolution
movement time series. We show how non-stationary time series models that describe systems
for whom parameters evolve slowly over time relative to the state dynamics can be estimated
at relevant time scales for behavioural inference. This framework allows us to relate the
time-varying parameter estimates of an auto-regressive system model to the seal’s at-sea
behavior. The at-sea behaviour states of eleven lactating female northern fur seals were then
matched, spatially and temporally, to a set of environmental variables, some of which were
averages that represented the oceanic conditions over a large spatial area. The mismatch
of scale between seal behaviour and the spatial variables was accounted for by applying an
error-in-covariate Bayesian hierarchical model. Using this approach, we were able to link
together northern fur seals that went to disparate regions of the eastern Bering Sea, with
widely variable information about their underlying environmental fields into a single model.
This application of a hierarchical model relates changes in identifiable behavioural states
of the northern fur seal to changes in the Alaska commercial groundfish industry over a
diurnal foraging cycle. The methodology described in this thesis is adaptable for analyzing
any type of high-resolution movement data on marine predators, and will allow for the
characterization of other at-sea behaviours as well as other descriptors of pelagic habitat
and foraging success.
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To Cecil, and all those who spent time with him.
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“The journey is the reward.”
— Old Chinese Proverb.
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behaviours in areas of small-sized walleye pollock hauls (0.5 tonnes), the middle panel
shows predicted relative probabilities of behaviours in areas of medium-sized hauls
(2 tonnes), and the right panel shows predicted relative probabilities of behaviour in
areas of larger-sized hauls of pollock (10 tonnes). Note that the x−axis depicts time
of day starting and finishing at noon to highlight the maximum amplitude of active
foraging (in yellow) that happens at night.
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5.12 Effect of increasing sample size on Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence for one selected
population-level parameter B12 . A KL divergence is 0 if and only if the posterior
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denote the regression parameters corresponding to log(pij /pij ), and log(pij /pij ),
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Thesis Introduction and Motivation

The eastern Bering Sea is a model system in which to explore relationships between the
biological and physical environment and the foraging pattern of top marine predators, such
as the northern fur seal (Callorhinus ursinus). This region of ocean is a highly productive
ecosystem that is characterized by both on-shelf and off-shelf dynamics, such as those that
drive prey productivity. The northern fur seal is a wide-ranging marine predator that feeds
opportunistically on pelagic species found along long, at-sea foraging paths. The recent
and ongoing development of increasingly sophisticated tags capable of recording extensive
information when placed on such individuals is generating valuable, but demanding research
opportunities.
This study is largely motivated by the conservation needs of the species. Recently,
concern about the status of northern fur seal populations has increased, particularly in the
Pribilof Islands, Alaska, the site of the largest breeding population for the species (Rice
1998). The Pribilof Island population of northern fur seals has declined dramatically during
the past 35 years, and continues to decline without any obvious reason identified (Towell
et al. 2006). In particular, pup production has decreased about 50% since the 1970s, with
a continuing drop of about 6 or 7% per year. Arresting the decline of the species requires
an understanding of the at-sea behaviour and foraging strategies of the northern fur seal
(Antonelis et al. 1997), and is particularly important for those adult females whose foraging
success is also linked to pup survival. The northern fur seal was listed as “depleted” in June
1988 under the US Marine Mammal Protection Act, and as “vulnerable” (to extinction) in
1
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2008 by the International Union for the Conservation of Nature (Gelatt and Lowry 2008).
The methods and implementations in this thesis are built around a data set collected
from lactating northern fur seals to which tags were attached during the summer (pupping)
season. Considerable effort has been invested around the world in attaching tracking devices
to many marine species in the hopes of being able to identify at-sea behaviour and, in
particular, important influences on feeding behaviour. These tracking devices capture threedimensional movement at very high-resolution and can then, at least in theory, be linked
to the marine ecosystem through which they swim as it varies over both space and time.
Full exploitation of the information on at-sea movement is not straightforward, and is an
emerging and very active area of research in marine ecology. To date, it is widely recognized
that advances in tag engineering have outpaced the developments in statistical methodology
(Schick et al. 2008).
The tags used in this study to capture fine-scale movement were Driessen and Kern
dead reckoner tags that record measurements every two seconds for the length of the tag
deployment. These tags were applied with glue to the backs of a set of lactating northern
fur seals at Reef Rookery on the south shore of St Paul Island, in the Pribilof Islands of
Alaska (Figures 1.1, 1.2). Using the data retrieved from the tags, we show how to extract
meaningful information about animal at-sea behaviour from fine-scale movement data. This
thesis addresses the shortfall in statistical methodology for tagged animal data, and provides
a framework for incorporating three-dimensional movement data from a collection of animals
into models that provide inference about how their behaviour adapts to dynamic changes
in their biological and physical environment.
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Figure 1.1: Location of the Pribilof Islands in the Bering Sea, Alaska, which are home to
the female northern fur seals that are the focal population in this thesis.
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Figure 1.2: St Paul Island (NW in this figure) and St George Island (SE) that constitute the
major islands of the Pribilof Islands of Alaska. Reef Rookery is located on a peninsula that
extends off the southern coast of St Paul Island. The intensity of the blue colour represents
bathymetry of the surrounding ocean. Adjacent waters are considered “on-shelf”, and are
typically less than 200 m deep, “off-shelf” water starts at 1500 m, and extends to depths
greater than 7000 m in the Aleutian Trench located to the bottom right of this figure.
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Overview of Thesis
Non-linear parameter estimation in sequential data

We begin Chapter 2 by introducing the state space model, and show how to represent a
physical system (or state) that dynamically evolves over time. We show how the state
space model provides a general statistical framework for analysing data from a time series
by providing sequential estimates of the state, while accounting for errors in the system
and observation processes. The state space approach, implemented via particle filters and
sequential Monte Carlo methods, is convenient for handling multivariate data as well as
nonlinear-non-Gaussian processes (Ristic 2004).
In our application where the parameters as well as the state need to be estimated simultaneously, the state vector can be reconfigured by appending the parameter vector to
the state vector. By augmenting the state vector with the parameter vector, and by adding
perturbation to those estimates, the augmented state space model can then be solved using
the same sequential Monte Carlo methods as for regular state space models. The final development in this chapter is to show how non-stationary time series models that describe
systems for whom parameters evolve slowly over time relative to the state dynamics can be
estimated. We reformulate the parameter estimation problem to focus on estimation at time
scales that can be directly linked to more meaningful time frames for behavioural inference.
These iterated filtering methods allow for uncertainties in the data and the process model,
but also include estimates and uncertainties in the parameters.

1.2.2

An application of the particle filter for estimating animal movement
parameters

Chapter 3 describes an implementation of the iterated filtering method applied to a 24 hour
section of a northern fur seal’s at-sea foraging track. We define the system as a discrete
time-dependent problem, and frame the process model as a 2nd -order ordinary differential equation model. The differential equation process model allows for time series that
show damping, oscillations and random walk characteristics, all of which are interpretable
characteristics of animal movement.
This example implementation highlights issues which are expected to arise in any analysis
of high-resolution movement data. They include
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• the identification of an appropriate movement model,
• the specification of well-defined values for the magnitude and form of the process and
observation errors;
• the estimation of the minimal number of identifiable parameters, and determining
parameters off-line wherever possible; and
• choosing the appropriate time scale for parameter estimation to best match emergent
behaviour.

1.2.3

Hierarchical Bayes methods for modelling uncertainty in at-sea animal behaviour

Increasingly, the framework for understanding an ecological or environmental problem is
being confronted with issues surrounding the integration of multiple data sources, multiple
data types, and the modelling of hierarchical relationships.
In Chapter 4, we introduce the hierarchical Bayesian model as a means to account for
multiple sources of uncertainty in the measurement of and the understanding of the fur seal’s
at-sea environment. We specifically develop a multinomial hierarchical modelling framework
in which coherent behaviours can be identified and extracted from the continuous-movement,
state space solutions and linked through a linear process model to imprecise measures of
environmental covariates. The imperfect measures of covariate data are explicitly incorporated using a Berkson error model (Berkson 1950), to avoid biased estimates of our regression
estimates.
The flexibility afforded by Bayesian methods, and the flexibility of modern computational
methods within the Bayesian paradigm mean that this is an extendable and adaptable
framework suitable for other environmental data, other processes and other species.

1.2.4

An application of a hierarchical Bayesian model of seal behaviour
linked to biological and physical fields

In Chapter 5, we use the hierarchical Bayesian approach of Chapter 4 to link together
northern fur seals that went to disparate regions of the eastern Bering Sea into a single
model that informed us about the expected behaviour of the population of maternal, female
northern fur seals at Reef Rookery, on St. Paul Island. Our analysis focussed on three
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typical fur seal behaviours, and how these behaviours are associated with time of day, and
a set of environmental data. The approach and analysis presented here is to use hierarchical Bayesian modelling to bring together coarse estimates of the environment, and the
dynamics of fur seal behaviour through identification of variable-length segments of coherent
behaviours. In this, we have successfully shown that northern fur seals actively forage more
at night, and in areas where their preferred prey species, juvenile walleye pollock (T heragra
chalcogramma), appears to be more abundant.
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Chapter 2

Non-linear Parameter Estimation
in Sequential Data
2.1

Introduction

This chapter introduces the state space model to represent a physical system that dynamically evolves over time. The state space model provides a general statistical framework for
analysing data from a time series by providing sequential estimates of components from a
dynamic system. The state space model uses stochastic differential equations to describe the
state’s time evolution from time t − 1 to time t, and an observation equation that accounts
for the imperfect observation of the state. The splitting of the time evolution into two modelling equations allows for errors originating both with the state and measurement processes
to be understood separately. Through the state model, we can incorporate complex models
to describe the evolution of the model state over time, while allowing errors to accumulate
therein. The observation model allows for the incorporation of a different kind of error that
accumulates through the measurement process. If both functions that govern the state and
observation equations of the system are known and linear, with only Gaussian error terms,
then the Kalman filter (Kalman 1960) is the maximum likelihood estimate of the state, and
also the estimate with minimum mean square error.
Unfortunately, nonlinearity and nonnormality are common in real data sets, and the
use of the Kalman filter for these analyses is no longer optimal. In this thesis, we begin by
introducing particle filtering methods as an alternative when the assumptions of the Kalman

8
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filter can’t be met. Particle filter methods are well established and a popular method for
solving state space models. The particle filter presented in this chapter uses sequential
Monte Carlo methods that rely on the idea of using samples to characterize probability
distributions.
For many analyses, the state space models are not based on well-known equations in
which parameter values can be realistically assumed known. Often when using particle
filters, the likelihood surface is rough as the realization of that likelihood is dependent
on the discrete nature of the particles themselves (Doucet and Tadić 2003). This chapter
proposes an alternate approach to maximum likelihood estimation of state parameters that
uses a state-augmented approach to the state equation following the methods of Kitagawa
(1998).
One key aspect to time series analyses is identifying the appropriate time scale for
meaningful inference. Often data are not collected at a time scale that can be directly linked
to meaningful inference about a dynamic system. We introduce a non-standard application
of particle filter methods using augmented state vectors that allow model parameters to
slowly evolve with time. This method uses overlapping windows of times series data to
sequentially carry out an iterative filtering algorithm that results in parameters that evolve
slowly relative to the state dynamics.

2.2

The State Space Model

A state space model is a way of representing a dynamic system in the time domain as a set of
input, output, and state variables. In this thesis, a dynamic system is defined as a rule which
describes the time evolution of a model, given a set of parameters relevant to the system.
This model has a state consisting of a collection of points in a state space, where those points
form a sample from the range of possible values for the state variable. In practice, states
of interest may be the kinematic characteristics of a target in a tracking problem (Ristic et
al. 2004), the unobserved true signal in signal processing (Liu and Chen 1998), the actual
spoken words in speech recognition (Rabiner 1989), the underlying volatility in an economic
time series (Pitt and Shepard 1999), the composition and thickness of a semiconductor alloy
(Maars 2000), among many others.
In any dynamic system, at least two models are required for inference using the state
space framework. One model describes the evolution of the state of the system, while
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another relates the observations to the unobserved state. Such a representation is known
as the state space form of the system (Harvey 1989). If a time series model is expressed
in state space form, several powerful estimation techniques may be applied, such as the
Kalman filter. The state variable of interest and equations governing the system may be
expressed in a compact form using vector or matrix equations. The general form of a state
space model is as follows:
xt = f (xt−1 , θ, ηt ).

(2.1)

yt = h(xt , φ, et )

(2.2)

and

where xt ∈ Rm is an m-dimensional state vector, yt ∈ Rn is an n-dimensional observation
(or measurement) vector, and ηt and et are serially uncorrelated state and observation noise
processes, respectively.
The state vector, xt , also called the target state vector (Ristic et al. 2004) or hidden
state process (Doucet et al. 2000), contains the true values of the processes of the system.
The elements of this vector are unobserved and assumed to be generated by a first-order
Markov process which implies that for t = 1, 2, . . ., the conditional distribution of the state
at time t given the states at all other times, Xt−1 = {x0 , x1 , x2 , . . . xt−1 }, is equivalent
to the conditional distribution of the state at time t given the state at time t − 1 alone
i.e. p(xt )|Xt−1 = p(xt |xt−1 ) (Agresti 2002). The distributions of the noise processes η
and e are assumed known, and to be mutually independent and uncorrelated through time.
The functions f and h along with their parameters θ and φ are assumed to be known, and
possibly nonlinear, and the distribution of x0 is assumed known.
Equation (2.1) is known as the system equation, while equation (2.2) is known as the
observation equation. The goal of the state space model then, is to produce the best estimate
of the unobserved state vector, xt , from noisy observations, yt , taken at discrete time points
by combining the system equation and the observation equation.
The state evolves according to a discrete-time stochastic model. The state space form
of this state evolution equation is
xt = Ft (xt−1 , θ) + ηt

(2.3)

where Ft is an m-dimensional vector-valued function which relates the state at time t
to the state at time t − 1 via parameter vector θ, and ηt is an m-dimensional vector of
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serially uncorrelated zero mean disturbances with covariance matrix, Ση,t with E(ηt ) =
0 and Cov(ηt ) = Ση,t .
A multivariate time series of observations, yt , with additive noise, et , are related to the
state via the measurement equation which may be expressed as
yt = H(xt , φ) + et

(2.4)

where yt contains n-dimensional observation data, and xt is an m-dimensional state vector,
H is an n × m matrix which relates the observations to the unobserved state via parameter
vector φ, and et is an n dimensional vector of serially uncorrelated zero mean disturbances
with covariance matrix Σe,t :
E(et ) = 0 and Cov(et ) = Σe,t .
The error covariances for the observations Σe,t are based on knowledge about the accuracy
of the measurements and the methodologies used to collect them. Only time homogeneous
models are considered here, such that matrices Ft , Ση,t , Σe,t , are independent of time, and
may be written as F , Ση , Σe .
An example of a slightly more complex state space model which will be used in this
thesis is the multivariate second-order autoregressive process. Consider the AR(2) process
expressed in state space form for times 1, 2, . . . , t,
xt = A1 xt−1 + A2 xt−2 + ηt
yt = Hxt + et

(2.5)

where
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A simple representation of the AR(2) process is if we have a state and data series, X, Y ,
with dimensions m = 1, and n = 1, matrix H as the n × m = 1 × 1 identity, 1, and matrices
A1 , A2 as n × n = 1 × 1 dimensional scalars (i.e. A1 = a1 , A2 = a2 ), then (2.5) reduces to
xt = a1 xt−1 + a2 xt−2 + ηt
yt = xt + et .
Figure (2.1) is a realization of this AR(2) process that assigned a1 = 1.5, a2 = −0.6,
x0 ∼ N (0, 1), with serially independent Gaussian noise, ηt ∼ N (0, 0.21).
The advantage of the state space model approach is that the behaviour of several different components of a time series can be modelled separately, and the aggregate of these
component models can be used to analyze the data. This makes state space models very
general and able to handle a wide range of applications, from both the classical and Bayesian
standpoints (Durbin and Koopman 2000).
Since models are never perfect, the state space framework is a way to combine observations from the system with the information provided by the system model in order to
estimate important aspects of the system state as accurately as possible. The framework
formally acknowledges that there is chance variation in the system model, and the error
from this source is treated separately from the measurement (e.g. instrument) error. The
state estimation procedure is known as filtering, and is reviewed in the following section.

2.2.1

Filtering

In the context of stochastic processes, a filter is a data processing algorithm which provides
an estimator of the true state of a system based upon a set of observations related to the
system (Maybeck 1979). Using the state space formulation of a model as in equations (2.1)
and (2.2), the goal of filtering is to calculate best estimates (filtered estimates) of the state,
xt , of the system equation using all of the available information.
From a Bayesian perspective, obtaining filtered estimates of xt involves recursively updating the degree of belief in the state at time t given all available data Yt up to time t,
where Yt = {y1 , y2 , . . . , yt } is the set of all observations up to and including time t. For this,
it is necessary either to calculate the posterior density analytically, or, if that is not possible, to construct an accurate approximation to the posterior density p(xt |Yt , θ). In general,
the vector, θ, represents the set of parameters of the system equation (2.1) which control
the evolution of the state, and is assumed known unless otherwise specified. The posterior
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Figure 2.1: A realization of the AR(2) process with a1 = 1.5, a2 = −0.6, ηt ∼ N (0, 0.21)
density incorporates information about the state xt which is contained in the observations,
Yt , the initial prior density of the state, p(x0 ), and the (assumed known) parameter vector,
θ. Therefore, filtering is an estimation problem for which we are concerned with estimates
of the current state obtained from an accurate approximation of the (posterior) density
p(xt |Yt , θ). Below is an introduction to prediction of models in state space form, for further
details see Kitagawa (1987) and Harvey (1989).

2.2.2

Filtering Solution

Assuming a dynamical model following (2.1, 2.2), with known state dynamics (2.3), F (xt , θ),
and observation functions (2.4), H(xt , φ), with known initial prior density for the state
vector, p(x0 ), and known system parameter vector, θ, then filtering may be conducted to
recursively obtain the posterior density at all time points via a two-step procedure.
The first stage is a prediction stage using system equation (2.3) and the second stage is
an update stage that uses the observation equation (2.4). In the prediction step the system
model is used to predict the state probability density function forward from one measurement
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time to the next. The update step then uses the new data observation to modify the
density function. The prediction step generally deforms and increases the variance of the
state density due to the fact that the state is subject to unknown disturbances which are
modeled as noise processes, ηt . Generally, the update step tightens the prediction density
using the latest observation available and Bayes theorem. Following Ristic et al. (2004),
the prediction and update steps are as follows:
1. Prediction step
Assuming the probability density of the state at time t−1, p(xt−1 |Yt−1 , θ) is available,
the prediction step uses the system model (2.1) to calculate the forecast density of the
state vector xt at time t
Z
p(xt |Yt−1 , θ) =

p(xt |xt−1 , Yt−1 , θ)p(xt−1 |Yt−1 , θ)dxt−1

(2.6)

Equation (2.3) is a Markov process of order one implying that p(xt |xt−1 , Yt−1 , θ) =
p(xt |xt−1 , θ). Thus (2.6) becomes
Z
p(xt |Yt−1 , θ) = p(xt |xt−1 , θ)p(xt−1 |Yt−1 , θ)dxt−1 ,

(2.7)

where the probability known as the transitional density p(xt |xt−1 , θ), is defined in
the process equation (2.3), and p(xt−1 |Yt−1 , θ) is the target or posterior probability
density of the state at time t − 1. The resulting forecast density p(xt |Yt−1 , θ) gives
the best prediction of the state at time t before the observation yt is assimilated, and
is interpreted in a Bayesian context as the prior for time step t.
2. Update step
When an observation becomes available for time t, we update the forecast density
(and our knowledge about the state) by updating the state through assimilation of
the observation, yt , using Bayes’ rule and assuming a Markov process
p(xt |Yt , θ) = p(xt |yt , Yt−1 , θ)

=

p(yt |xt , Yt−1 , θ)p(xt |Yt−1 , θ)
p(yt |Yt−1 , θ)

=

p(yt |xt , θ)p(xt |Yt−1 , θ)
.
p(yt |Yt−1 , θ)

(2.8)
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The denominator is a normalizing constant that can be written as
Z
p(yt |Yt−1 , θ) = p(yt |xt , θ)p(xt |Yt−1 , θ)dxt .
showing its dependence on the likelihood function, p(yt |xt , θ), defined by the measurement model (2.4), and the known parameters for the distribution of et .
Thus, the posterior density p(xt |Yt , θ) is defined as a scaled product of the likelihood function
of yt determined from the measurement model in (2.4), p(yt |xt , θ), and the forecast density
from the prediction step, p(xt |Yt−1 , θ) . Equations (2.7) and (2.8) make up the recurrence
relation that is the basis for the optimal Bayesian solution (Ristic et al. 2004). This
recurrence relation allows for the calculation of the posterior density p(xt |Yt , θ), which in
turn allows for calculation of state estimates via the Kalman filter which are optimal only
in the restrictive case when the problem is limited to a linear system with Gaussian errors.
In the case where a state space model is nonlinear and/or non-Gaussian, there is no
analytic solution to the filtering problem. Various different filtering strategies to the optimal
solution have been proposed, all of which consist of analytic approximations, numerical
approximations, and sampling approaches. The class of Monte Carlo filters called particle
filters can handle both nonlinear models, and non-Gaussian errors. Specifically, the focus
here will be on the Monte Carlo based sequential importance resampling filter suggested
by Kitagawa (1996), detailed in Arulampalam et al. (2002) and Ristic et al. (2004), and
described in the following section.

2.2.3

Sequential Monte Carlo Methods

A particle filter, also known as a sequential Monte Carlo method, is a sophisticated model
estimation technique based on simulation. Particle filter methods approximate the entire
posterior probability density function through time by a set of random samples, called
particles, with associated weights. These particles naturally follow the movement of the
state since they are potential realizations of the state of the system, generated from the
system equation. The set of weighted particles can then be used to compute estimates of
interest, such as the mean of the estimated posterior density. The particle filter presented
below uses Monte Carlo methods, which rely on the idea of using samples to characterize
entire probability distributions.
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Monte Carlo Integration
Monte Carlo integration relies on the numerical evaluation of a multivariate integral, and
forms the basis of sequential Monte Carlo (MC) estimation.

The assumption is that

N  1 samples are drawn from the probability density, p(x), of a random variable x,
{x(1) , . . . , x(N ) }, and can be used to determine the expected value of any function f (x)
provided that expectation exists.
Let the function g(x) in the integral,
Z
I =

g(x)dx,

(2.9)

be factored into g(x) = f (x)p(x) where p(x) is a probability density function, and f (x) is
a function, then (2.9) can be rewritten
Z
I = f (x)p(x)dx.

(2.10)

Monte Carlo methods make the assumption that it is possible to draw samples distributed
according to p(x), for which the Monte Carlo estimate of (2.9) and (2.10) is the sample
mean
IN

=

N
1 X
f (x(n) ) .
N
n=1

This sample mean is an unbiased and consistent estimator of I if the samples {x(1) , . . . , x(N ) }
are independent, and IN will almost surely converge to I according to the law of large
numbers. If the variance of f (x) is finite then the central limit theorem holds, and the
estimation error converges in distribution
√
lim

N →∞

N (IN − I) ∼ N (0, σ 2 )

(2.11)

where σ 2 is the variance of f (x). The error of this Monte Carlo estimate, is of order
O(N −1/2 ), which means that the rate of convergence is not dependent of the dimension of
the integrand. This is an important feature of Monte Carlo integration methods since all
deterministic numerical integration methods have rates of convergence which decrease as
the dimension of the integrand increases (Lange 2010). This property makes Monte Carlo
integration especially appealing for high-dimensional states.
In the Bayesian context, the density function p(x) is the posterior density of interest
in the filtering problem. Usually sampling directly from p(x) is not possible due to its
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multivariate and often non-standard properties. The next section describes a method of
sampling a density similar to p(x) of (2.10) that’s easy to sample from to obtain Monte
Carlo estimates of I.
Importance Sampling
We would like to be able to sample directly from p(x), but this is rarely possible. Importance
R
sampling is a technique which allows Monte Carlo estimates of the integral f (x)p(x)dx
to be made without sampling directly from p(x). Instead we select a density q(x) that is
simple to sample from and is similar to p(x). The samples drawn from q(x) are then used
to calculate IN , the estimate of I. The probability density q(x) is known as the importance
density and is selected so that it has the same support as p(x), that is,
q(x) > 0 whenever p(x) > 0 for all x ∈ R.
If this condition holds, then the integral I can be rewritten as
Z
Z
p(x)
q(x)dx.
I = f (x)p(x)dx = f (x)
q(x)

(2.12)

An importance sampling estimator of (2.12) is computed by generating N independent
sample points from the importance density, q(x), that is as close to p(x) as possible, and
assigning each point an importance weight
w̃(x) ∝

p(x(n) )
.
q(x(n) )

(2.13)

The importance weights are proportional to the relative probability that the sample was
generated by the target density, p(x), versus by the importance density, q(x). In other
words, particles which are close to the actual observation at a particular time step will be
given weights closer to 1, and particles far from the actual observation will be given weights
closer to 0. The model used to evaluate the weights depends on the observation equation
(2.2), and the integral I can be estimated by the weighted sum
IN

N
1 X
f (x(n) )w̃(x(n) ).
=
N
n=1

If the normalizing factor of the desired density p(x) is unknown, we normalize the importance
weights and replace w̃(x(n) ) with w(x(n) )
w̃(x(n) )
w(x(n) ) = PN
.
(n) )
n=1 w̃(x
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In our setting, the target density p(x) is the general filtering solution, or posterior density
at time t, p(xt |Yt , θ) of (2.8). A common choice of importance density, q(x), and the choice
used in the following application because it is easy to generate from, is the transition density,
p(xt |xt−1 , θ), obtained from the system equation (2.3) during the predictive step.
Sequential Importance Sampling
The main objective of Sequential Importance Sampling (SIS) is to represent the posterior
density function by a set of random sample particles (called support points) that have
associated weights. The conceptual idea is to apply the importance sampling technique
sequentially to the filtering solution. By sampling N  1 particles, various estimates can
be computed for which it can be shown that the SIS estimates approach the optimal Bayesian
estimators as N → ∞.
Suppose that Xt = {x0 , x1 , . . . , xt } denotes a sequence of states up to time t. The
joint posterior distribution of the states at time t is denoted as p(Xt |Yt ) and the marginal
(n)

distribution of the state at time t as p(xt |Yt ). Suppose the set of support points, {Xt ; n =
P
(n)
(n)
= 1 char1, . . . , N } with associated normalized weights {wt ; n = 1, . . . , N } and N
n=1 wt
acterize the joint posterior density. The joint posterior distribution of the state at time t,
p(Xt |Yt ), is then approximated by
p(Xt |Yt ) ≈

N
X

(n)

(n)

wt δ(Xt − Xt )

(2.14)

n=1

where δ(·) represents the idealized Dirac delta measure with the properties
(n)

(n)

1. δ(Xt − Xt ) = 0 for Xt 6= Xt ,
(n)

(n)

2. δ(Xt − Xt ) = ∞ for Xt = Xt , and
3.

R∞

−∞ δ(Xt

(n)

− Xt ) dx = 1,

and can be thought of as an infinitely high, infinitely thin spike at the origin, with the
total area under the spike equal to 1, which conceptually represents an idealized point mass.
Equation (2.14) is a discrete weighted approximation of the true joint posterior distribution
(n)

p(Xt |Yt ). If the ensemble of particles {Xt ; n = 1, . . . , N } were taken from the importance
density q(Xt |Yt ) then the weights of equation (2.14) are defined as in (2.13) as
(n)

(n)

wt

=

p(Xt |Yt )
(n)

q(Xt |Yt )

.

(2.15)
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Therefore, these sequential MC particle filter methods approximate the predicted distri(n)

bution by a set of Dirac delta functions, referred to as an ensemble of particles {Xt }
(n)

corresponding to the importance weights wt .
Suppose an ensemble of particles is available that approximates the joint density at
time t − 1, p(Xt−1 |Yt−1 ). When the next data point yt is observed at time t, our aim is
to approximate the joint density p(Xt |Yt ). Selecting the importance density such that it
can be factored into the product of the marginal distribution of the old state and the joint
distribution of the new observation
q(Xt |Yt ) = q(xt |Yt , Xt−1 )q(Xt−1 |Yt−1 )
(n)

then samples Xt

(2.16)
(n)

∼ q(Xt |Yt ) can be obtained by augmenting the existing samples Xt−1 ∼
(n)

q(Xt−1 |Yt−1 ) with the new state xt

∼ q(xt |Xt−1 , Yt ). The updated weights can be deter-

mined by expanding the probability p(Xt |Yt ) using Bayes rule such that
p(Xt |Yt ) =

=

p(yt |Xt , Yt−1 ) p(Xt |Yt−1 )
p(yt |Yt−1 )
p(yt |Xt , Yt−1 ) p(xt |Xt−1 )p(Xt−1 |Yt−1 )
p(yt |Yt−1 )

∝ p(yt |Xt , Yt−1 )p(xt |Xt−1 ) p(Xt−1 |Yt−1 )

(2.17)

By substituting the importance density (2.16) and (2.17) into (2.15), the weight update
equation becomes
(n)

(n)

wt

∝

(n)

(n)

(n)

(n)

p(yt |xt )p(xt |xt−1 )p(Xt−1 |Yt−1 )
(n)

(n)

(n)

q(xt |Yt , Xt−1 )q(Xt−1 |Yt−1 )
(n)

∝
(n)

(n)

(n)

p(yt |xt )p(xt |xt−1 )
(n)
(n)
q(xt |Yt , Xt−1 )

(n)

wt−1

(2.18)

(n)

If the importance density q(xt |Xt−1 , Yt ) of (2.18) is dependent only on the state at time
(n)

(n)

t − 1, xt−1 , rather than the entire path of the state, Xt−1 , and the new observation re(n)

(n)

(n)

ceived at time t, yt , rather than all previous observed data, Yt−1 , then q(xt |Xt−1 , Yt ) =
(n)

(n)

q(xt |xt−1 , yt ). When this equality is true then the estimate of the marginal posterior
distribution, p(xt |Yt ), can be obtained by use of a modified weight that is a function of
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(n)

the weights at the previous time step, wt−1 , the likelihood, p(yt |xt ), and the transition
(n)

(n)

density, p(xt |xt−1 ). The modified weights are estimated as
(n)

(n)
wt

∝

(n)
wt−1

(n)

(n)

p(yt |xt )p(xt |xt−1 )
(n)

(n)

(2.19)

q(xt |yt , xt−1 )

and the posterior filtered distribution may then be approximated, as in (2.14), by
p(xt |Yt ) ≈

N
X

(n)

(n)

wt δ(xt − xt ).

(2.20)

n=1
(n)

need be stored to solve for the filtered solution, and all previous state

(n)
Xt−1 ,

and previous observed data Yt−1 can be discarded. It can be shown (e.g.

Thus, only xt
estimates

(n)

Arulampalam et al. 2002) that as N → ∞ the approximation (2.20) approaches the true
posterior density p(xt |Yt ). Thus, no explicit assumption about the form of the target
(posterior) density p(xt |Yt ) (2.20) is made, and the SIS algorithm thus consists of recursive
propagation of the weights and sample particles as each measurement is received sequentially.
The major limitation of SIS is impoverishment of the particle ensemble due to the
problem of a limited number of particles sharing the majority of the importance weight. As
this is nearly impossible to avoid in SIS, one solution to this lack of diversity in the particle
ensemble is the use of resampling.
Sequential Importance Resampling
The Sequential Importance Resampling (SIR) filter is derived from the SIS algorithm by
performing a resampling step at every time step to conserve the same number of particles
at each time step. The algorithm involves resampling with replacement the set of weighted
(n)

particles {xt } with probabilities equal to the weights of (2.19). By resampling with replacement N  1 times from the (discrete approximation of the) posterior density (2.20),
0

new samples {x(n ) ; n = 1, . . . , N } that are i.i.d. are generated, now each with equal weights
(n0 )

wt

= 1/N . The SIR algorithm recursively evaluates the importance weights for each sam-

ple, and resamples and propagates particles to avoid degeneracy of the ensemble at each
time step. Sequential MC methods such as SIR are also known as particle filtering as each
time step is an MC realization in which each particle’s trajectory through the state space
can be mapped. Each particle filter step prunes and expands particles in a way analogous
to Darwinian selection.
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A generic SIR algorithm is summarized in Figure (2.2), and a more sophisticated SIR
algorithm that includes parameter estimation as well as state estimation is discussed in
detail in Section (2.3).

Estimated density
(n )
{xt−1} ~ p(xt−1 | Yt−1)
Likelihood of Data
(n )
p(yt−1 | xt−1)

(n )

Updated Weights {wt−1}
Resampling and
Propagation
Estimated density
(n )
{xt } ~ p(xt | Yt)
Likelihood of Data
(n )
p(yt | xt )
Updated Weights {w(t n)}
Resampling and
Propagation
Estimated density
(n )
{xt+1} ~ p(xt+1 | Yt+1)

Figure 2.2: Two iterations of a generic SIR particle filter for N = 10 particles. The new
state vector is simulated for each particle using the process equation (Equation 2.1). The
observation update (Equation 2.2) is achieved by updating the weights with a likelihood
function following (Equation 2.19). We then apply importance resampling to the weighted
particles using sampling with replacement. After this resampling step, all particles have
(n)
uniform weights wn = 1/N . This ensemble of 10 particles xt ; n = 1, . . . , 10 represents our
posterior estimate of the state at time t. Repeat. (Adapted from Ristic et al. 2004).
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Particle filter methods can also be studied by extending the state xt to include a parameter vector, which will be discussed in Section (2.3). The implementation of the SIR particle
filter in the problem of estimating time-varying parameters, is a non-standard application
and will be discussed in Section (2.3.1) below.

2.3

Parameter Estimation Using Particle Filters

Up until now, we have assumed that the model dynamics and the parameters that describe
this process are known without error. Although this may be reasonable in an engineering
application, it is seldom the case in ecology that we know the “true” parameters that
determine the dynamics of a given process. In such applications where the parameters as
well as the state need to be estimated simultaneously, the state vector can be reconfigured
by appending the parameter vector to the state vector and both components then form part
of the “prior” assumptions (or forecast density). The methods described next show that the
final prediction of the target density, p(xt |Yt , θ), allows, as before, for uncertainties in the
data and the process model, but also includes estimates and uncertainties in parameters.
To estimate parameters in a sequential MC state space model, two main approaches
are available. The first approach is to compute a likelihood function using a particle filter.
However, natural Monte Carlo variation means the likelihood surface is rough and difficult
to maximize (Doucet and Tadić 2003), and it is computationally inefficient except where
closed form estimators exist as in linear, Gaussian problems (Kitagawa 1998, Hürzeler and
Künsch 2000). A second approach to parameter estimation that works for both linear
and nonlinear systems, and non-Gaussian state space models, was developed by Kitagawa
(1998). To estimate the unknown parameters of the system, Kitagawa (1998) considered
a Bayesian estimation procedure to approximate the marginal posterior densities of both
the state and the unknown parameters simultaneously by appending the parameter vector
θ to the state vector. The ability of the state space model to include an augmented state
increases its applicability to a wider range of problems including those for which parameters
in the system equation are not well understood, and can’t be assumed to be known.
Consider first the situation in which time-invariant parameters of a system are to be
(n)

estimated. For all t > 0, the filter sample, θt , is a sub-sample of the previous posterior
(n)

density sample, θt−1 , which will only have some values in the region where the posterior distribution is concentrated, similar to the sample degeneracy of the SIS algorithm. By adding
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a small amount of noise to the parameter transitions, the amount of sample degeneracy may
be reduced. We denote the artificial evolution of the parameter vector θ with perturbation
νt by the following transition equation
θt = θt−1 + νt .

(2.21)

Note that unlike the state xt , the parameter vectors θt−1 , and θt in Equation (2.21) are not
time-dependent, but rather the subscripts track the value of the estimate of θ at time t − 1
and t.
We write the augmented state vector x̃t by augmenting the state vector xt to include
the unknown parameter vector θt
x̃t =

xt
θt

!
,

and by making the parameters in the process model (2.3) follow a random walk (i.e. θt =
θt−1 + νt ), the augmented state evolution equation can be written as follows
!
!
!
xt
f (xt−1 , θt )
ηt
=
+
θt
θt−1
νt

(2.22)

or
x̃t = g(x̃t−1 ) + η̃t .

(2.23)

Here, the augmented system noise η̃t now includes both the system noise, ηt , as well as the
disturbance term, νt , for the random walk of θ. The operator g includes both the system
dynamics f and the random walk for the parameters θ to be estimated. The observation
equation (2.2) is also augmented and is written as
yt = (H 0) x̃t ,
where 0 is a vector of zeros to imply that we cannot observe the parameters, θ, directly. The
augmented state space model can then be solved using the same sequential Monte Carlo
methods as for regular state space models, since Equation (2.23) is a reformulation of the
state equation (2.3).
For the estimation of a (slowly) time-varying parameter the augmented state can be
redefined to incorporate an evolving parameter, however this is more complex involving
multiple passes of the filter, but is also based on sequential importance resampling methods similar to those discussed in Section (2.2.3). Next, we describe the algorithm for the
augmented state estimation problem of a static parameter vector θ using a particle filter.
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Augmented State Space Solution via Particle Filtering

The goal of the augmented state space model is to produce estimates of both the state and
the parameters of the system equation at each time step.
Consider a sample from an augmented state vector at time t − 1 in which the usual
state vector has been augmented to include the unknown parameter vector θ. Each particle
of the sample has the same dimension as the augmented state vector, x̃t−1 ∈ Rm . The
(n)

particles are each denoted by x̃t−1 where n = 1, . . . , N and the complete sample ensemble
(n)

of N members is designated as {x̃t−1 }.
Suppose we are at time t−1, and the sample is drawn from the (multivariate) probability
density function p(x̃t−1 |Yt−1 ), where
(n)

{x̃t−1 } ∼ p(x̃t−1 |Yt−1 ),

n = 1, . . . , N,

(2.24)

then this provides a sample-based approximation to the posterior density of the augmented
state. As before, the particle filtering algorithm is a recursive, Markov process, so that we
need only consider the time transition of the system from t − 1 to t to specify the procedure
completely. The target distribution of the particle filter at time t is the marginal probability
distribution conditional on having observations up to time t as represented by
(n)

{x̃t } ∼ p(x̃t |Yt ),

n = 1, . . . , N.

(2.25)

Thus, SIR is a sample-based method to carry out the transition from the augmented state
solution at time t − 1, Equation (2.24), to that at time t, Equation (2.25). The generic
SIR state space algorithm of Figure (2.2) also provides a pictorial representation of the
SIR augmented state space algorithm by replacing x with x̃. A detailed algorithm for the
particle filter used to generate a sample from the target posterior of the augmented state
(n)

(n)

vector {x̃t } from the current sample, {x̃t−1 } is as follows:
1. Prediction Step
The prediction step uses the system model (2.1, 2.3) to predict the augmented state
forward from time t − 1 (2.24) to time t (2.25). The state space form (2.3) is now
defined as x̃t = f (xt , θt ) + η̃t , where the artificial evolution of the parameter vector,
θt , includes a small perturbation as in (2.21), and the augmented system noise includes
νt as in (2.22). We produce a sample from the forecast density, p(x̃t |Yt−1 ), designated
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(n)

(n)

as {x̃t|t−1 } by treating each member of the sample at time t − 1, {x̃t−1 } as an initial
condition for prediction, i.e.
(n)

x̃t

(n)

(n)

= f (x̃t−1 ) + η̃t ,

n = 1, . . . , N.

(2.26)

2. Update/Resampling/Filtering Step
We update the forecast density by drawing a sample with replacement from the forecast
ensemble defined in the prediction step with a probability proportional to a set of
importance weights. These weights are computed for each sample member (or particle)
as in Equation (2.19), i.e.
(n)

(n)
wt

∝

(n)
wt−1

(n)

(n)

p(yt |x̃t )p(x̃t |x̃t−1 )
(n)
(n)
q(x̃t |yt , x̃t−1 )

(n)

= p(yt |x̃t|t−1 ).

(2.27)

If we select the importance density, q(·), to be the transition density p(x̃t |x̃t−1 ) obtained as a component of the forecast density of the prediction step, this simplifies the
(n)

(n)

importance weights to be proportional to the likelihood p(yt |x̃t ). Here, p(yt |x̃t|t−1 )
is the likelihood of the observations yt conditional on knowledge of the predicted state
(n)

(n)

(n)

xt|t−1 ∼ p(x̃t |x̃t−1 ) for the nth sample member of the previous step. A standard
(n)

weighted resampling with replacement of the sample {x̃t|t−1 } is undertaken using the
(n)

(n)

corresponding weights {wt }. After resampling, this yields a sample {xt } from the
target posterior density p(x̃t |Yt ).
Therefore given a starting value for the state at t = 0, this sequential importance resampling
algorithm can be run forward in time to sequentially generate the required samples for
estimation of the state X and associated static parameter vector θ for the duration of the
time series. Often, however, it is limiting to have to assume that the true parameter vector
θ of the system model (2.1) is time invariant, the following section discusses an application
where we allow the parameter vector to (slowly) evolve over time.

2.3.2

Iterated Filtering

Non-stationary time series models in which the system parameters evolve slowly over time
compared to the dynamics represent a non-standard application of the SIR particle filter.
Identification of the appropriate time scale for this estimation is a key feature, and will
depend on the system in which the analysis is being applied. Standard application of the
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augmented state space model (2.23) with a parameter random walk having a constant variance, σν2 , means that the estimated parameter vector is assumed static while following short
period fluctuations in the time series data (Kitagawa 1998). This is not always desirable
for analysis and inference. For example, it is often the case in economic, oceanographic and
biological data, that strings of data collected over time are collected at a higher density than
that of the evolution of the system. For example, short-term fluctuations in stock prices
do not represent important shifts in the market, fine-scale changes in polar ice coverage do
not represent changes in global climate, and velocity measurements at two-second intervals
for a marine mammal do not represent important shifts in their behaviour. Hence, we reformulate the parameter estimation problem to focus on estimation at time scales that can
be directly linked to more meaningful time frames of inference.
The analysis is sequentially carried out on short, overlapping segments (windows) of
the observed time series. Within each data segment, fixed values for the parameters of
the process model are estimated while the state estimates follow the time resolution of the
time series data. By considering the time sequence of these static parameter estimates over
the duration of the data record, the time variation of the movement parameters on the
appropriate time scale for inference can be determined. This idea of evolving parameters
is well established for non-stationary statistics which vary over time (Priestley 2004, Ch.
11), and has the advantage that the investigator can control the time scale for parameter
estimation by choosing an appropriate data segment length.
The estimation procedure within an analysis time window also relies on the state augmentation procedures outlined above. The main idea is that by successively reducing the
variance of the disturbance term, σν2 , in the parameter random walk, the parameter vector,
θt , ends up being fixed at a particular value. One way this can be accomplished is by using a
single pass of a particle filter over an analysis time window and reducing σν2 with increasing
t, until σν2 reaches a small value at the end of the analysis segment and the parameters, θ,
are locked in at their estimated values (Kitagawa 1998, Liu and West 2001). As a related
alternative, Ionides et al. (2006) suggest using multiple passes of a state-augmented particle
filter, where each pass has a successively smaller σν2 and yields the maximum likelihood value
for θ. We make use of a hybrid approach, using the multiple iterated filtering approach of
Ionides et al. (2006) algorithm, but using unweighted averages at each pass of the particle
filter and a simple ramp-down of the variance, σν2 . This is done within a time windowing
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sequential procedure and permits slowly time-varying parameters to be estimated over successive windows. The goal is to interpret these parameters as they slowly vary in time at
a scale that is sensitive to changes at a broader time scale of relevance to the phenomenon
under investigation.

2.3.3

Conclusion

We apply this iterated filtering method to the biological interpretation of marine mammal
movement data collected at a resolution of 2 seconds, over a 24 hour period to infer behaviour. We discuss the details of the algorithm in the context of the analysis of these data
in the following chapter.
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Chapter 3

An application of the
state-augmented particle filter for
estimating animal movement
parameters
3.1

An Application using a State-Augmented Particle Filter
in the Estimation of Animal Movement Parameters

3.1.1

Introduction

Fine-scale archival, data-logging technology has given rise to a rapidly growing body of information on the movement of many marine animal species. It is widely recognized that these
technological developments have far outpaced the analysis methods available for extracting meaningful biological information from these high-resolution and complex data types
(Schick et al. 2008). To date, many applications of animal movement data have focused
on reconstructing tracks from sparse and noisy fixes of geographical position, but as positional information improves and motion sensors are incorporated (Ropert-Coudert and
Wilson 2005), there is strong interest in inferring behaviour from data with much higher
time resolution (Polansky et al. 2010). Current statistical approaches often require ad-hoc
processing to circumvent the inherent time dependence in this kind of data set (e.g. Bodkin
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et al. 2007). However, these data are fundamentally time series whose salient character
is their autocorrelated structure and the non-stationarity of variance. State space models
provide a flexible framework for a unified treatment of tagging data and animal movement
models and are recognized as a promising way forward (Patterson et al. 2008). Here, we propose a modeling approach that uses high-resolution movement data to estimate continuously
varying behavioural parameters of movement models on the appropriate time scale.
Animal movement models are formulated as stochastic differential (or difference) equations, such as a correlated random walk (Morales et al. 2004, Codling et al. 2008). These
movement equations can describe a wide variety of movement patterns depending on their
parameter values. Our main premise is that, as the movement observations change over the
course of the record, the parameters of the animal movement model embody the behavioural
information and can be estimated directly using a state space model formulation. One possibility is to use a state space behavioural switching model (Jonsen et al. 2007, Patterson
et al. 2009), but this requires a pre-definition of a small set of behavioural modes, and
the probability of transitioning between them. We suggest and explore a different approach
that directly estimates the time-varying parameters of a movement model with a state space
model, and uses these estimates as a basis for behavioural inference.
We develop and illustrate the approach using a high resolution data set from an at-sea
foraging track of a northern fur seal (Callorhinus ursinus). The analysis uses vertical velocity
(dive) data recorded at two second time intervals, which are of a much higher resolution
(and volume) than data used for other state space models that infer behaviour using only
episodic horizontal position fixes (e.g. Jonsen et al. 2007). Moreover, these data serve to
illustrate the non-trivial issues that arise in model selection, and the setup of a state space
model for a practical example. We emphasize, however, that the approach is a general one,
and applicable to most horizontal and/or vertical movement models and high resolution tag
data.

3.1.2

Methods

The approach taken fits a stochastic animal movement model to noisy position or velocity
data using a state space model, simultaneously estimating its parameters through a state
augmentation procedure. The first part of a state space model is the state evolution equation, or movement model, which describes the movement process, and allows it to evolve
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forward in time as (2.3),
xt = f (xt−1 , θt ) + nt ,
where xt is a column vector that represents the system state (either a position or velocity) at
time t. The movement model is embodied in the operator f which depends on the previous
state, xt−1 , and a vector of movement parameters, θt , that can change through time. The
system noise, nt , is assumed additive.
The second part of the state space model is the observation equation in which the
observations are assimilated as in (2.4),
yt = H xt + et

(3.1)

where yt is an observation of vertical velocity at time t. It is related to the state, xt , through
the matrix H which allows for conversion between measured and modelled variables (say,
observing position and modelling velocity), or partial observation of the state. The observation error process, et , (again assumed additive) follows a specified probability distribution.
More general nonlinear forms of (2.2) are possible, and parameters may also be associated
with et or H, but these are not considered here.
The state space model (2.3)-(2.4) is a very general formulation. It is characterized by
Markovian dynamics, conditionally independent observations, and mutually independent
system and observation noise (Ristic et al. 2004). It allows for nonlinear models and nonGaussian error processes. The usual goal is to estimate the state xt and its density function
over time. Sequential Monte Carlo methods, such as particle filters, provide standard solution techniques. However, the usual approaches do not provide estimates for the parameters,
θt .
To estimate parameters in a state space model, two main approaches are available as
discussed in Section (2.3). The approach we take, and which is the focus of this paper,
is state augmentation (Kitagawa 1998). Here, the parameters of interest are appended to
the state vector forming an augmented state vector, and standard sequential Monte Carlo
methods are used to determine parameter estimates.
Let the augmented state vector be x̃t = (x0 , θ 0 )0t , where

0

denotes transpose, and t

denotes time increment t. By making the parameters in the process model (2.3) follow a
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xt
,
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+
νt
θt
θt−1
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(3.2)

or
x̃t = g(x̃t−1 ) + ñt ,

(3.3)

where the augmented system noise ñt now includes both the system noise, nt , as well as the
disturbance term, νt , for the random walk of θt . The operator g includes both the movement
dynamics f and the random walk for its parameters. The augmented observation equation
(2.2) is now
yt = (H 0) x̃t ,
where 0 is a vector of zeros and implies that we cannot observe the parameters, θt , directly.
The augmented state space model can then be solved using the same sequential Monte Carlo
methods as for regular state space models, since this is nothing more than a reformulation of
the state. Hence, dynamic, or continuously time-varying, parameters are straightforward to
estimate using state augmentation. Static, or slowly time-varying, parameters are, however,
more complex.
The central goal in this study is to estimate the time-varying movement parameters that
have a direct link to fur seal behaviour. Hence, identification of the appropriate time scale
for this estimation is a key feature. Standard application of the augmented state space
model (2.23) with a parameter random walk having a constant variance, σν2 (c.f. Kitagawa
1998), means that the estimated time-varying movement parameters simply follow short
period fluctuations in the data, which is not always desirable for analysis and inference. For
example, for vertical dive data collected at two second resolution, this means that movement
parameter variations can oscillate within individual dives. For meaningful behavioural inference, we seek to identify behaviour on a longer time scale, so that we characterize variations
associated with collections or ensembles of dives. Hence, we re-formulate the parameter estimation problem to focus on this longer time scale that is more directly linked to behaviour,
as outlined below.
The analysis here is therefore sequentially carried out on short, overlapping windows of
the movement time series. Within each data window, fixed values for the parameters of the
process model are estimated. By considering the time sequence of these static parameter
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estimates over the duration of the data record, the time variation of the movement parameters on the appropriate time scale for behavioural inference can be estimated. This idea
of evolving parameters is well-established for non-stationary statistics which vary over time
(Priestley 2004, Ch. 11), and has the advantage that the investigator can control the time
scale for behavioural parameter estimation by choosing an appropriate data window width.
The estimation procedures for parameters that are static within an analysis time window
also relies on the state augmentation procedures outlined above. The main idea is that by
successively reducing the variance of the disturbance term, σν2 , in the parameter random
walk, the movement parameter vector, θt , ends up being fixed at a particular value. One
way this can be accomplished is by using a single pass of a particle filter over an analysis time
window and reducing σν2 with increasing t, until σν2 reaches a small value at the end of the
analysis window and the parameters, θ, are locked in at their estimated values (Kitagawa
1998, Liu and West 2001). As a related alternative, Ionides et al. (2006) suggest using
multiple passes of a state augmented particle filter, where each pass has a successively
smaller σν2 . They show this can yield the maximum likelihood value for θ. We make use
of a hybrid approach, using the multiple iterated filtering approach of Ionides et al. (2006)
algorithm, but using unweighted averages at each pass of the particle filter and a simple
ramp-down of the variance, σν2 . This is done within a time windowing sequential procedure
and permits slowly time varying parameters to be estimated over successive windows. The
goal is to interpret these movement parameters as they slowly vary in time at a scale that
is sensitive to changes in northern fur seal behaviour.

3.1.3

Data

Here, we focus on analysing the dive record from a single female northern fur seal’s track
recorded on August 18, 2006. Figure (3.1) shows the depth measurements and the derived
vertical velocity (via differencing the tag’s depth channel) from the dive record for this single day selected from her 11.2 day foraging bout. The two-second sampling interval of the
archival tag yielded 43,200 data points for this single day (1800 points per hour), and these
data are the basis for our application. This data channel was selected for the movement
analysis as it minimized some of the more complex error structures associated with the tag’s
speed channel.
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Figure 3.1: Observed time series of depth (panel (i), blue line), and derived vertical velocity
(panel (ii), red line) from a northern fur seal collected on August 18th , 2006, with hour of
day indicated. There are three selected one hour long data segments, shaded in gray and
labeled in green as A, B, and C. These periods will be referenced repeatedly with respect
to the movement analysis and northern fur seal behaviour.
These data clearly show a distinction between dive and non-dive (surface swimming
or resting) periods. The active dive periods also have distinctly different signatures or
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behaviours. Figure (3.2) shows details of three selected one hour segments. In Segment A,
we see rapid, regular, relatively shallow diving with large frequent vertical speed changes,
which might be indicative of foraging/feeding. In Segment B, the dives are becoming deeper
and less frequent and regular with more surface time and smaller vertical speeds, perhaps
indicating exploring/searching. In Segment C, the fur seal is at the surface with a small
vertical speed, and is either transiting or resting. The statistical character of these velocity
observations obviously changes over the course of the record, and our goal is to quantify these
by determining the associated (slowly) time-varying behavioural parameters of a suitable
movement model.

Figure 3.2: The original 24 hour time series and three details of the observed vertical velocity
data [Figure 3.1.(ii)]. The three lower panels (panels (ii) - (iv)) highlight three 1 hour long
data segments (1800 2-second time points) which correspond to the three sections of the 24
hour time series in panel (i) labeled as A, B, C.
A key aspect of state space modeling is to identify a suitable state evolution equation
(2.1) or, here, the movement model, including a functional form for the dynamics and the
statistics of the random forcing terms, νt .
A non-stationary time series analysis was undertaken in the form of the sample evolutionary auto-covariance function (ACVF) of the vertical velocity data. This is a way to
account for auto-correlation that varies over the data record, analogous to time-freqency
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analysis (e.g. Wittemyer et al. 2008, Polanksy et al. 2010). This analysis tells us whether
or not a substantial linear relation exists between the series and its own lagged values, and
what lag leads to the best predictability. Specifically, the ACVF was computed for 110
sliding time windows with a length of 26 minutes, overlapping the previous window by 13
minutes and covering the length of our selected 24-hour period. The idea is that within a
single time window, the time series is approximately stationary and by considering the time
sequence of ACVF, we can see how these statistics evolve over the analysis period. The time
window of 26 minutes (or 780 data points) was chosen as a balance where the statistics of
fur seal movement would be approximately stationary, but also that the data series covered
enough individual dives so that the emergent behaviour of the fur seal could be determined.
Figure 3.3 (i) shows the evolutionary ACVF for observed vertical velocity, y. It shows
an obvious cycling between dive periods and quiescent non-dive periods. Within the dive
period (e.g. between 00:00-06:00 hours, including Segment A), we see an oscillating and
decaying ACVF with a relatively large variance, suggesting a periodic process. During the
non-dive periods (e.g. 17:00-22:00, including Segment C), the ACVF has low variance and
decays to zero for lags one and beyond, suggesting a purely white noise process. Behavioral
distinctions between the dive and non-dive periods are evident, especially in terms of the
shifting in the magnitude of the velocity variance. The periods of diving show a dominance
of temporally coherent motions with periods reflecting the dive length.
Because direct observation of northern fur seal at-sea behaviour is not possible, we must
rely on some kind of movement model to detect, quantify and categorize the time series
tag data into meaningful patterns for inference. These movement models can take on a
wide variety of forms (e.g. Codling et al. 2008) and can exhibit a range of non-stationary
behaviour; our goal was to use a movement model to infer behaviour such as active foraging
in a window of northern fur seal tag data.
Identification of a suitable movement model is undertaken next. We considered the
candidate class of models to be the auto-regressive moving-average (ARMA) models based
on the qualitative nature of the ACVF analysis. This class of models can be equated to the
dynamic systems framework as shown in the following section.
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Figure 3.3: Evolutionary auto-covariance function (ACVF) of vertical velocity. Panel (i)
shows the sample ACVF computed from the data with time of day indicated. Panel (ii)
shows the corresponding ACVF predicted from the estimated behavioural parameters of the
movement model. Panels (iii)-(v) show the details for time segments A, B, and C (indicated
by dotted lines in panels (i) and (ii)) for both the sample and predicted ACVF.
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AR(p) Process and the Movement Model

Suppose Xt is a sequence of states up to time t, {x0 , x1 , . . . , xt }. A zero-mean AR(p)
process for the state at time t satisfies the difference equation
xt = a1 xt−1 + a2 xt−2 + . . . + ap xt−p + ηt

(3.4)

where ap denotes the pth -order autoregression parameter. Here ηt (with mean 0) denotes
the (assumed additive) system noise or error, and controls the amplitude of the forcing (i.e.
the degree to which the signal is obscured depends on the amplitude of the signal and the
magnitude of ηt ).
Using formal model fitting procedures based on Bayesian and Akaike information criteria,
an auto-regressive model of order two (ARMA(2,0) or AR(2)) was chosen as the most
suitable model,
xt = a1 xt−1 + a2 xt−2 + ηt .

(3.5)

Here, xt represents the vertical velocity at time t and becomes a component of the augmented
state x̃t . What follows is the derivation of the AR(2) movement model of (2.5). Here the
system model is a random walk model that involves two-stage dependence such that xt , the
state estimate of vertical speed at time t, depends linearly on the state in the previous two
lagged time points, xt−1 , xt−2 , through a set of movement parameters (a1 , a2 ). This AR(2)
movement model is derived by discretizing a 2nd -order linear ordinary differential equation
(ODE) as follows :
dx
d2 x
= α1
+ α2 x + η,
dt2
dt

where

dx
dt

and

d2 x
dt2

=

lim

∆t→0

1
[xt − xt−∆t ]
∆t


=

=

(3.6)




1
1
[xt − xt−∆t ] −
[xt−∆t − xt−2∆t ]
∆t
∆t

lim

1
∆t

lim

1
(xt − 2xt−∆t + xt−2∆t ) .
(∆t)2

∆t→0

∆t→0

By substituting these discretized approximations of

dx
dt

and

d2 x
dt2

(3.7)
into (3.6), we can solve for

the vertical velocity at the current time, xt , as a function of the velocity at the two previous
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time increments. Substituting ∆t = 1, representing one time increment, gives t − ∆t = t − 1,
and t − 2∆t = t − 2, and (3.6) is rewritten as
xt − 2xt−1 + xt−2 = α1 ([xt − xt−1 ]) + α2 xt + ηt .

(3.8)

Therefore, we can rearrange (3.8) into an AR(2) process (assuming α1 + α2 6= 1)
xt =

(2 − α1 )
1
1
xt−1 −
xt−2 +
ηt .
1 − α1 − α2
1 − α1 − α2
1 − α1 − α2

By letting

a1 =

2 − α1
1 − α1 − α2




, and a2 =

−1
1 − α1 − α2


,

gives an AR(2) process
xt = a1 xt−1 + a2 xt−2 + η̃t

(3.9)

where a1 , a2 are parameters and η̃t is a purely random Gaussian process of independent
identically distributed random variables. We assume without loss of generality that E(η̃t ) =
0 for all t, and V ar(η̃t ) = ση2 . Figure (2.1) of the previous Chapter shows a realization of
1800 observations (or 1 hour of tag data) from an AR(2) model, xt = 1.5xt−1 − 0.6xt−2 + η̃t ,
with η̃t ∼ N (0, 0.21).
Thus, we have a simple mathematical representation of a discrete time-dependent system
for northern fur seal vertical speed. The AR(2) model of (3.9) is a difference equation, which
corresponds in continuous time to a second-order, stochastic, ordinary differential equation.
It is different from linear regression in that the states xt−1 , xt−2 are random variables, and
x appears on both sides of the equation.
The real advantage of selecting Equation (3.9) as the state evolution model, or movement
process model, is the parameters a1 , and a2 are interpretable in terms of fur seal dive
behaviour. If, say, a1 = a2 = 0 then the model corresponds to a purely white noise process
which might describe incoherent vertical velocity signal associated with surface swimming.
If a1 = 1, and a2 = 0, it is a simple random walk. Generally, however, both a1 and a2
will be non-zero. If a2 < −a21 /4 movement is pseudo-periodic and could describe a regular
and repeating set of dives (Priestley 2004; section 3.5.3). The vertical motion is aperiodic
when a2 > −a21 /4. The variance of η̃t scales the magnitude of the dive velocity. The
model in Equation (3.9) is therefore a flexible description for fur seal vertical motion and
its parameter values can be linked to behaviour.
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Application

The state augmentation approach estimates the parameters a1 and a2 of the movement
model (3.5). However the model must first be in the Markovian form (2.3) or (2.23), i.e.
with a dependence on only one time lag. We therefore rewrite (3.5) as follows:
xt
ζt

!
=

a1 a2
1

0

!

xt−1
ζt−1

!
+

t

!

0

(3.10)

where the dummy variable ζ has been introduced to transform a non-Markovian model into
a Markovian one; i.e., ζt = xt−1 .
The original state (the left-hand-side of (3.10)) is next augmented with the parameters
a1 and a2 . As in (2.23), these follow a random walk
a1,t = a1,t−1 + ν1,t , ν1,t ∼ N (0, σν2 ),

a2,t = a2,t−1 + ν2,t , ν2,t ∼ N (0, σν2 )

(3.11)

where the variance of the disturbance term, σν2 , must be specified appropriately to allow for
estimation of the movement parameters (See off-line estimation procedure in Appendix A).
The augmented state vector is therefore x̃t = (xt , ζt , a1,t , a2,t )0 , and the state evolution equation is defined by (3.10) and (3.11).

The augmented system noise term is

ñt = (t , 0, ν1,t , ν2,t )0 . Because of the estimation of the movement parameters, a1 and
a2 , inside the augmented state vector, this is now a non-linear state evolution equation.
The vertical velocity observations [Figure 3.2 (i)] are contained in yt (Equation 3.1),
2 )
and it is assumed that the observation error, et , is an independently distributed N (0, σo,t

random variable. The augmented observation operator in (2.2) is a row vector H̃ = (1 0 0 0)
which multiplies the augmented state x̃t , and indicates we observe only its first element.
The statistics of the observation error, et , and the system noise, t , are difficult to
estimate since stochastic variations seen in the observations are due to both measurement
noise and fluctuations due to the animal movement process itself. Their variances can,
however, be separated using the ACVF and the principle that the observation error is
uncorrelated over time, whereas animal movement is time-correlated (see Appendix A).
The advantage of estimating the system and observation error variances off-line is that it
minimizes the number of identifiable parameters that need to be estimated in the state
augmentation procedure. Note too, that the system noise variance, σ2 , is a key element in
the movement model, and acts by scaling its overall magnitude.
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As part of the implementation of the state-space model, the system noise takes the form
of a normal mixture process,
2
2
t ∼ c1 N (0, σ,t
) + c2 N (0, δσ,t
).

(3.12)

The system noise has an overall variance corresponding to the off-line estimated σ2 . We chose
c1 = 0.9, c2 = 0.1, and δ = 10 which allow the system noise variance to have occasional large
values. This mixture-error form for the system error allows the state estimates to closely
follow the observations when abrupt changes in velocity occur, such as those found at the
onset of a dive.
The state xt (and ζt = xt−1 ), as well as the parameters a1 and a2 are jointly estimated
using a state-augmented particle filter based on sequential importance resampling (Section
2.3). This estimation is carried out for each of the 110 analysis time windows (each 26
minutes long, and overlapping by 13 minutes). The slow time variation in these parameters
across the 110 windows corresponds to the changes in fur seal behaviour over the data
record.
To estimate the static parameters a1 and a2 within a single time window, we use the
following algorithm adapted from Ionides et al. (2006):
1. Run the particle filter with the data yt using the state augmented model (3.10)-(3.11),
and with system noise and observation noise as specified above. Set the initial random
walk variance for the parameters at σν2 (0) (the bracketed value indicates the iteration
number), as well as initial values for a1,t=0 (0) and a2,t=0 (0). Take the mean estimated
by the particle filter across all time increments of â1,t (0) and â2,t (0) to be the parameter
values for iteration zero, i.e. â1 (0) and â2 (0).
2. For iterations k = 1, . . . , m. Let σν2 (k) = ασν2 (k − 1), where α is a discounting factor
used to control the reduction in the random walk variance at each iteration. Use as
initial values for a1,t=0 (k) = â1 (k − 1) and a2,t=0 (k) = â2 (k − 1). Take the mean of
a1,t (k) and a2,t (k) from the particle filter for estimates â1 (k) and â2 (k).
3. Stop after m iterations. Use â1 (m) and â2 (m) as final estimates for a1 and a2 .
This is a simplified (unweighted) version of the multiple iterated filter of Ionides et al.
(2006). It was found that the following values yielded good results: (i) an initial σν2 (0)
= (0.1 m/s)2 ; (ii) a discounting factor of α = 0.5, and (iii) m = 10 iterations provided a
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stopping criterion as σν2 (10) was by then small enough that the parameters were effectively
fixed at a constant value. This above algorithm was applied for each of the 110 time-analysis
windows to estimate the time variation of a1 and a2 .
To test the accuracy and stability of this algorithm, we ran multiple runs with synthetic
data generated using the movement model and known parameters. These tests indicated
that the above algorithm provided a good recovery of the movement parameters.

3.1.6

Results

State estimates x for the vertical velocity are obtained as part of the analysis but are not
of interest in our behavioural inference. The estimated state (Figure 3.4 (ii), and (iii), in
grey) conforms well to the velocity observations (3.1(ii),3.2(i)). In fact, it is simply a low
pass filtered version, which follows the underlying velocity signal. The state estimates are
not discussed further.
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Figure 3.4: Parameter estimates over time as obtained from the analysis. Panel (i) shows
the estimated observation error variance and system noise variance. Panel (ii) shows the
estimated a1 coefficients from the state-space model (black line), along with a low-pass
filtered version of it (blue line). Panel (iii) shows the corresponding information for the a2
coefficient. The state estimate for the vertical velocity time series is also shown (light grey).
The detailed data segments (A, B, C) corresponding to equivalent segments in Figures (3.1,
3.2, 3.3) are indicated by grey shading.
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Figure 3.4 (i) shows the off-line estimates of the system noise variance and observation
error variance, and how they evolve through time for each of the analysis time windows.
Both scale proportionally to vertical speed, and large during periods of active diving, and
drop towards zero during non-diving phases. These variances were used as inputs, σo2 and
σ2 , to the state space model.
Figure 3.4 also shows the estimated slowly time varying movement parameters from
the analysis, i.e. the auto-regressive coefficients a1 [Figure 3.3 (ii)] and a2 [Figure 3.3 (iii)].
During the initial part of the day [00:00 - 06:00, and highlighted in Segment A, Figure
3.2 (ii), and Segment A, Figure 3.4 (i)-(iii)], the fur seal exhibits rapid, frequent, regular
dives. For this time interval, a1 ≈ 1.5, a2 ≈ −0.6, and the system noise variance, σ2 , is high
(0.15 - 0.2). Just past mid-day, there is a 4 hour period of occasional deep dives with large
velocities [highlighted in Segment B, Figure 3.2 (iii), and Segment B, Figure 3.4 (i)-(iii)].
The system noise variance increases to 0.05, a1 ≈ 0.8 and a2 ≈ 0.1. There are also periods
where the fur seal remains at the surface with small vertical speeds [highlighted in Segment
C, Figure 3.2 (iv), and Segment C, Figure 3.4 (i)-(iii)] in which the a1 and a2 parameters and
system noise are near zero. The behavioural signatures in these vertical velocity data are
however not always in discrete modes, but have time variations and mixes of behaviours.
These are captured well by the continuously time-varying movement parameters [Figure
3.4 (ii), (iii)].
To further validate the results, we address the question of how well the estimated parameters can re-construct the emergent statistical properties of the data. The evolutionary
ACVF can be predicted from knowledge of the time-evolution of a1 , a2 and σ2 (Priestley
2004, Ch. 3-4). The predicted ACVF can then be compared to its corresponding sample
version computed from the data in Figure 3.3 (ii). Note that the sample ACVF does not
separate out stochastic fluctuations in the movement process from the observations, as does
the state space model. Also, since the movement model is a simplified representation of
reality it can only capture a portion of the variability in the data. Hence we do not expect
exact comparability or reproduction. It is nevertheless a useful comparison and validation.
The main features of the predicted ACVF [Figure 3.3 (ii)] compare very well with the
sample ACVF [Figure 3.3 (i)], especially at the important small lags. In particular, the
oscillation and decay of the ACVF with increasing lag is predicted for the initial foraging
period [Segment A, Figure 3.3 (iii)]. In fact, the major differences for this period are the
added noise at large lags in the sample ACVF, and that the sample ACVF has deeper
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negative values at larger lags than does the predicted one. This latter discrepancy occurs
since the observed velocity series does not have an exact periodicity even within a single time
analysis window. That is, the dives are regular, but not exactly repeating. In Figure 3.3 (iv)
, the sample and predicted ACVF are compared for Segment B, characterized by irregular
diving; the magnitude and decay rate of the ACVF is well captured in both sample and
predicted ACVF. Finally, in [Figure 3.3 (v)] , the low velocities and cutoff after lag zero
characterizing Segment C are seen in both the sample and predicted values.

3.1.7

Concluding Remarks

We have explored the idea of estimating behaviour parameters from marine animal archival
tag data together with movement models. The central idea is that by estimating the time
variation of parameters for a suitable movement model, researchers can then objectively
and quantitatively infer animal activity (and its behavioural state). Here, we have offered
a statistical-dynamical approach suitable for extracting behavioural information from high
resolution data, and one that is widely applicable to a variety of movement models and
observation types. It offers an alternative to behavioural switching state space models
(Jonsen et al. 2007, Patterson et al. 2009), and is flexible enough to obtain solutions even
for nonlinear and non-Gaussian cases. Our approach draws from the state augmentation
procedures of Kitagawa (1998) and Ionides et al. (2006).
Our application focused on analysis and interpretation of the vertical movement data
from a tagged northern fur seal. The analysis provides slowly time-varying estimates for the
movement parameters. The application also highlighted many issues which are expected to
arise in any analysis of high resolution movement data. They include: (i) the identification
of an appropriate movement model; (ii) choosing the appropriate time scale for parameter
estimation; and (iii) the estimation of identifiable parameters. Remarks on each of these
issues are offered below.
Identification of the appropriate movement model is an important issue that affects
interpretation of the data, and is key to making meaningful conclusions about behaviour.
In fact, we want models for which the parameters are directly interpretable as behaviour.
Model choice must be based on theoretical precepts, as well as statistical features of the
data. For this study, the discrete-time AR(2) model was well-suited for the vertical velocity
data, but continuous time formulations of movement are also possible within the statespace framework (e.g. Johnson et al. 2008). Generalizing the approach to two-dimensional
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and three-dimensional movement world require different types of models, such as correlated
random walks (Morales et al. 2004). These would replace the process model, and parameters
could be estimated with the state augmentation procedure.
An issue specific to the method is the choice of the time-scale for the movement analysis.
The lower limit for time window length is chosen based on the natural time scale of the
movement model. Here, the AR(2) model is applicable to a time series comprised of a
coherent collection of similar dives, and not a single dive. Therefore, in the northern fur
seal, the window width must be at least wide enough to encompass a series of dives. The
upper limit on the window length is based on the time-scale at which fur seal behavioural
changes take place, with the idea that the parameter estimation uses a data window that
is approximately stationary (i.e., parameters should be constant over the window). The 26
minute window was a reasonable compromise, and the 13 minute overlap allows for us to
resolve more abrupt changes in the parameter values. Note that some types of models with
low resolution data for which behaviour can be directly inferred from the state may not
need to be time windowed and state augmentation can proceed directly without recourse to
the multiple iterated filtering.
Parameter identifiability is a concern for many ecological and movement models, especially as complexity is increased. One possibility is to specify well-defined values for the
magnitude and form of the process and observation errors. Another is the estimation of the
minimal number of identifiable parameters, and determining parameters off-line wherever
possible. Alternatively, hybrid particle-MCMC approaches (e.g. Andrieu et al. 2010) could
be considered.
In summary, recent review articles have identified state space models (Patterson et al.
2008) and hierarchical Bayesian approaches (Schick et al. 2008) as two important directions
for extracting ecologically meaningful information from animal tag data. Here we have
used a particle filter approach for an augmented state-space model that is designed for the
type of large volume, high resolution motion time series recorded by archival animal tags.
The approach of this study is a promising direction for fully exploiting the behavioural
information in these rich data sets.
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Chapter 4

Hierarchical Bayes methods for
modelling uncertainty in at-sea
animal behaviour
Scaling up movement behaviour to the landscape level is of key importance in understanding
the processes that limit northern fur seal success in the Bering Sea. The main barrier to
developing models addressing these landscape level questions is the vast difference in scale
between the at-sea behaviour of the individual seal and the oceanic environment through
which that fur seal passes. The environment is typically only observed incompletely and
with large and unknown amounts of measurement error and data uncertainty. As well, the
environment can only be approximated by combining various data sources, often at very
different scales.
We introduce in this chapter the hierarchical Bayesian model as a means to account for
multiple sources of uncertainty in the measurement and understanding of the fur seal’s atsea environment. We do not set out to identify which sections of the Bering Sea might be of
conservation priority with respect to foraging hotspots, and therefore have not approached
this as a spatial problem. Instead our model is constructed with the idea that a fur seal
swims continuously through a variety of habitats, in some of which the fur seal engages in
repetitive dive activity, in other sections where it engages in consistent but infrequent dive
behaviour, and still other sections in which it doesn’t dive at all. Our goal is to understand
if there was something in the variable field through which the fur seal swam, that influenced
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the observed fur seal’s behaviour.
This chapter is motivated by the problem of (i) processing a dataset collected from
satellite-linked, archival tagged female northern fur seals with pups, and (ii) understanding
their at-sea behaviour in response to changes in the environment. The archival tag dataset
that underlies the approach we present in this chapter was collected from a set of eleven
female fur seals nourishing pups at Reef Rookery, on St. Paul Island in the Pribilof Islands,
Alaska. Each fur seal was tagged with an archival tag that measured a series of in-situ variables at two-second intervals, as well as a lower-resolution satellite GPS tag from which the
fur seal’s location could be determined. The high-resolution depth channel was differenced
from each seal’s archival tag to create a measure of “vertical velocity” that serves as the
basis for the application of an augmented state space model to describe fur seal movement.
These state space methods are ideal for the application where fur seal movement and behaviour evolves slowly over time, and were presented in Chapter (2) and discussed in detail
in Chapter (3).
In this chapter, we begin by reviewing Bayesian hierarchical regression as a framework
for modelling northern fur seal behaviour as output from an augmented state space model.
We then introduce methods to account for uncertainty in the measurement of their at-sea
environment, and show how to incorporate this into the hierarchical Bayesian framework.
We explore the strengths and weaknesses of the hierarchical Bayesian model as a tool for
inference about at-sea seal behaviour, and end with a discussion of other approaches that
could be used in this context.

4.1
4.1.1

Model Development
Bayesian Regression

There are two important components for carrying out statistical inference in a Bayesian
regression setting; the likelihood function of the data
P (Data|P arameters)
and the prior densities for the model unknowns
P (P arameters).
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Consider a data set collected from a single individual. The information provided by the
data is incorporated by selecting a statistical model that reflects our beliefs about the data
which takes the form of a likelihood function, e.g., P (y|θ), where y denotes the dependent
variable, and θ, any parameters associated with the regression of y. Bayesian models have
an inherently hierarchical structure. Parameters are treated as if they are random variables
and are given prior distributions described by a set of prior parameters, ψ, and can be
written to reflect this hierarchy, i.e. P (θ|ψ). This formulation emphasizes that the prior
distribution of θ is itself characterized by a set of distribution parameters, ψ. The choice
of prior distribution even among those that are intended to be non-informative should be
done carefully, particularly in high-dimensional problems (Lambert et al. 2005).
After observing the data, we can conceptually update our prior beliefs using Bayes’
Theorem to obtain the posterior distribution of the regression parameters, i.e. P (θ|y) or
P (P arameters|Data).
Bayesian inference is based upon this posterior density and is done by combining the likelihood of the observed data, and prior densities as follows
P (θ|y) =

P (y|θ)P (θ)
P (θ, y)
=R
.
P (y)
P (y|θ)P (θ) dθ

(4.1)

Once the data y are observed, the denominator of (4.1) is constant with respect to θ, and
represents the marginal distribution of the data, i.e.
Z
Z
P (y|θ)P (θ) dθ = P (y, θ) dθ = P (y).
Therefore the shape of the posterior is determined entirely by the numerator of (4.1), and
we emphasize this by rewriting Equation (4.1) as
P (θ|y) ∝ P (y|θ)P (θ).

(4.2)

Bayesian methods then proceed by using sample-based methods for approximating unknowns in the relation (4.2).

4.1.2

Bayesian hierarchical model

The Bayesian hierarchical model is a statistical methodology for handling complex problems
by synthesizing information about a system in a coherent manner (Cressie et al. 2009).
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Within the Bayesian framework, we rely on probability theory to provide decompositions of
complex joint probability distributions into a series of simpler conditional statistical models
that aim to explain the relationship between data and a causal process. The strength of
this approach is that it can use decompositions that reflect the causal mechanisms, and
our uncertainty around that causal process. In this chapter we present a flexible 3-stage
hierarchical model in which the general form of the hierarchical model is described as follows
(adapted from Berliner 1996, and Cressie et al. 2009).
The first level of the hierarchy is the data model or likelihood function that describes the
observation process
P (Data|P rocess, P arameters),

(4.3)

the second level is a process model that describes the state process
P (P rocess|P arameters),

(4.4)

and the third level is a parameter model that expresses our uncertainty in the parameters
describing the process model
P (P arameters).

(4.5)

Collectively these three conditional models (Equations 4.3, 4.4, 4.5) provide a means for
updating the target distribution of the unknown P arameters updated by the observed
Data, i.e.,
P (P arameters|Data) ∝ P (Data|P rocess, P arameters)P (P rocess|P arameters)P (P arameters)
(4.6)
The general approach to hierarchical modelling can be considered as a large set of
stochastic formulations that include many popular models such as random effects models
and generalized linear mixed models, and are flexible enough to solve a variety of inference
problems (e.g. Gelman et al. 2004, Chapters 5, 15, and references cited therein). Here,
we present how this framework can be adapted to the analysis of seal behaviour during an
at-sea foraging voyage. Specifically, the analysis will focus on (i) the derivation of a set of
qualitatively distinct seal behavioural classes based on model parameters and (ii) testing for
relationships between these and the environmental covariates. We will formally acknowledge
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the randomness in both seal behaviour and the environment process by building a hierarchy
of conditional models to describe the complexity of our data and the process that generates
animal behaviour (Cressie et al. 2009).

4.1.3

Identifying Behaviour Class

Recall from Section (3.1.4) of this thesis, that the AR(2) movement model was derived by
discretizing a 2nd -order linear ordinary differential equation. The parameters, a1 , and a2 , of
the AR(2) system model determine the qualitative behaviour of the process. We can derive
this relationship through the roots of the quadratic characteristic equation of the difference
equation.
We may obtain the conditions for asymptotic stationarity by studying the form of the
general solution to the AR(2) difference equation; i.e.,
xt = a1 xt−1 + a2 xt−2 + η̃t .

(4.7)

Following Priestley (2004) with a slight change of notation, first consider a system without noise (i.e., with η̃t = 0). Then, as with 2nd -order differential equations, the 2nd -order
difference equation,
xt + a1 xt−1 + a2 xt−2 = 0 ,

(4.8)

xt = c1 µt1 + c2 µt2 ,

(4.9)

will have a general solution

where µ1 , and µ2 are the roots (possibly complex or coincident) to the quadratic equation
f (µ) = µ2 + a1 µ + a2 (2004; Equation 3.5.23).

(4.10)

From Priestley (2004), the AR(2) process is stationary if the general solution (Equation
4.9) decays to zero as t → ∞, or equivalently when the two roots of f (µ) = 0 lie inside the
unit circle (Priestley 2004; Equations 3.5.26 and 3.5.28).
From Priestley (2004; Equation 3.5.29), the necessary and sufficient conditions for the
roots to lie inside the unit circle are:
1. a1 + a2 < 1
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2. a2 − a1 < 1
3. |a2 | < 1 .
These conditions specify the interior of a triangular region of stationarity in the (a1 , a2 )
parameter plane (Figure 4.1, Priestley 2004, Shumway and Stoffer 2006).
The roots of Equation (4.10) are given by


q
1
2
a1 ± a1 + 4a2 .
µ1 , µ2 =
2
If a21 + 4a2 ≥ 0 in (4.11), then the roots µ1 , µ2 are real. If, in addition, a1 > 0 and
a2 < 0, then µ1 , µ2 are positive and the the stationary process decays smoothly to zero; if
a1 > 0 and a2 > 0, then µ1 , µ2 are of opposite signs; and if a1 < 0 and a2 < 0, then both
µ1 , µ2 are negative, and the stationary process alternates in sign as it decays.
If a21 + 4a2 < 0 in (4.11), then −a2 > a21 /4 and the roots µ1 , µ2 are complex. Since a1 , a2
are real, and µ1 , µ2 are complex conjugates, and since µ1 µ2 = −a2 , we can write the roots
in the following (polar) form
µ1 = (−a2 )1/2 ei θ , µ2 = (−a2 )1/2 e−i θ
Using µ1 + µ2 = a1 , the angle θ is determined by
2(−a2 )1/2 cos θ = a1
giving
1
cos θ = a1 (−a2 )−1/2 .
2

(4.11)

Since the cosine function oscillates, the solution (4.11) ensures that the stationary process
has an oscillatory form, and thus as described in Priestley (2004) is “damped periodic” or
“pseudo-periodic”. The inequality, a21 + 4a2 < 0, specifies a parabolic region within the
triangular region of the (a1 , a2 ) parameter plane (Figure 4.1, Shumway and Stoffer 2006).
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Figure 4.1: Parameter plane for the solution space of a set of movement parameters a1 and
a2 that solve a set of stationary AR(2) difference equations.
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The Behavioural Response Variable
The solution space for a1 , and a2 identifies two distinct regions that characterize unique
numerical properties (Figure 4.1). Our analysis proceeds by windowing the high density
time series into 26 minute windows of 780 data points, and pre-identifying ocean-surface
activity related to non-diving behaviour such as resting or surface-related swimming such
as transiting between feeding areas. For purposes of the behavioural analyses, this group of
surface behaviours was considered to be the same behavioural mode, as both behaviours are
characterized by a lack of engagement in the immediate environment. This behaviour was
called “Non-Diving”, and typically had parameter solutions near zero indicating a purely
random process with no correlation to previous time periods.
For windows that include dive behaviours we identified solutions that fall in the yellow
region as repetitive diving reminiscent of an oscillating pendulum, and call the behaviour
mode represented by solutions in this region “Active Diving”. Parameter solutions that fall
in the red area represent more intermittent diving characterized by a correlated random
walk, and call the behaviour mode of solutions in this area “Exploratory Diving”. Our
analysis is based on the distinction defined by the numerical properties of the state space
solution space, and ensures that we preserve the interpretability of the state space model
for the analysis of seal behaviour (Priestly 2004).
We concatenated similar 26-minute windows of the behavioural solutions together into
coherent “segments” of similar behaviour. This better relates the observed seal behaviour to
the scale of the spatial covariate information and defines our response, yij , as the observed
behaviour of the ith seal over the j th segment of their at-sea voyage.

4.2

Observation (data) model : P (yi |pi )

Hierarchical Bayesian models account for the observational or data process via a data model.
The data model is described in the first level of the hierarchy (Equation 4.3). This first level
corresponds to the distribution of the data given the process of interest. The data are
assumed to be generated by an observation process that depends on some environmental
process. It is very possible that the outcome appears differently depending on which set of
environmental factors are acting on it. This conditional relation is part of the environmental
process, and can be formalized within the context of conditional probabilities. Here, we wish
to specify a probability distribution for the outcome, y, that is assumed to be summarized
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(so far without error) by the ecological process, such that the uncertainty in this data model
is assumed to be solely a result of the observation process (i.e. measurement error). This
layer of hierarchy allows for the separation of error associated with the measurement of the
outcome, and the errors associated with misspecification of the true underlying process. This
distinction in errors is important in understanding the strength of hierarchical modelling.
One such data model is the multinomial logistic model, which is a generalized regression
model that extends the linear regression model by allowing various nonnormal distributions
for the response and error terms, and extends the more familiar logistic regression to allow
the number of categorical responses to be greater than two (McCullagh and Nelder 1989).
A density function for a set of multinomial random variables {Y } with K possible outcomes
P
(k) = K, has the form:
{Y : Y (1) = y (1) , . . . , Y (k) = y (K) }, and where K
k=1 y
P (y (1) , . . . , y (K) ) = QK

K!

K
Y

(k) !
k=1 y
k=1

p(k) .

(4.12)

This allows for multiple categorical outcomes such as multiple behavioural modes (eg. “Active Diving”, “Exploratory Diving”, and “Non-Diving”). In this application, each behavioural segment represents a variable-length section of time and space through which
the fur seal swam through the ocean and engaged in one of a set of consistent behaviours.
The observed behaviour class at each segment of each fur seal’s at-sea track can then be
modelled in relation to spatially and temporally linked covariate data.

4.2.1

A Multinomial Data Model for Estimating Fur Seal Behaviour

Let Xij = [Xij1 , . . . , Xijp ]T be the p-dimensional vector of linked covariate data characterizing the environment of the ith animal over the j th segment of the track in which the
behaviour was observed. We encode the observed behaviour class by k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K},
(1)

(2)

(K)

(k)

a 0/1 valued vector of length of K, yij = (yij , yij , . . . , yij ), where yij is an indicator
variable that takes the value 1 if the animal is observed in the k th behaviour class and 0
P
(k)
otherwise, such that K
k=1 yij = 1. The underlying (latent) probability vector describing
(1)

(2)

(K)

the relative probabilities of each behaviour category {pij , pij , . . . , pij } can be linked to a
set of covariates via the multinomial regression model. We model the logarithm of the ratio
of the probability of each category relative to that of a baseline category. We selected the
most commonly observed category (here, “Non-Diving”) as our baseline category (k = 1),
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following the advice in Agresti (1990). The multinomial logit linear model is then

log
(k)

where βi
(k)
βi

=

(k)

P (yij = 1)
(1)
P (yij



(k)

= Xij βi ,

= 0)

(4.13)

is the parameter vector of regression coefficients corresponding to class k; i.e.

(k)
(k)
{βi1 , . . . , βip }T .

The probability that yij belongs to class k is written as
(k)

(k)
P (yij

exp(Xij βi )

= 1|Xij , βi ) = P
K

(m)
)
m=1 exp(Xij βi

,

(4.14)

where the joint likelihood for all observed data of the ith animal is

P (yi |Xi , βi ) =

K
YY
j k=1

!yij(k)

(k)

exp(Xij βi )
(m)

PK

m=1 exp(Xij βi

;

(4.15)

)

(Gelman et al. 2004, p. 430). Equation (4.14) defines the probability of animal i, over
(k)

(k)

track segment j engaging in behaviour k, as pij , and we have assumed that yij
(k)
M ultinomial(pij ),
(k)
βi .

∼

and the parameters that describe the relation between yi and pi , as

Because of the condition

(k)
k=1 P (yij

PK

= 1|Xij , βi ) = 1, the parameter vector for one of
(1)

the classes need not be estimated, and we can set one of the parameter vectors βi

= 0.

The joint likelihood for the multinomial data model can then be rearranged as




! 
K
K
 X

X
X
X
(k)
(k) 
(k)
Xij βi



P (yi |Xi , βi ) = exp
βi
yij Xij
−
e
. (4.16)
log 1 +


j

k=2

j

k=2

For simplicity, we refer to the set of K − 1 m-dimensional regression coefficients
(2)

(2)

(K)

(K)

{βi1 , . . . , βim , . . . , βi1 , . . . , βim } for the ith animal as βi , with likelihood (Equation 4.16)
written
P (yi |Xi , βi ) = exp


 X


j

yij βi Xij −

X
j



log 1 + eXij βi


 

.

(4.17)



For this study, we assumed that each segment of track of each animal follows the same
data model (i.e. Equation 4.14), while allowing for changes of resolution and alignment and
measurement-error characteristics between animals.
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Process Model : P (pi |θi )

The process model is central to the hierarchical modelling framework, and here, represents
the 2nd level of our hierarchy i.e. Equation 4.4. The parameter vector governs the process
that is of biological interest and is rarely observed. We have assumed until now (i.e. in
Section 4.2) that the (environmental) process was deterministic and errors were only in the
observation of yi , but not in the parameters that describe the environmental process βi .
In the conditional modelling framework of the hierarchical Bayesian model (described in
Section 4.1.2), we include the uncertainty of the process model.
The process model is composed of explicit and implicit processes (Royle and Dorazio
2008). A model can be explicit in the sense that there is biological understanding of the
environmental process that generated the animal’s behavioural response, and these are described by the process parameters βi . An implicit process model is one that includes a
“random effect” that serves as a surrogate for a real environmental process, but one that is
difficult to characterize as it is poorly informed about the data (or not at all). One example
of an implicit process is the uncertainty in scale of measurement of an animal’s environment.
This random effect is an implicit process because the “process” lacks an explicit biological
interpretation. Getting the explicit form of the process model right implies we have correctly identified the causal mechanism for our data so the model results are scientifically
meaningful and interpretable (Cressie et al. 2009).

4.3.1

Error-in-Covariate models

An important aspect of process error problems is the difficulty in accurately estimating
parameters of interest when there is error contained within the covariate data (Stephens
and Dellaportas 1992). Standard regression models assume that all covariates have been
measured exactly, i.e. without error; as such, those models account only for errors in the
dependent variables, or responses. In the case when some regressors have been measured
with errors, estimation based on the standard assumption of no error in the covariates leads
to biased and inaccurate inference about the true underlying response-covariate associations
(Gustafson 2004). In particular, the parameter estimates do not tend to the true values even
in very large samples, and for simple linear regression the effect is an underestimate of the
coefficient, known as the attenuation bias (Becker 1986). In non-linear models, such as the
multinomial logit model, the direction of the bias is more complicated (Schennach 2004)
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and less predictable, and hence more important to model explicitly.
Many of the spatial covariates remain consistent over large sections (wind speed, surface
temperature), while others change at finer scales (groundfish catch, primary productivity).
Thus depending on the time spent in a behaviour mode, there may be a distribution of
values over that portion of the track. In a previous section (Section 4.2.1), all measured
covariates for the ith fur seal were represented by Xi . Here we distinguish between covariates
measured with and without error, as well we redefine Xi to be a covariate that we don’t
directly measure, but instead infer from observing a related variable Wi . By modelling
this error-in-covariates phenomenon, we are assuming an implicit random effect model that
informs us about the true data Xi through an error prone measure Wi .
For clarification we provide the following guide to error-in-covariate notation for the ith
fur seal (duplicated in Appendix C), which follows the notation of Carroll et al. (2006):
pi

The usual multinomial probabilities

Wi Observations related to Xi , measured with error
Xi

Unobserved “true” covariate(s)

Ui

Measurement error in an error model

Zi

Covariate(s) measured without error.

We consider a multinomial regression model to infer behavioural patterns for the ith
fur seal from a set of covariates, one (or more) of which is a covariate measured with
error. In other words, we want to formulate a statistical model that is fit to well-defined
but unobservable covariate(s), Xi , using information from Wi , that are less than perfectly
correlated with Xi , and a set of covariates Zi measured without error. We rewrite Equation
(4.13) for the j th segment of the ith fur seal’s track as
(k) !
pij
= Zij βiZ + Xij βiX .
log
(1)
pij

(4.18)

Here, the goal is to obtain unbiased estimates of parameters βiZ and βiX indirectly by
(k)

fitting a model for logit pij in terms of (Zij , Wij ). The problem is that the parameters of
(k)

(k)

the regression of logit pij on (Zij , Wij ) are different from those of logit pij on (Zij , Xij ),
and substituting Wij for Xij , while making no adjustments in the usual fitting methods for
this substitution, leads to biased estimates (Gustafson 2004, Carroll et al. 2006).
In assessing measurement error, careful attention must be given to the type and nature
of the error, and the sources of data that allow modeling of this error (Carroll et al. 2006).
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In classical error-in-covariates models, the observed measure, Wij , equals the true measure
plus some measurement error, i.e.
Wij = Xij + Uij .

(4.19)

This formulation assumes the variability of the observed measure will be greater than the
“true” measure due to error in the measuring device or context.
In our context, the major source of covariate “error” is the fact that the environmental
field is divided up into segments, for which there is one measure of the covariate per segment,
and a single measure is an inadequate measure of the range of values experienced during that
segment of at-sea track. For example, there could be diurnal changes at the same location,
vertical differences, or finer-scale horizontal differences than the measurement resolution, or
a combination of these types of errors.
If the observed measure, Wij , is an index of average abundance for the segment of track
without substantial measurement error, then we rearrange the classical error model to reflect
where the error lies (i.e. the truth is more variable than the estimator), and instead form
an error model as simple as Equation (4.19) with Wij and Xij reversed, i.e.
Xij = Wij + Uij .

(4.20)

We assume Wij is unbiased for Xij , and Uij is a normal, independent and identically
2 ). The random variable U is paramdistributed random variable according to ∼ N (0, σiU
ij
2 that describes the covariate uncertainty for the ith fur seal,
eterized by a variance term σiU

such that we have presumed a process model with normally-distributed random effects (or
process error). In this formulation, it is assumed that there is more error in the true Xij
2 . We assume the covariate
than in the observed data Wij , i.e. V ar(Xi ) = V ar(Wi ) + σiU

error is independent from the “observed” value of the covariate, and we assume that there
2 . We
is no bias in the measurement, i.e. E(Uij |Wij , Zij ) = 0 and V ar(Uij |Wij , Zij ) = σiU

rewrite Equation (4.18) as
(k) !

log

pij

= Zij βiZ + Wij βiX + Uij

(1)

pij

(4.21)

and the process model is then
(
(k)
(k)
P (pi |Zi , Xi , βi )

∼N

(k)

)yij(k)

(k)

exp(Zij βiZ + Wij βiX )
PK

(m)

(m)

m=1 exp(Zij βiZ + Wij βiX )

!
2
, σiU

.

(4.22)
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Errors of the type found in Equation (4.20) are called Berkson errors (Berkson 1950),
and are typically chosen when all observations (along a segment of track) within a group
(or individual) are given the same error-prone covariate. An example to illustrate the ideas
of modelling Berkson error-in-covariates is to consider a single covariate that is measured
with error. Consider the case of a single (j th ) segment for the ith fur seal of the covariate
“groundf ish catch”, then
Xij

Unobserved groundfish abundance experienced by the fur seal

Wij

Average groundfish catch in the Alaska commercial fishery

In our application, fur seals swimming through a particular spatial grid square are all given
the same groundfish measure for that segment of track, except that the true groundfish
experienced by the individual is particular to the individual herself (and unlikely to be
exactly the same as the value assigned to that grid square). The Berkson model assumes
that the true groundfish catch is equal to the estimated groundfish catch plus random error,
so that the true groundfish catch has more variability than the estimated groundfish catch
as it is likely the seal experiences a range of groundfish densities throughout her behaviour
segment.
Bayesian Error-in-Covariates Model
To incorporate the uncertainty in the covariates within a Bayesian framework, we treat
Xi as a latent (unobservable) variable, and model its distributional form using one or more
observed variables assumed to contain information about Xi , i.e. Wi (Richardson and Gilks
1993, Carroll et al. 2006).
For the ith fur seal, we include this uncertainty in the environmental covariate in the
lower-level process models by estimating the distribution of the true predictor Xi using
the observed variable Wi , and treat the covariate model (Equation 4.20) as the prior for
Xi . Uncertainty in the covariate error is incorporated into the process model and not
implemented into higher level (parameter) models such that the measurement error in a
2
covariate is fit to each animal, independent of other animal’s data. The variance terms, σiU

for each fur seal, are then treated as nuisance parameters, and fit without shrinkage.
The steps to adding error-in-covariates to a Bayesian multinomial logit regression are as
follows (adapted from Carroll et al. 2006, Gimenez et al. 2009):
1. Identify covariates with measurement errors, and select the error model (e.g. Berkson).
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2. Identify the likelihood. The likelihood function is exactly the same as (4.17), except
the likelihood has covariates observed without error Zi , and unobserved covariates Xi
that are treated as if they were observed with a normal, identically distributed error
distribution.
3. Select priors for all unknowns, where the unknowns in this model are
2 , β , β ).
(Xi1 , . . . , Xil , . . . , Xip , σiU
iZ
iX

4. Compute complete conditionals for all unknowns from the following joint posterior
density (see Appendix B),
2
2
P (βiZ , βiX , Xi , σiU
|yi , Zi , Wi , ·) ∝ P (yi |βiZ , βiX , Zi , Xi , Wi , σiU
)P (Xi ) ×
2
P (σiU
)P (βiZ , βiX )

(4.23)

5. Use conditional models to alternate between sample-based solutions for Xi and βiZ , βiX
as follows:
(a) Generate a completely updated Xi using the current βiZ , βiX parameter values,
as well as the observed data (yi , Zi , Wi ) (noting that we condition on yi as well
as Zi and Wi ),
2
2
P (Xi |·) ∝ P (yi |βiZ , βiX , Xi , Zi )P (Xi |Wi , σiU
)P (σiU
)

(b) generate an updated set of βiZ , βiX using the completed data set of both Xi ,
now filled-in from step (a), and Zi .
P (βiZ , βiX |·) ∝ P (yi |βiZ , βiX , Xi , Zi )P (βiZ , βiX )
Henceforth, to simplify notation, we write βi to represent the regression parameter set
{βiZ , βiX } for the parameters specific to the ith fur seal unless there is uncertainty in
notation in which case we use explicit notation. We write β for the collective set of regression parameters for all fur seals, and write θ to represent the collective set of unknowns
2 , β , β }.
{Xi1 , . . . , Xil , . . . , Xip , σiU
iZ
iX

Note that the above combination of Observation and P rocess models is similar in essence
to a state space model in that a process model is updated with data to estimate a posterior
density. This target posterior is then a scaled product of the likelihood function of yi and the
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process model pi . We assume that conditional on the covariates and associated regression
parameters, all data observations are independent, so the joint density of the data model
and process model can be combined and written
P (y|X, Z, βi , σ 2 )

4.4

Parameter Model : P (θ|ψ)

One of the great challenges in understanding how adaptive fur seal behaviour is to changes
in the environment, is to understand the diversity of behaviour across individuals. To understand fur seal behaviour in a framework that targets population heterogeneity requires both
estimates of regression parameters, but also a characterization of the inter-seal variability
parameters. Including a parameter model is a means to formally account for variation between individual fur seals. In this “random effects” perspective, the tagged fur seals (more
generally called units) are viewed as a random sample from a larger population to which
we are to extend our inference.
Priors for unit-level regression parameters
Frequently there is some uncertainty over what the parameters of the unit-level priors should
be, especially when we wish to capture the complicated structure of a dataset with multiple
observations taken on a single fur seal (or unit). One naı̈ve way of selecting priors for β is to
assume the prior information for one fur seal is unrelated in any way to the information of any
other fur seal; i.e., selecting an independent set of priors for each fur seal. This leaves us with
a set of unrelated posterior inferences relating each animal’s behaviour to the environmental
process. An alternate way to select priors for β is to relate regression equations through
correlations between the unit-level regression coefficient vectors. If the prior is structured
as a series of conditional distributions that assume that unit-level regression parameters are
conditionally independent, but share the same prior distribution, then this is the framework
of a parameter model (Ntzoufras 2009; Cressie et al. 2009).
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Hyperparameters (φ)
ν0, V0
B0, a0

0

Population
Parameters
(level 2)
Local
Parameters
(level 1)

Data

B, ΣB

Hyperpriors
P(ΣB|ν0, V0)
P(B|ΣB,B0, a0)
Priors

β1, X1, σ1u β2, X2, σ2u

y1, W1, Z1

y2, W2, Z2

…

βn, Xn, σnu

P(βi|B, ΣB)

…

yn, Wn, Zn

Likelihood P(y| Xi, Zi, βi)

P(σiu|aU, bU)

P(Xi|Wi, σiu)

Figure 4.2: Graphical representation of a 2-stage Bayesian hierarchical model showing the
hierarchy induced by sampling n random, independent animals from a population. The
right side depicts the directed acyclic graph in which the square node refers to the constant
(hyper) parameters, and the oval nodes refer to stochastic components of the model. By
fitting a set of conditional models we have accounted for the uncertainty in the process
governing fur seal behaviour in the higher level model, and the uncertainty in the datagenerating mechanism in the lower-level model (Calder et al. 2003, Cressie et al. 2009).
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By modelling the parameter model as a separate level in a hierarchical model, we are
building a third layer (“level 2”) that acknowledges a different source of randomness (Cressie
et al. 2009). The lower-level specification of the model is specific to the individual animal,
and expresses the uncertainty we have about that animal’s response to the ecological process
we’d like to understand. Therefore, we can think of the set of regression parameters specific
to a single animal (e.g. βi ) as a sample from a distribution of possible values (i.e. random
coefficients). By adopting a two-stage prior distribution for β that assigns the same hyperparameters {φ} on across-unit priors {ψ}, we are formally acknowledging our uncertainty
over what the priors are for the lower-level parameters, as well as linking all the lower-level
models. By linking regression models via a shared prior, we can “borrow strength” between
animals (Ntzoufras 2009), and the posterior of each unit-level βi is then a weighted mean
of the corresponding animal’s regression and the overall population effect B.
The population-level parameters ψ = {B, Σβ } are found by writing the joint Bayesian
posterior distribution of {β1 , . . . , βn , B, Σβ }, and decomposing this into separate conditional
distributions for the population parameters, and the local parameters updated by the data
(e.g., Wikle et al. 2003). The joint prior distribution is

Y
P (B, Σβ , β1 , . . . , βp ) =
P (βi | B, Σβ ) P (B, Σβ ),
i

and the joint posterior distribution is

Y
P (B, Σβ , β1 , . . . , βp |y, ·) ∝
P (yi |βi , B, Σβ , ·) × P (βi | B, Σβ ) P (B, Σβ )
i

(4.24)
=

Y


P (yi |βi , ·)P (βi | B, Σβ ) P (B, Σβ )

(4.25)

i

with the simplification of Equation (4.25) from (4.24) because the process model likelihood
depends only on the process parameters β, and the prior distributions of the parameter
model, P (B, Σβ ), affect yi only through βi (Gelman et al. 2004, p 124). Therefore from
these 1st -stage conditional densities, we produce an unconditional higher-order likelihood.
It is possible that this higher-level likelihood has covariates that describe the lower-level
units (for our example, this could be seal weight, or age), and will be denoted as X in the
following likelihood and density functions.
In selecting the two-stage prior distribution for the unit-level parameters βi , the first
stage priors were ∼ N (X B, Σβ ) and because of this assumption at the first stage, we can use
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normally distributed conjugate priors at the higher (2nd ) levels. The posterior estimates of
ψ, then form the higher-level parameters that describe the overall population effect and our
uncertainty in the environmental process. The lower-level parameters β are now interpreted
as a random sample from a multivariate normal distribution with expectation B and variance
Σβ . The joint state space of all the unknowns in our model is proportional to the following
Y

P (β, X, σU2 , B, Σβ |y, Z, X ) ∝

P (yi |βi , Zi , Xi , X ) ×

i

!
2
2
P (Xi |Wi , σiU
) P (βi |B, Σβ , X ) P (σiU
)

P (B, Σβ |X , φ)

×
(4.26)

For inferential statements about parameters separately, we need the marginal posterior
distribution for each unknown. For example, a point estimate or credible interval for βi can
be obtained by integrating over all other unknowns of Equation (4.26)
Z

Z Z

P (βi |y, Z, X ) ∝
β−i

X

2
σU

Z Z
B

Σβ

Y

P (yi |βi , Zi , Xi , X ) ×

i

!
2
2
P (Xi |Wi , σiU
) P (βi |B, Σβ , X ) P (σiU
)

×

P (B, Σβ |X , φ) dβ−i dX dσU2 dB dΣβ .
(4.27)
There is no closed form for the integrations of the marginal posterior distribution of Equation
(4.27); likewise for the marginals of the other parameters in Equation (4.26). Instead a
set of conditional posterior distributions can be derived for each parameter of (4.26) from
which we set up a composition sampling method to draw samples from each conditional
posterior distribution iteratively. The result is that the collection of samples from the set
of conditional posteriors derived from the Bayesian hierarchical multinomial model with
error-in-covariates of Equation (4.26) is a sample from its joint posterior distribution. This
is discussed further in Section (4.5).
We write out the joint distribution of Equation (4.26) for the parameters of interest
as the following sequence of conditional posterior distributions (All symbols subscripted
by 0, indicate dirac delta measures (Section 2.2.3) of parameters describing hyper-prior
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distributions, i.e. φ = V0 , B0 , ν0 , a0 ; derived full conditionals appear in Appendix B).
P (βi | yi , Xi , Zi , X , B, Σβ )

(4.28)

2
P (Xi | yi , Wi , Zi , βi , σiU
)

(4.29)

2
P (σiU
|Xi , Wi , aU , bU )

(4.30)

P (Σβ |βi , X , V0 , B0 , ν0 , a0 )

(4.31)

P (B|Σβ , X , V0 , B0 , ν0 , a0 , βi ).

(4.32)

.

4.5
4.5.1

Algorithm for Bayesian Hierarchical Error-in-Covariates
Monte Carlo Methods

The joint posterior distribution for all the unknowns in the model has been written in explicit
form in Equation (4.26), but inference around parameters in this joint distribution depend
on multiple integrations for each marginal posterior as in Equation (4.27), and an analytical
solution (in most cases) is not possible. Therefore, we turn to approximate solutions that
converge in distribution to the true distribution. Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) is
a general iterative algorithm that draws a sequence of random samples from a proposal
distribution following a Markov assumption, and bases inference about unknown variables
on the random draws from this distribution. In Section (2.2.3 ; Equations 2.9 through
2.11), we introduced Monte Carlo (MC) integration as a way of using a random sampler to
compute an integral, I, and showed how MC integration can be used to approximate the
posterior (or marginal posterior) distributions of a Bayesian analysis.
One problem with applying Monte Carlo integration is in obtaining samples from some
complex probability distribution, i.e. g(x) in Equation (2.9), in particular when g(x) is
a high-dimensional probability density function as in Equation (4.26). Attempts to solve
this problem are the roots of MCMC methods. As before, we let the state space refer to
the range of possible values for a random variable x, and describe a random variable of a
Markov process at iteration t, x(t) , to only depend on its previous state at iteration t − 1,
x(t−1) ; i.e.,
x(t) ∼ f (·|x(t−1) ).
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When there is more than one random variable in the state space at each Markov iteration, we
can sequentially update the state components of the (now) vector valued x = {x1 , . . . , xm }
in turn by drawing from the full conditionals of the components in x. For example, at
iteration t in which we’ve already sampled from x1 , . . . , xj−1 , we update the j th component
of the state vector x(t) as follows:
(t)

(t)

(t)

(t−1)

xj ∼ fxj |xj−1 (·|x1 , . . . , xj−1 , xj+1 , . . . , x(t−1)
)
m

(4.33)

Thus, one iteration of a Markov chain at iteration t involves updating components of the
joint distribution described in Equation (4.26), in turn by sequentially drawing from the set
of full conditionals of Equations (4.28) through (4.31). Each proposal is accepted or rejected
according to a criterion called the acceptance ratio in the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm
(Metropolis et al. 1953; Hastings 1970), or is always accepted if the samples are drawn
directly from the target distribution as in Gibbs sampling (Geman and Geman 1984, Gelfand
and Smith 1990). We generate an MCMC by repeatedly drawing random samples from the
joint state space using proposal distributions based on the previous iteration’s vector of
values, and accepting (or rejecting) those proposal values. A MCMC refers to a sequence
of random samples of the (multivariate) state, generated by a Markov process, and these
random samples constitute a random walk over the (joint) posterior distribution. MCMC
differs from standard Monte Carlo integration however, in that the samples are dependent,
since they are realized paths of a Markov chain. Once thinned appropriately (to remove the
within-chain dependence), the retained random samples are then equivalent to integrating
the joint density over the data to obtain a sample from the posterior distribution for the
model unknowns.
The random samples of the state after a large number of steps along the Markov Chain
are then used as samples from the desired distribution, and these samples of the state
values are spread out according to the posterior (target) probability density function. At
equilibrium, an effective MCMC is one that has converged to be irreducibile (all states
communicate with all other states), reversible (satisfies the condition of detailed balance)
and aperiodic (cycles through all states with no fixed number of steps before it returns to
its current value; Wasserman 2004). Once the MCMC has reached the stationary target
distribution and can be shown to be irreducible, reversible and aperiodic, the inferences are
based on the properties of random samples of the state vector.
Hierarchical statistical modelling leads to computationally intensive inference (Gilks et
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al. 1995). Recent increased use of these kinds of models has coincided with the revolution in
Bayesian computation and further development of MCMC simulation approaches (Wikle et
al. 2003). MCMC methods can be used in Bayesian hierarchical modelling. These sampling
based methodologies make it relatively efficient to sample the solution space, and allow
for the extension to ever-more-complicated modelling scenarios (Gelfand and Smith 1990).
Below is a discussion of the algorithm that we built for sampling from the joint posterior of
a hierarchical error-in-covariates multinomial model.

4.5.2

Lower-level (first-stage/random effects) model :
A Random-Walk Metropolis-Hastings step for βiX , βiZ

We set up an MCMC sampling scheme for sampling from the joint state space of Equation
(4.26), by constructing the conditional distributions of (4.28 through 4.31). To begin, we
construct the full conditional distribution of the lower-level model (4.28), as follows:
P (βi |yi , Xi , Zi , B, Σβ ) ∝ P (yi |Zi , Xi , βi )P (βi |X , B, Σβ )

∝ exp

X

yij (βiZ Zij + βiX Xij ) −

j

X



βiZ Zij +βiX Xij

log 1 + e



×

j
−n/2

|Σβ |



1
exp − tr(βi − X B) Σ−1
β (βi − X B)
2


(4.34)

We assume that each of the m components of βi is normally distributed, and the prior distribution of the β is then a multivariate normal distribution (MVN ). We use the posterior estimates of these higher level parameters {B, Σβ } to inform the prior parameters that describe
the distribution of the lower-level regression parameters βi , i.e. P (βi ) ∼ MVN (X B, Σβ ).
Since the likelihood of (4.34) is of multinomial form, the normal distribution is not a
convenient conjugate prior for βi . When no conjugate prior can be found, or when there
is no convenient way of sampling from the target (posterior) distribution, the random-walk
Metropolis-Hastings (MH) algorithm is a very versatile and flexible tool in Bayesian methods
for sampling from these (posterior) distributions (Roberts and Casella 2005). We used a
MH update step to sample from the posterior parameter space of βi as there is no conjugate
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prior for (4.34).
Mechanically, the MH algorithm has to have a proposal distribution and often the proposal distribution is a normal distribution. To get good performance, we want the proposal
(t)

(t−1)

for a single βi to be neither too close nor too far from the current sample βi

, and there-

fore we tune our proposal density such that acceptance rates of our proposals are between
44% and 22% for single and multidimensional parameter sets respectively (Gelman et al.
2004 pg. 306).
When there is more than one component to the vector of unknowns in the MH algorithm,
the component vector can be divided into sub vectors that are updated sequentially, each
using its own MH proposal step. To improve convergence, sampling can be implemented
by blocking. The component vector is divided into sub-vectors with correlated elements,
called blocks, and instead each of these blocks is updated in a single MH step. Therefore,
rather than using a set of uncorrelated univariate MH update steps for each unknown, it is
recommended to use a multivariate normal (MVN ) proposal distribution and update the
parameter vector βi for each unit in blocks.
The most common proposal density is ∼ MVN (0, H −1 ), where the tricky part is choosing H −1 to get the desired acceptance rates (Ntzoufras 2009). We made the diagonal and
off-diagonal elements of the covariance MVN proposal distribution similar to the target
posterior to ensure a more efficient algorithm that optimizes the acceptance rates of the
proposal update values. For each fur seal, we solve for the vector of first, and matrix of
second derivatives of the log likelihood function `(βi ) = log(P (yi |·)) with respect to l1th (l2th )
regression parameter(s) vector βi





P
P
m
(k)
(−k)
p
p
i 

X
∂`2 (βi )
 exp( m=1 Xijm βim )(1 + exp( m=1 Xijm βim )) 
X
X
=
−


h
i
ijl
ijl
1
2
(k)
(k)
P
P

(k)
(−k) 2 

∂βil1 ∂βil2
j 
1 + exp( p
Xijm β ) + exp( p
Xijm β
)
m=1

= −

mi
X

im

m=1

im

{Xijl1 Xijl2 h(βi )}

j

Note here (−k) is the set of non-baseline response categories with k omitted
The matrix of 2nd derivatives of the multinomial log likelihood model is the Hessian
matrix, and the negative, inverse matrix of the observed Fisher information matrix. The
proposal distribution we consider for the MH step takes the diagonal elements h(βi· ) of the
Hessian and the latent covariate matrix Xi at the previous time step, and combines this
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with the prior variance of βi (i.e. Σβ ), and assuming a MVN prior to form matrix H, the
working matrix of the covariance function of the proposal distribution is
(t)

(t−1)

H(βi ) = Xi h(βi

)Xi + Σ−1
β .

In our hierarchical, error-in-covariate framework, the covariance of our proposal distri(t−1)

bution is then a function of (i) the information matrix of parameter vector βi

at the

last MH step, (ii) the latent lower-level covariate matrix Xi , and (iii) a sample from the
posterior distribution for the hyperprior of the covariance matrix, P (Σβ ).
A random walk MH update step is used where the candidate vector of coefficients is
(t−1)

obtained by perturbing the existing vector of coefficients βi

by a draw from a multivariate

normal distribution with means equal to the vector 0, and variance-covariance proportional
(t)

to the inverse of H(βi ) which includes a term that corresponds to the covariance of the
current MH draw (this is what makes it a “random walk” algorithm). Thus, our random
walk MH proposal density for the ith fur seal is
#−1 !

"
(t)
βi

∼ MVN

(t−1) 2
βi
,c

(t)
H(βi )

,

√
where c2 is the tuning parameter and set to be 2.93/ m, and m is the dimension of the
parameter vector (Roberts and Rosenthal 2001). We accept or reject the proposed up(t)

date for βi

with probability equal to α according to the Metropolis ratio between the
(t−1)

last accepted values in the Markov chain βi
tion

(t)
(t)
βi , B (t) , Σβ ,

(t−1)

, B (t−1) , Σβ

and the proposal distribu-

with a correction in the MH ratio for the asymmetry of our proposal

distribution.
α = min(0, r)





(t)
(t)
(t)
(t) , Σ(t)
P
(y
|X
,
Z
,
β
)
P
β
|B
i
i
i
i
i
β




r = log 
+

(t−1)
(t−1)
(t−1)
(t−1)
(t−1)
P (yi |Xi
, Zi , βi
) P βi
|B
, Σβ




(t−1) (t)
(t)
f
β
|β
,
H(β
)
i
i
i




log 


(t) (t−1)
(t−1)
f βi |βi
, H(βi
)
(4.35)

The last term in the ratio, r, of Equation (4.35) corrects for the asymmetry of the proposal
(t−1)

density in which the numerator describes P (βi

(t)

→ βi ), and the denominator describes
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(t−1)

P (βi → βi

(t−1)

), and is included because the covariance matrix of the step βi
(t)

(t−1)

not equal to the covariance matrix used in the inverse step βi → βi
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(t)

→ βi is

(Ntzoufras 2009).

This step-by-step adjustment of the proposal distribution means the algorithm is adaptive,
as it includes the MCMC samples for the other simulated random variables in the model,
and thus optimizes the acceptance ratio, r, at each step as the shape (covariance) of the
proposal distribution.

4.5.3

Lower-level model for covariates measured with Berkson measurement error :
A Random-Walk Metropolis step for Xi

At the next stage of sampling the components of the MCMC sampling scheme for the joint
posterior of Equation (4.26), we construct a Metropolis-Hastings step for sampling from the
conditional distribution of (4.29), i.e.
(
2
P (Xij | yij , Wij , Zij , βi , σiU
)

∝ exp


yij (βiZ Zij + βiX Xij ) −

log 1 + e

βiZ Zij +βiX Xij



(Xij − Wij )0 (Xij − Wij )
+
2
2σiU

)
.

As with the MH sampling step for the posterior P (βi |·), we update Xi1 , . . . , Xil , . . . , Ximi
as a block and use a MVN proposal distribution. The covariance matrix of the MVN proposal distribution is made similar to the target posterior to optimize the acceptance rate of
the proposal update values as before. We determine the Hessian matrix by finding the ma(t)

(t)

trix of second derivatives of the log likelihood function `(βi Xi ) = log(P (yi |Xi , Zi , βi )))
with respect to the lth measure of covariate Xi , i.e.
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(4.36)

Note here (−k) is the set of non-baseline response categories with k omitted
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We take the diagonal elements of the Hessian matrix for Xi of Equation (4.36), call this
2 , and assume a MVN prior to form
h(Xi ), combine it with the prior variance of Xi , σiU

the inverse covariance matrix of the proposal distribution H(Xi ), i.e.
2 −1
H(Xi ) = h(Xi ) + (σiU
) .

This leads to the following random walk MH proposal distribution for covariate Xi measured
for the ith fur seal
#−1 !

"
(t)

Xi

4.5.4

(t−1)

∼ MVN Xi

(t−1)

, c2 h(Xi

2 −1
) + (σiU
)

.

Lower-level parameter for the variance of covariates measured with
error :
2
A Gibbs step for σiU

The Gibbs sampler is a special case of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm in which parameters are sampled from their full conditional distributions, and thereby avoids the need to
calculate any integrals.
By selecting the Inverse Gamma (IG) density with hyperparameters aU , bU as a prior
for the lower-level parameter describing measurement error in covariates, we make use of its
2 . We
conjugate properties for the variance of a normally distributed random variable, σiU

can then derive its posterior distribution, and sample this target distribution directly using
2 is derived in
a Gibbs step within our MCMC chain. This IG posterior distribution for σiU

Appendix (B), and is distributed as follows



Ji
X
1
J
i
2
(Xij − Wij )2  .
P (σiU
|Xi , Wi , aU , bU ) = IG aU + , bU +
2
2
j=1
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Higher-order (Second-stage) model for population parameters; B, Σβ

Let the following list describe the symbols that appear in the following section (and in
Appendix C)
m = number of regression parameters
n = number of units/animals
q = number of higher level covariates in matrix X
ψ = all prior parameters of lower order parameters (B, Σ)
φ = all hyperparameters in the higher order model (ν0 , a0 , V0 , B0 )
At the higher order level, we use the multivariate normal model as part of the prior
structure for the lower-order regression parameters {β}. We define the higher-order structure to be a multivariate linear regression model, relating the q × m higher-order regression
coefficients B to the n × m matrix of lower order parameters β though the n × q design
matrix X , i.e.
βn×m = X n×q Bq×m + Eβ ,

(4.37)

where each row of Eβ ∼ MVN (0, Σβ ), X is the n×q covariate matrix of q common (higherlevel) independent variables, and the likelihood of (4.37) becomes the prior distribution for
the lower-level parameters {β}.
Note that this higher-order model is no longer conditional on the observed data, y, W
and Z, but instead is only conditional on the lower-order regression parameters which are
sufficient for the observed data (Gelman et al. 2004). This implies that once a set of m
regression parameters is identified for each of the i = 1, . . . , n individual fur seals, these
{βi } serve as “data” for the inferences regarding B, the set of parameters common to all
individual fur seals.
In our application, we have no covariate data to describe the individual, thus the only
component vector in the second-stage design matrix is an n × 1 vector of ones (i.e. the
intercepts), thus q = 1 and X n×1 = 1. This somewhat simplifies the full conditionals of the
higher level parameters.
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Gibbs steps for higher-order population parameters B, and Σβ :

The next stage of the MCMC sampling scheme for the joint posterior of Equation (4.26), is
to sample from the full conditional distribution of hyperparameters, B, and Σβ . Since the
first-stage priors were assumed to be of multivariate normal form, we use the multivariate
normal regression model as the second stage likelihood in this hierarchical model setting,
and write the likelihood as factored in Appendix (B) :


1
−1
−(n−1)/2
P (β|B, Σβ , 1) ∝ |Σβ |
exp − SΣB ×
2


1
−1
−1/2
0 0
|Σβ |
exp − (B − β̄) 1 1(B − β̄)ΣB ,
2

(4.38)
(4.39)

where β̄ = (10 1)−1 10 β, or the m-column averages of the β matrix, and S = (βi − 1β̄)0 (βi −
1β̄). This factored likelihood suggests an Inverse Wishart (IW) kernel for the covariance
matrix Σβ (from 4.38), and a multivariate normal kernel for B (from 4.39). The prior on
B is dependent on the scale parameters as Σβ cannot be factored out of (4.39), thus the
prior for B is a conditionally conjugate prior P (B|Σβ ). The following conjugate priors with
hyperparameters φ = {ν0 , V0 , B0 , a0 } were selected:
Σβ ∼ IW(ν0 , V0 ) , and
1
B|Σβ ∼ MVN (B0 , Σβ ).
a0
As these priors are the natural conjugate densities we can derive the posteriors and
sample directly using a Gibbs sampling step. The posterior distributions from which we
sample using Gibbs steps are distributed as follows
Σβ
B|Σβ

n
o
∼ IW ν0 + n, V0 + (βi − 1B̃)0 (βi − 1B̃) + (B̃ − B0 )0 a0 (B̃ − B0 )

∼ MVN B̃,

where B̃ =

Σβ
(n + a)

!
, and


,

nβ̄ + a0 B0
, and β̄ = (10 1)−1 10 β.
n + a0

We refer the reader to Appendix (B) for the derivations of target densities, ψ = {B, Σβ },
as well as all lower-level model unknowns.
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Steps of a MCMC hierarchical multinomial model with
error in covariates algorithm

Below are a set of steps to implementing an error-in-covariates Bayesian multinomial logit
regression:
1. Set up the model.
(a) Identify covariates with measurement errors, and select the error model (e.g.
Berkson)
(b) Identify the likelihood.
(c) Select priors for all unknowns in the model. Using too-imprecise priors in MCMC
fitting of hierarchical models can cause problems of drifting of chains. Selecting
well-considered and more precise priors can help to eliminate this difficulty (Dey
et al. 1998).
(d) Compute complete conditionals for all unknowns.
2. Perform MCMC, where the MCMC algorithm is built as a modular algorithm that
sequentially generates samples from the marginal conditional distributions derived
from the joint target (posterior) distribution of Equation (4.26)
(a) Generate starting values for all unknowns.
(b) Draw from P (Σβ |·) using Gibbs.
(c) Draw from P (B|Σβ , ·) using Gibbs.
(d) For each i ∈ {1, . . . , n} individuals, draw samples of lower-level regression parameters from P (βiZ , βiX |·) in blocks using random walk Metropolis-Hastings
step.
(e) For each i ∈ {1, . . . , n} individuals, draw samples of lower-level regression covariates measured with error from P (Xi |·) in blocks using another random walk
Metropolis-Hastings step.
(f) For each i ∈ {1, . . . , n} individuals, draw an updated sample from the posterior
2 |·) for the lth covariate using Gibbs.
distribution of the measurement error P (σiU
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3. Repeat steps 2(b) through 2(f) until convergence of chain to a stationary distribution
by monitoring trace plots (Gelman et al. 2004), and R̂ (Gelman and Rubin 1992,
Brooks and Gelman 1998). Discard samples prior to convergence as a burn-in period
of sampling.
4. Continue sampling conditional densities until the posterior probability space is fully
sampled. Thin chain as necessary such that MCMC samples from the posterior densities are independent.
5. Run multiple parallel chains (following steps 2 through 4) with different and overdispersed starting values (Kass et al. 1998). Monitor and summarize inferences on
unknowns using the output from all MCMC chains to check convergence. The sampled
values thinned from the target posterior distribution of all chains combined are used to
calculate summary statistics of the marginal distributions of the unknowns, conditional
on the observed data. From these posterior samples, calculate the uncertainty in
each unknown using the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles to approximate the 95% credible
interval of each unknown in the hierarchical model. Other desired summaries (e.g.,
mean, median, mode, variance, interquartile range, etc.) of the posterior distribution
of unknowns can also be calculated from the sampled values to further summarize
posterior knowledge.
6. Assess various statistics describing the model’s goodness of fit (Fidell and Tabachnick
2006). Is it a good model? Is a simpler model better? For hierarchical models, model
adequacy investigations will be more illuminating when well-considered, informative
prior specifications are selected (Dey et al. 1998).
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Discussion

The methods described and implemented here offer a hierarchical Bayes framework for
incorporating the outputs of a state space movement process model into an environmental
process model. These methods link the use of relatively sophisticated modern tracking
devices (GPS tags, archival tags and VHS tags) collecting high density data to a statistical
toolbox that provides inference and understanding about behaviour of a population of diving
marine predators. These analysis methods focus on the spatial tracking of a diving marine
mammal and present a novel way to link each individual’s behavioural patterns to the ocean
habitat in which the animals forage. The hierarchical framework of this approach allows
for the incorporation of multiple sources of uncertainty in our knowledge about the spatial
field and about differences between individuals. By modelling these differences between
individuals and using these models of each individual’s behaviour to build a higher-level
model that summarizes the individuals, we have provided the potential for understanding
behaviour of a population of marine mammals.

4.8.1

Comparison with existing literature

Central to the spatial analysis of at-sea marine mammal movement is that at-sea movement
is a complex three-dimensional process that is not always well simplified into lower dimensions. The set-up requires (i) the reduction of movement data to two dimensions and (ii)
the linking of data collected at very different time and spatial scales.
One such simplification is Area Restricted Search (ARS) which aims to quantify behavior
where predators slow down and increase their turning rate to (presumably) increase the
encounter rate with prey (Kareiva and Odell 1987). This is a method based on calculating
a straightness index that describes the sinuosity of the path by dividing the straight line
distance between the start and end locations by the total horizontal distance travelled
(Weimerskirch et al. 2007). The index is derived from two-dimensional tracking data, and
behaviour is thereby inferred without referring to the third dimension (i.e. dive depth data;
Thums et al. 2011). However, the literature has found evidence of ARS behaviour to be
rare in practise (Thums et al. 2011), and others (e.g. Austin et al. 2006, Weimerskirch et
al. 2007) found as many feeding events along relatively straight sections of track as in more
tortuous sections.
Another simple proposal for constructing simple summary measure from two-dimensional
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data and is based on a similar rationale is a quantity known as First Passage Time (FPT),
or the time required for an animal to swim through a circle of a fixed radius (Fauchald and
Tveraa 2003). The assumption in this metric is that the longer it takes to traverse the circle,
the longer the residency time in that region of the ocean, and the higher relative foraging
intensity (Fauchald and Tveraa 2003, Fauchald and Tveraa 2006). There are a number of
problems with using this derived characteristic of behaviour, one significant reason is the
confounding of non-dive behaviours like resting (characterized by slow swimming speeds)
with tortuous paths of active foraging with each of these taking similar times to traverse
a circle of fixed radius (McClintock et al. 2013). Another problem is that the methods
are not related to any mechanistic model, and hence there is no biological justification
for the selection of the radius of the circle. In addition, they fail to capture the wealth of
relevant data from 3-dimensional dives. Nonetheless, these methods have several advantages.
For example, they are relatively straight-forward and transparent, they require only twodimensional data, and they can be robust against irregularities introduced when behaviours
exist only for short periods. These methods have been used successfully to link animal
behaviour as described by FPT to environmental covariates (e.g. Nordstrom et al. 2013,
Benoit-Bird et al. 2013).
Both of these two-dimensional approaches (ARS and FPT) have no consideration for the
separation of process and measurement error. The state space framework which provides
for the separation of these error terms is a natural framework for movement analysis of tag
data, and has been used extensively (eg. Royer et al. 2005, Jonsen et al. 2007, Patterson
et al. 2009, Jonsen et al. 2012).
Several classes of models have been proposed for implementing this sort of approach. The
first class of models to consider are state space switching models that switch among discrete
behaviour models where each behaviour mode is decided by a static set of parameters, some
of which could be environmental. These models work well in systems with few states, such
as one in which only two behavioural states are described (e.g. transiting and foraging), and
have been used with success on a diverse set of organisms including blue whales (Bailey et al.
2009), tuna (Royer et al. 2005), grey seals (Breed et al. 2009), leatherback turtles (Jonsen
et al. 2005) and 23 other top predators in the North Pacific (Block et al. 2011). Higher
numbers of states, however, cause confounding of movement dynamics with environmental
parameters (Kim and Nelson 1999, Breed et al. 2012), thus limiting some understanding of
the complexity of the movement process. Routinely top marine predators display a diversity
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of dive types that can be linked to foraging behaviours, such as U and V shaped dives, and
the methods presented here are well suited to distinguishing these types of dives. One key
advantage of the methods described in this thesis, therefore, is they allow for (at least) three
behaviour modes and are sophisticated enough to distinguish between many kinds of diving
movements.
Some have criticized these discrete time or space frameworks (both in state space models
and in ARS- and FPT-based models) as they may be entirely inappropriate if the discrete
time scale is not behaviourally meaningful. In many cases, discrete-time models are formulated on a regular time scale dictated by the observation process, and therefore have no
specific behavioural interpretation, or the analysis-scale is hand-picked with no numerical
justification or consideration of error associated with its selection. Our framework is datadriven in terms of the location of the discrete time step; it is the length of time the fur seal
is observed in a behaviour mode and is therefore behaviourally meaningful.
Recent progress has been made in continuous time models. In one example, two dimensional space is partitioned into regions and a diffusion model describes movement in the
state, rather than as one-dimensional discrete-time increments. Harris and Blackwell (2013)
is a recent example of this in which foraging habitats are considered to have centres of attraction and repulsion, and movement between nodes is modelled as a continous-time model
described by a transition matrix of finite behavioural states with instantaneous probabilities
of transitioning at each data point depending on the region (location) and the behavioural
state (Harris and Blackwell 2013). Similar to Jonsen et al. (2007), the switching process is
a finite-state Markov chain and the number of behaviour states is limited to small numbers.
A key assumption is that attractive areas are discrete regions surrounded by undesirable
space where movement properties depend on location and behaviour, and movement between desirable regions doesn’t happen randomly. These methods hold promise and the
idealised simulated tests seem to work, but as yet these methods have not been vetted on
real movement data in real (and complex) spatial fields.
A similar approach was used by Johnson et al. (2008). They used continuous time
analysis of tag data using the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process that allows for a two-parameter
system of random, and undirected motion superimposed on a directional drift to describe
animal movement. They used the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process model to describe, through
velocity and position, correlated movement in a 2nd -order autoregressive continuous time
framework. Their analyses relied on lower density data such as that accompanying GPS
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location data, and not the 2-second increments of an archival tag. They have not yet been
formulated to include environmental covariates to inform location parameters.
One obvious modelling direction that would match time scales of behaviour with spatial
scales of the environmental field is by using the in situ data collected by the tag itself. For
most tags this includes some subset of light intensity, sea surface temperature, and salinity.
This approach was taken by Bestley et al. (2013) who developed the methods for incorporating the movement process model directly into a hierarchical Bayesian state space modelling
framework using these data. Bestley et al. (2013) were able to link simplified movement
(resident vs. non-resident behaviour) to at-sea environmental covariates derived from the
tags at relatively long intervals of 12 hours. This is certainly a positive direction from a
modelling perspective and holds exciting prospects for understanding fine scale movement.
However, the covariate data derived from a tag is very limited, and methodology for relating
salinity and sea surface temperature to large scale processes at scales useful for management
purposes has yet to be developed. This can present a major limitation of these methods
depending on the scope and goal of the research.
The scale of spatial and temporal measures that characterise the environment can represent a significant source of uncertainty. This is true of any analysis that aims to link
animal movement to the spatial environment. The amount of uncertainty in the data can
depend on a number of factors. For example, spatial data can be collected from ships running transects across time and space, or can be derived from remotely sensed satellite data.
Each data collection agency usually has its own way of pre-processing the data to account
for limitations of the sampling method. For example, kernel smoothers have been applied
to ship-board surveys (e.g. Benoit-Bird 2013), and 8-day composites are applied to account
for cloud cover in some satellite-derived data (e.g. NOAA CoastWatch products). None
of the models to date have considered the uncertainty in the acquired set of covariates.
Yet the data uncertainty in modelling behavioural response to environmental covariates is
omnipresent and unavoidable. The hierarchical model proposed in this chapter is ideal for
incorporating uncertainty at all levels. As data quality improves, as well as our understanding of the underlying environmental processes, these methods are flexible enough to allow
for better, more mechanistic, and less error-prone models of behaviour.
Incorporating parameters that relate environmental conditions to movement parameters
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has been a long-standing goal of mechanistic movement model development. The spatialtemporal dynamics that describe an environmental field have complicated spatial and temporal structure, as well as spatio-temporal interactions (Berliner 1996). The data collection
and modelling of these interactions is not straightforward, and can themselves only be approximated. This usually requires a whole suite of assumptions. The analysis methods
discussed in this chapter average over some of the underlying complicated structure. Care
must be taken so as not to make potentially unrealistic simplifying assumptions. By including measurement error in the covariates and averaging over a section of time and space,
we have indirectly accounted for heterogeneity in the underlying environmental field over
the length of a segment. These methods present a simplified hierarchical Bayesian model
that fits the context for which these methods were developed (with coherent segments of
behaviour long enough to remove any temporal/spatial autocorrelation). Furthermore, this
framework is flexible enough to include many different ways of including spatial dependencies (see Gelfand 2012 and examples therein). For example the process model of Section
(4.3) could include a spatial random effect with structured dependence (cf. Banerjee et al.
2004 for a full discussion). We emphasize that the hierarchical modelling method of this
chapter is a general one that is adaptable to further expansions and refinements while still
keeping within the same modelling framework.

4.9

Concluding Remarks

We have presented in this Chapter a Bayesian hierarchical linear model with error-incovariates using an MCMC Metropolis-within-Gibbs Sampling algorithm. There is mounting
evidence to demonstrate the potential perils of inferring animal behaviour based on horizontal trajectories alone (e.g. McClintock et al. 2013 and references therein). The framework
introduced here is one of a set of emerging flexible, analytical techniques for extracting more
out of the increasing wealth of information afforded by recent advances in 3-dimensional biologging technology. We show how to incorporate this understanding of movement into the
construction of a population model for drawing inference about behavioural responses to
changes in the at-sea environment. In the next chapter, we apply this hierarchical framework to a data set of eleven instrumented northern fur seals and analyze each animal’s
tag-data from her at-sea voyage through the Bering Sea. By fitting the model described in
this chapter, we learn that fur seal behaviour in the Bering Sea is affected by both spatial
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Chapter 5

An application of a hierarchical
bayesian model of northern fur seal
behaviour linked to biological and
physical fields
5.1

Introduction

The population of northern fur seals in the Pribilof Islands, Alaska has declined dramatically
during the past 35 years, and continues to decline without any obvious reason yet identified
(Towell et al. 2006). Arresting the decline of the species requires an understanding of
the foraging strategies of the northern fur seal (Antonelis et al. 1997), particularly for
those adult females whose foraging success is also linked to pup survival. The relationship
between lactating northern fur seal movement and habitat is shaped by foraging success
and the physiological constraints of feeding a stationary pup left on a beach at its natal
rookery. Understanding the relationship between movement, behavior and environment is
a critical part of understanding population processes (Bowler and Benton 2005), and has
been identified as one of the highest-level priorities by the northern fur seal conservation
plan (NMFS 2007).
Success of foraging is dependent on northern fur seals finding sufficient prey on their
foraging trips through a dynamic ocean environment. Previous radio and satellite telemetry
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studies of northern fur seals on the Pribilof Islands have shown that feeding areas are between
160-200 km offshore and as far as 370 km from St. Paul Island (Loughlin et al. 1987).
Despite the limitations of being tied to a rookery during the pupping season, the foraging
routes from the Pribilof Islands appear to radiate outward with little formal pattern, but
with some rookeries displaying a rookery-specific directional bias (Robson et al. 2004, Call
et al. 2008). Past telemetry has shown, in some individuals, a within-season foraging route
fidelity, with greater weight gains in those females that followed this strategy (Call et al.
2008).
Physical and biological features undoubtedly influence northern fur seal movements, but
the identification of the extent of these influences remains limited (Ream et al. 2005, Kuhn
et al. 2010). In particular, our understanding of the overlap between the commercial fishery
and active foraging of northern fur seals remains poorly understood.
Analyses of satellite-linked dive depth data (TDR/SDR tags) to physical and biological
features, have provided some understanding of at-sea dive behavior of fur seals, but the
horizontal resolution of the data has been too coarse to link to fine-scale foraging preferences.
The environment undoubtably influences northern fur seal movements, but identification of
the extent of these influences is limited (Ream et al. 2005), and behavior of northern fur
seals at sea remains poorly understood. Others have correlated northern dive depth to
bathymetry (Antonelis 1997, Call et al. 2008) and lunar cycle (Ream et al. 2005). Foraging
behaviour has been linked to thermocline depth and surface fronts (Kuhn 2011, Nordstrom
et al. 2013), and denser prey patches found off-shelf (Benoit-Bird 2013b). These results
represent an important advance in our understanding of at-sea ecology; however, they have
been hampered until recently by an inability to reconstruct three-dimensional tracks between
satellite locations and at-sea environmental features (Harcourt and Davis 1997). Therefore,
examining fine-scale movement and behaviour in the context of the physical and biological
environment the animals encounter should help us to better understand fur seal ecology and
survival.
Stomach contents collected in the 1960s and 1970s and scat collected starting in the
1990s have consistently shown that the dominant prey in fur seal diets is the commercial
groundfish, walleye pollock (Perez and Bigg 1986, Sinclair et al. 1994, Zeppelin and Ream
2006, Zeppelin and Orr 2010). Northern fur seal satellite data has so far linked at-sea
locations to gross oceanographic features (e.g. Loughlin et al. 1999, Call et al. 2008), such
as the continental shelf break to the west of the Pribilofs (Goebel et al. 1991, Robson et
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al. 2004, Sterling and Ream 2004). Bengtson et al. (1985) used coarse telemetry methods
to locate female fur seal feeding sites to assess the interaction of fur seals with commercial
trawl fisheries and found an association along the continental shelf. However, 3-D track
reconstruction that would couple the fine-scale spatial overlap of the commercial groundfish
fishery to fine-scale foraging activity, would help us to better understand fur seal ecology
and survival.
In this chapter, we reconstruct the 3-dimensional foraging tracks of a set of northern
fur seals using satellite linked archival tags, and relate the changes in movement along the
tracks, to changes in their at-sea environment. Our specific goals are:
1. To use archival tag technologies recording movement at scales of seconds, in conjunction with coarse location data from Argos satellite transmitting tags, to understand
how lactating fur seals partition their time between different identifiable behaviours
such as active feeding, exploratory diving, and non-feeding behaviours such as sleeping,
resting, grooming or surface transiting.
2. To understand how these identified behaviours can be linked to their at-sea habitat
and used to understand how physical and biological factors influence their behaviour.
This paper is structured as follows. A set of vertical movement data is introduced, a
suitable movement model is proposed, and a general methodological approach is outlined
in Section 5.2 with details on the application of the methodology. Results are given in
Section 5.3. A discussion follows in Section 5.4.

5.2
5.2.1

Methods
Instruments

During the 2005 and 2006 breeding seasons, 18 lactating Northern fur seals were captured
at Reef Rookery on St. Paul Island (57.18◦ N, 170.27◦ W; 5 in 2005, 13 in 2006).
Three different tag technologies were employed in which all instruments were attached
mid-dorsally using methods described in Boyd and Coxall (1992). The first of these tags
was a dead-reckoner tag (Driesen & Kern GmbH, Bad Bramstedt, Germany). The deadreckoner tags were programmed to collect data at 2-second or 5-second intervals for the full
length of the foraging trip. Two of the 2005 tags were set to sample at 5-second intervals,
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and the remaining 2005 and all 2006 tags were programmed to sample at 2-second intervals.
The dead-reckoner was a 10-channel logger with a 32 MB flash memory that recorded time,
depth, speed (using a swim paddle system), temperature, light, pitch, roll, compass heading
(in three-dimensions), and body orientation (belly up or belly down).
Dead-reckoner tags cannot detect ocean currents and are best used in combination with
a satellite transmitter tag to intermittently recalibrate an animal’s location. We attached
an ARGOS (Platform Transmitter Terminal or PTT) satellite transmitter (Spot5, Wildlife
Computers, Redmond, Washington, USA) to record latitude and longitude and thereby
correct for errors associated with ocean drift in the dead-reckoner route calculations.
The third tag attached was a VHF radio transmitter (A2920 Glue On, Advanced Telemetry Systems, Isanti, Minn., USA), which allowed the animals to be relocated when they
returned to the rookery. All females were recaptured to remove the tracking devices and
retrieve the data series logged from their at-sea foraging trips.

5.2.2

Track Reconstruction

The 2- and 5-second resolution data recorded on the dead-reckoner tags and the Argos
transmitters were integrated to link swimming position to the GPS location data (Mitani
et al. 2003). The 3-dimensional fur seal track was calculated based on three data logging
channels. We used the channels that recorded compass bearing, depth, and speed-throughthe-water to calculate the direction and horizontal speed over the water surface for each
female. We pre-processed the tag’s speed channel to correct for cumulative errors due to
bias in the speed paddle’s position. We identified zero-speed periods (sleeping) using 26
minute time windows with near-zero variance, and used a linear interpolation to re-zero
speed (Figure 5.1; 26 minute windows were selected to match the scale of analysis; this
issue is discussed further in Section (5.2.3)). Each foraging track was then corrected for
errors associated with ocean drift by matching times of the two tags, and forcing the deadreckoner track to lie between the (assumed to be correct) Argos locations. This was done by
translating the dead-reckoner track into polar coordinates, rotating the angle of movement,
and rescaling the radial coordinate to match the direction and great circle distance between
consecutive Argos locations (Figure 5.2). This resulted in a 2- or 5-second resolution track
reconstruction that infills between the Argos satellite locations giving a high resolution time
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and space linkage for each female over her entire at-sea foraging trip. We trimmed each female’s data record to include only those data in which she was at sea. The trimmed tracks
ranged from 90,000 to 480,000 3-dimensional data records per animal (Figure 5.3, Table 5.1).
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Figure 5.1: The entire raw data record for 1 female northern fur seal from the dead-reckoner’s
speed-through-the-water channel, before and after the data series is corrected for drift from zero
speed. Speed is measured as speed through the water, and not over the ocean bottom, and is a
tentative, approximate measure until an updated, satellite-based location can be obtained along the
track. Changes in day (at midnight) are represented in this figure by the dashed vertical lines.
Length of data series depicted here is 482,400 elements, and we refer to this track in the text as
“Track 3”.
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Figure 5.2: A two-dimensional reconstruction of the at-sea track called “Track 3”. Constructing the
best estimate of the actually track (shown as a purple line) requires connecting the high resolution
archival location with the sparsely located Argos GPS locations (shown as open circles). Inset figure
represents an example of the rotation step required in processing the raw dead-reckoner location
data between 2 ARGOS GPS locations, thus correcting for oceanic drift from currents, and other
accumulated error in the dead-reckoning between GPS fixes. The section of track in the inset figure
is shown in the larger figure as a red portion along the out-going track. Reef Rookery on St. Paul
Island is the right-hand-most location in the figure.
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Figure 5.3: Eleven at-sea foraging tracks of lactating female northern fur seals tagged at Reef
Rookery on St. Paul Island, in the Pribilof Islands in the Bering Sea, Alaska, USA. St. Paul Island
is circled in yellow. The seal represented in Figure 5.2 is coloured in purple for reference. Darker
shades of blue indicate deeper ocean bathymetry, in particular the transition from light blue to dark
found west of St. Paul Island indicates the location of the continental shelf break (also refer to
Figure 1.2 in the introduction).

5.2.3

Behavioural Response Variable

Once fine-scale locational data was resolved, we overlaid the AR(2) movement model solutions (a1 , a2 ) from Section (3.1.4). We then used the results of Section (4.1.3) to translate
the movement parameters to behaviour classifications based on the numerical behaviour
of the AR(2) solutions. To compensate for errors in parameter estimates from unresolved
tag measurement errors, and the stochastic nature of the state space solutions for similar
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behaviours, we applied a kernel smoother with a locally-optimized smoothing penalty. We
found an adaptable bandwidth that was locally-optimized, rather than globally optimized
was best at resolving fine-scale errors. This meant the smoothing penalty was relaxed when
the variance of the solutions was negligible (Herrmann 2003, R library “lokern”).
The solution space for (a1 , a2 ) identifies two distinct regions that characterize unique
numerical properties (Figure 4.1). We interpret those solutions that fall in the yellow region as repetitive diving reminiscent of an oscillating pendulum, and call this behaviour
mode “Active Diving”. Parameter solutions that fall in the red area represent more intermittent diving characterized by a correlated random walk. We call the behaviour mode,
“Exploratory Diving”. These behaviour modes are shown in Figure (5.4) and correspond
to the section of the time series labelled “A” and coloured yellow, and the section labelled
“B” and coloured red.
Vertical velocity is small for both sleeping or resting animals and for horizontal surface
movement such as transiting, and hence we could not distinguish between these two modes
in our movement analysis. For purposes of the behavioural analyses, transiting, resting, and
sleeping were considered the same non-diving behavioural state, as these behaviours are
characterized by a lack of engagement in the immediate environment. We used the off-line
estimate of system variance for each window for vertical speed (described in Appendix A) to
identify non-diving states (eg. Figure 3.4). We called this behaviour mode, “N on-Diving”.
For illustration, Figure (5.5) demonstrates the movement parameters and corresponding
behaviour for Track 3 for a single day (August 18th , 2006). Figure (5.6) shows how the
fine-scale 3-D movement for the entire track is translated into the three behaviour modes.
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Figure 5.4: Observed time series taken from an archival tag for “Track 3” showing depth and
derived vertical velocity of dives over a 24 hour period on August 18th , 2006. Upper and middle
panels show depth (in blue). The three lower figures shown in yellow, red and black, represent the
vertical speed variable derived from the depth channel. These lower panels highlights three 1-hour
periods stretched out accordion-style to better see the features of this high density data series and
show the three northern fur seal behaviours identified in our models. Region A corresponds to a
section of “’active diving”; Region B corresponds to a section of “exploratory diving”; Region C
corresponds to an area of “non-diving”. This data section is linked to Figures (3.1), (3.2), (3.4) and
(3.3) in Chapter (3).
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Figure 5.5: Time series for Track 3 of the smoothed movement parameters (blue line) overlaid
with the original data series of vertical velocity (black lines) for a single day. These coloured blocks
correspond to regions in the parameter plane for the solution space of a set of AR(2) difference
equations, and regions of minimal system noise variance. The block coloured yellow corresponds to
a region of “’active diving”, the block coloured pink corresponds to an area of “exploratory diving”,
the block coloured grey corresponds to an area of “non-diving”. Recall Figure (4.1) depicting the
phase plane. See also Figure 3.4 for the associated plots of the series’ system noise and observation
error variances, and Figure (5.4) for the original data series for this same day, August 18th , 2006.
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Figure 5.6: Three-dimensional reconstruction of a single northern fur seal’s 11.2 day at-sea foraging
track with assigned behaviour overlaid in space and time. This track corresponds to the same track
(Track 3) pictured in Figures 5.1 − 5.5. Reef Rookery (start/end point) is located at the far right of
this figure, the fur seal swims closer to the viewer on the way out, and returns to the rookery farther
from the viewer, by way of a long transiting section.
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Collating Spatially, Temporally Linked External Data

Time of Day
Time for each behavioural state was taken once from the dead-reckoner tag at the start of
each behavioural period. As northern fur seals have strong circadian patterns in behavior
(Ream et al. 2005), we transformed the time of day into a circular variable to capture this
periodic rhythm, and to ensure that the interpretation of time at 24:00 is equal to that at
00:00. To do this, we modelled the dependence on time of day as a sine wave with a 24 hour
period. Using a standard trigonometric identity, such a wave can be written as
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24
24
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(5.1)

where A is the amplitude of the wave, φ is the phase shift, α1 = A sin(φ) and α2 = A sin(φ).
Equation (5.1) provides a regression-type equation with parameters α1 and α2 with the sine
and cosine functions serving as the explanatory variables.
Commercial Groundfish Catch and Walleye Pollock
A major goal of the study was to ascertain the extent (if any) to which fur seal behaviour
was associated with fish abundance, and in particular, walleye pollock density. As a proxy
for fish abundance we used the US Department of Commerce domestic observer data of
the Alaska groundfish fishery for 2004-2008 (NMFS 2012). We spatially linked the fur seal
tracks to each groundfish haul to the nearest 1/60th of a degree longitude and latitude
(∼1.85 km). For our analysis, we selected 2 variables of interest; the first was total catch
weight for each fishing haul (including both retained and discarded species), and the second
was haul weight of walleye pollock. Previous stomach and scat analyses have shown walleye
pollock to be dominant in their diet (Perez and Bigg 1986, Sinclair et al. 1994, Sinclair et
al. 1996, Gudmundson et al. 2006, Zeppelin and Ream 2006).
We limited the fish catch data to July 9th, the beginning date of the breeding season
(Trites 1992), and November 11th in 2005, and November 18th in 2006, the median dispersal
dates for pups on St. Paul Island (Lea et al. 2009). For each fur seal, we linked total haul
weight and pollock haul weight along the length of their foraging track. For each change
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in behaviour mode along each track, we characterized the fishery by the median value
of all matching locations. For example, if 10 fishing haul locations could be matched as
overlapping in location with a behaviour segment of track, we took the median of those 10
haul weights to represent the groundfish catch/walleye pollock environment. The coverage
of commercial groundfish catch and pollock catch was spotty, such that very few segments of
track had as many as 10 matching hauls for a single summer season. It was more common for
there to be only a very few matching hauls, and sometimes none. If there was no matching
commercial data, the behaviour segment was omitted.
Initially, we matched fishing effort by year to our track data but found the catch data
for any 1 year was too sparse to be reliable. Therefore we included all data for the years
2004 through 2008, with the acknowledgment that although small scale commercial fishing
hotspots change over years, by including multiple years we had smoothed over temporal
variability, but captured persistent spatial hotspots.
Sea surface temperature
Sea surface temperature data was retrieved from the dead-reckoner tag. We filtered all data
that were observed outside of the top two metres of the ocean surface. For the analysis, we
took the median of these surface measurements for each of the behavior states along the
length of each foraging track.
Primary Productivity
We assigned primary productivity over the foraging track by constructing a composite field
of weighted averages along the fur seals track by linearly interpolating time between the
8-day NOAA CoastWatch net primary productivity product
(http : //coastwatch.pf eg.noaa.gov/coastwatch/CW BrowserAK.jsp) to match the time
and location of the fur seal track. This derived measure of net primary productivity is based
on satellite-collected chlorophyll-a concentration and photosynthetically available radiation
(PAR) measurements, corrected for the amount of organic carbon used by planktonic organisms in respiration (Behrenfeld and Falkowski, 1997), and gridded at 1/6th of a degree
(∼18.5 km). This was done so that each female’s track was overlayed with a slightly different
productivity field that was linked to the particular time range and location of each foraging
trip.
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Wind Speed
Also for each 24 hour period, we extracted NCDC blended satellite wind speeds at 17:00
local time (http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/rsad/air-sea/seawinds.html). This wind speed
product blends satellite wind speeds from multiple platforms such as scatterometers, and
passive microwave radiometers (Zhang et al. 2006). The best nominal resolution is 1/4
degree ( 28km) but as winds are spatially coherent on scales of hundreds of kilometres, we
estimated wind speed once per day of each track, at the midpoint of the entire track and
used linear interpolation across time to estimate windspeed for each behavioural segment.
Ocean Depth
As the bathymetry of this region of the Bering Sea is dominated by on-shelf shallow waters
< 200 metres deep and off-shelf waters with ocean depths of 3000 metres or more, we
simplified bathymetry into an on-shelf/off-shelf categorical variable. Note the maximum
dive depth of a northern fur seal is ∼200 metres (Gentry et al. 1986). For ocean depth
data, we matched longitude and latitude of the track to the nearest depth measurement
from the ETOPO1 bathymetry model
(http : //www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/gdas/gdd esignagrid.html, Amante and Eakins 2009),
which gives bathymetry output in arc minutes, 1/60th of a degree, (∼1.85 kilometers). We
then calculated the median depth for each of the behavior states along the at-sea track. For
example if the seal was in an active diving mode between midnight and 4am, we took the
median depth of the ocean during that period of the track, and classified it as on-shelf or
off-shelf. We also followed methods and depth definitions of Call et al. (2008) and described
depth as a three level categorical variable: inner/middle shelf (0-100 m), outer shelf (100-200
m), and off-shelf (>200 m).

5.2.5

Environmental Model

We used a post-hoc Bayesian analysis approach to examine the relationship between behaviour mode and at-sea habitat by matching the set of environmental variables in time
and space to the observed behaviour model at the horizontal position of the fur seal’s track.
Each behaviour mode of each female fur seal is then associated in space and time to a
position in the Bering Sea that changes as the fur seal moves. Our goal was to see if the
coupled biological and physical variables at each location could be used to provide insight
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into northern fur seal behavior. For this, we used the hierarchical Bayesian model presented
in Chapter 4.
The environmental variables considered were (1) commercial haul weight of all groundfish catch, (2) haul weight of walleye pollock, (3) primary productivity, (4) sea surface
temperature, and (5) wind. Total haul weight and haul weight of walleye pollock in the
haul were positively correlated (r = 0.85), and therefore were not entered into the same
model to protect analyses from matrix singularities. All five environmental variables were
assumed to have measurement errors and this is accounted for in the model we fit following
the error-in-covariate methods discussed in Section (4.3.1). We also considered (6) time of
day and (7) bathymetry (or on-shelf/off-shelf), which were covariates that we assumed to
be measured without error.
As detailed in Chapter 4, we set up a multinomial Bayesian error-in-covariate model to
describe the relationship between fur seal behaviour and a set of covariates spatially and
temporally matched along their at-sea foraging track. By considering segments of track in
which behaviour was consistent, and by matching each segment of track to one observation
for each covariate, we have averaged over both temporal and spatial autocorrelation, and
the analysis is somewhat simplified. We built a lower-level parameter model to describe
uncertainty in the relationship between fur seal behaviour data and the covariates, and
then built a higher level model that describes the variability in the underlying process
(Cressie et al. 2009). As described in Appendix (B.1), the form of the lower-level likelihood
is multinomial, and the lower-level model contains unknowns β, X, σU . Here, β are the
animal-specific regression parameters, X is a set of covariates that are indirectly measured
through measures W under a Berkson error model (Berkson 1950), and σU is a vector of
estimated variances for the covariate measurement error in each lower-level model.
In a Bayesian setting, sampling from the posterior distribution of all unknowns requires
selecting a series of prior distributions for these unknowns.
We selected the following multivariate normal (MVN ) distribution as a joint prior of
the lower-level regression parameters, β (cf. Appendix B for justification of this and all
following prior distributions):
βi ∼ MVN (1B, Σβ ).

(5.2)

As there was uncertainty in what prior distribution to select for the set of β regression
parameters in the lower-level model, we did not assign fixed constants for the mean and
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variance of the multivariate normal prior (Equation 5.2). Instead, we acknowledge this
uncertainty by use of a shared hyperprior distribution that links all the lower-level models
through a higher-level multivariate normal likelihood. The following forms for the hyperprior
distributions were chosen
Σβ ∼ IW(ν0 , V0 )
B|Σβ ∼ MVN (B0 ,

(5.3)
1
Σβ ).
a0

(5.4)

Equations (5.3) and (5.4) were selected to be diffuse inverse Wishart (IW) and multivariate
normal (MVN ) priors. We chose an inverse Wishart prior distribution that had parameters
ν0 = m + 3 degrees of freedom (such that ν0 > m), and scale matrix V0 = ν0 × Im where
Im denotes an identity matrix of dimension m; i.e. Σβ and I are m by m matrices. The
hyperparameters in the multivariate normal distribution were selected as follows: B0 = 0, a
length m vector of zeros, and the conditional hyperprior,

1
a0 Σβ ,

with a0 = 0.01 to make the

scale matrix diffuse. As priors for B and Σβ were conjugate to the higher-level likelihood,
we sampled from their posteriors using a Gibbs sampling step.
We selected the following multivariate normal MVN and inverse gamma (IG) distributions for the priors associated with modelling the measurement errors in the covariates
2
Xi ∼ MVN (Wi , σiU
IJi )

(5.5)

2
σiU
∼ IG(aU , bU )

(5.6)

The prior for the true but unobserved covariate matrix Xi was assumed to have a multivariate normal distribution, and sampled using a Metropolis-Hastings step. We selected
2 , and used a Gibbs
a conjugate inverse gamma prior for each of the covariate errors σiU
2 , but limited the
sampling step. We selected independent IG(a = 3, b = 1) priors for σiU

sampling range for the prior to be within a factor of 5 standard deviations of the prior
distribution mean. This only affected a small sample of fur seal females for which there
2 . We fit the same, but indewas limited information in the covariate data to estimate σiU
2 , . . . , σ 2 fur seals, and assumed these parameters were
pendent IG priors for each of σ1U
nU

unrelated to (and independent of) the covariate error of covariates describing the other fur
seal behaviours.
In this framework, we have fit a hierarchy of models in which a set of lower-level models
describing each fur seal’s behaviour are then summarized in an upper-level, population
model. We have therefore assumed a hierarchical framework in which our tagged animals
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are assumed to be a random sample that come from a population of northern fur seals.
We conduct inference at the individual and population levels by implementing an MCMC
Metropolis-within-Gibbs sampling algorithm.
Sensitivity to Prior Specification
Practical implementation of Bayesian methods requires particular care, especially when
the model involves weakly identifiable parameters. The problem with weakly identifiable
parameters is that the two sample MCMC paths may “trade-off” their values, leading to
numerical and convergence problems. A sensitivity analysis was conducted to assess the
influence of prior assumptions on inferences. In particular, we focused on the sensitivity
to the hyperparameter in the hyperpriors, a0 , ν0 , and V0 . We also paid close attention to
2 to understand how (or if) our choice of these
the observation error in the covariates σiU

distributional priors and hyperpriors affected inferences about northern fur seal behaviour.
MCMC Model Set-up Logistics
In seeking convergence for each model, we ran the MCMC simulation for 1,000,000 iterations, discarding the first 10,000 iterations to remove any burn-in effects. We initialised
the chains from three different starting points (using different random seeds) and found
posterior summary statistics were insensitive to initial conditions. Convergence is reached
when the quantiles of interest for the posterior distribution do not depend on the starting
values of the Markov chains and can be visually assessed by inspection of MCMC trace
plots. We also calculated the Gelman-Rubin (R̂) as modified by Brooks and Gelman (1998;
using R library “coda”) as a quantitative measure of convergence. R̂ compares variance
between and within several Markov chains run in parallel and with different starting values, and indicates convergence when R̂ is at some low value near 1 (Kass et al. 1998).
We used the partial correlation coefficient to fix the decimation rate for the MCMC chain.
This is estimated by fitting autoregressive models of successively higher-orders until the lag
suggests non-significant partial correlations between chain components. The thinning ratio
was relatively long to ensure that the values used to produce posterior estimates were not
autocorrelated; chains were thinned to every 50th iteration.
We report the mean and the median of the population parameters B as measures of
central tendency, and characterize the uncertainty in the marginal posterior distribution of
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each unknown using the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles of the posterior samples to approximate
the 95% credible interval.

5.2.6

Model Comparison

Information-Theoretic Model Selection
Model comparison and selection is central to the scientific process by allowing one to evaluate
different hypotheses about potential associations between variables (Pitt and Myung 2002).
The best model from an a priori set of models and can be described as the one that explains
the maximum level of detail in the simplest possible way (Burnham and Anderson 2002).
Akaike (1973) introduced the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) as a metric for the amount
of Kullback-Liebler information (Kullback and Leibler 1951) lost when a model is used to
approximate reality (Johnson and Omland 2004). It is written as follows
AIC = −2 `(y|Θ̂) + 2pΘ
= D(Θ̂) + 2pΘ .
Here Θ̂ represents the vector of all estimated model parameters, `(y|Θ̂) represents the
model log-likelihood and is related to the model deviance D(Θ̂), through D(Θ̂) = −2`(y|Θ̂).
pΘ is the number of model parameters and the addition of 2pΘ acts as a penalty for model
complexity. Spiegelhalter et al. (2002) proposed a Bayesian measure of fit or model adequacy
as an alternative to AIC, known as the deviance information criterion (DIC). This metric
introduces an alternate penalty term, mDIC , where mDIC is defined as the effective number
of model parameters; or mDIC = D(Θ)−D(Θ̄) where D(Θ) is the posterior mean deviance,
D(Θ̄) is the deviance of posterior means, and Θ̄ = E(Θ|y) is the posterior mean of Θ, and
DIC = D(Θ) + mDIC .
Both AIC and DIC estimate the relative information content of the models by trading off
between the fit of the data to the model and the corresponding complexity of the model.
One major advantage of these information-theoretic metrics is that they can be used in
comparisons between non-nested models (Burnham and Anderson 2002). Burnham and
Anderson (2001) recommend these approaches for the analysis of ecological data. Models
that lose the least amount of information will tend to make the best predictions of replicate
datasets, and have the lowest AIC and DIC values.
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Both AIC and DIC can be used in a hierarchical Bayesian context depending on the
focus of the modelling. In hierarchical modelling, we cannot uniquely define a ‘likelihood’
or ‘model complexity’ without specifying the level of the hierarchy that is the focus of the
modelling exercise (Gelfand and Trevisani 2002), i.e. inference at the population or at
the individual level. By focusing the models on a level associated with a particular set of
parameters, we thereby reduce all models to non-hierarchical structures, and the counting
of parameters becomes possible (Spiegelhalter et al. 2002).
The estimated AIC is the preferred metric when the modelling inference is focused on
the marginal distribution of population level parameters (Speigelhalter et al. 2002). DIC
instead is concerned with short-term predictive ability and is not based on any assumption of
a ‘true’ model (Speigelhater et al. 2003). Since we were interested in understanding fur seal
behaviour in general and not the behaviour (or prediction of the behaviour) of the sampled
fur seals (or unit-level models), inference around B is the focus and marginal-likelihood
methods such as AIC are more appropriate.
We report the posterior mean deviance D(Θ) as a Bayesian measure of fit or “adequacy”
(Dempster 1974, Spiegelhalter et al. 2002), mDIC as a diagnostic of leverage (Speigelhalter
et al. 2002), and DIC for comparison with AIC. However, these information theoretic
metrics do not provide insight into model adequacy. They can provide useful comparisons
between candidate models, but even the preferred model may not adequately fit the data.

5.2.7

Model Adequacy: Goodness of Fit and Posterior Predictive Checks

Finding distributional summaries that adequately convey the extent to which the data fit
the model can be a difficult task (Cressie et al. 2009). A common and effective tool used
as a diagnostic method in Bayesian analyses is the comparison of the posterior predictive
distribution of replicated data under the model with the observed data (Rubin 1984; Gelman
et al., 2004 p.175). If the model accurately represents the process that generated the data,
then replicated data generated under the model should look similar to the observed data
(Brooks and Gelman 1998). For a multinomial response model, we calculated the probability
of certain behaviours given a set of observed covariates and used this to generate a sample
of the posterior predictive distribution.
Let L(y|Θ) denote the likelihood for the model, where y denotes the observed response
data and Θ denotes all the parameters in the model, including the hyperpriors. The posterior
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(5.7)

which is the likelihood of the future data averaged over the posterior distribution f (Θ|y).
The distribution is termed the predictive distribution.
The replicated data yrep reflect the expected observation assuming the model with observed data y. If the model is adequate, the values of y and yrep should be close. An
evaluation of closeness can be carried out using some summary function of discrepancy,
d(y, Θ), with assessment of the overall goodness of fit using posterior predictive p-values
(Meng 1994) given by


ppp = P d(yrep , Θ) < d(y, Θ)|y .

(5.8)

The proportion of times the summary function of discrepancy, d(yrep , Θ), is less or equal to
d(y, Θ) is then recorded across iterations of the MCMC sampler, and used as a test of the
model’s capacity to reproduce the observed data.
In our application, 10,000 iterations were drawn from posterior distributions after the
burn-in period and used toward the calculations of predicted behaviour probabilities. We
considered d(y, Θ) to be the deviance residuals of the multinomial model. We comment that
Meng (1994) and Carlin and Louis (2000) argue that posterior predictive checks provide a
measure of discrepancy between the model and the data, however others (e.g. Bayarri and
Berger 2000) suggest there are problems with interpreting these as p-values, and that they
are not directly informative for model comparison and inference. Here, we assume that a
posterior p-value around 0.5 indicates that the distributions of the replicated and actual
data are close, while a value close to zero or one indicates strong differences between them
(Gelman et al. 2004). Because of these unresolved differences of opinion, we use these
outcomes as only one measure of goodness of fit to help capture important features of the
data, but do not allow our inference to be overly dependent on these results.
Finally, Johnson (2004) developed a goodness-of-fit statistic for Bayesian model assessment, RB . This statistic is based on outcome bins of y, in which we evaluate the bin
e from the posterior distribution. That is if f (y|Θ)
probabilities at sampled values of Θ
denotes the probability mass function of a discrete random variable y for the k th bin then
J
1X
e
e
fj (y|Θ).
pk (Θ) =
J
j=1
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Using draws from the posterior distributions of the MCMC sampler, RB is calculated as
follows
e =
RB (Θ)

K
X
k=1



e
mk − Jpk (Θ)

2

e
Jpk (Θ)

.

where mk represents the number of observations observed within the k th bin (or behaviour
type), pk is the modelled probability of falling into the k th bin, and K, the number of bins,
is 3 in this instance. This statistic is asymptotically distributed as a χ2K−1 distribution,
if the model is accurate. Therefore, we can use RB and the 95th percentile of the null χ22
distribution to calculate the proportion of time RB exceeds this critical value, i.e. P (RB >
χ22 ), as a measure of overall goodness of model fit.
In summary, the use of information-theoretic metrics, such as AIC, D(Θ), does not take
into account model uncertainty (Clyde 2000). These information-type metrics provide a
relative measure of how well a set of model fits the data, where as checks on the posterior
predictive distribution assess the ability of the model to fit the numerical properties of whole
movement paths that are not explicitly included in the model. By using both AIC and a
suite of posterior predictive checks, as well as monitoring MCMC convergence measures, we
have controlled for some of the structural uncertainty of modeling, and can have more confidence in our inference about covariate-behaviour relationships, their predictive accuracy,
and the coverage of their credible (or predictive) intervals.

5.2.8

Simulation to investigate implications of sample size

We constructed a simulation study using the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence statistic
to examine the effect of sample size on model inference. The KL divergence has been
widely studied in statistical literature as a central index measuring qualitative similarity,
or relative entropy, between two probability distributions, and is popular because it uses
a likelihood ratio approach (Lee and Park 2006). We took 200 samples from the posterior
distribution of the population-level models to use in generating 200 replicate datasets from
each sample’s posterior prediction. We then refit each of the 200 datasets using the MCMC
model from which the data were generated. Posteriors of these replicate simulated datasets
were gathered after burn-in, from a 10,000 long chain thinned to every 5th iteration. The KL
divergence for each of the original model’s 12 population parameter posteriors B and the 200
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simulated datasets and each of these model’s parameter’s posteriors were then calculated
using R library “F lexM ix” (Leisch 2004).

5.3

Results

Ten of the eighteen lactating females captured at Reef Rookery yielded complete data sets
from which the foraging paths and behaviour information could be retrieved. One of these
animals provided data from two complete foraging trips giving us 11 complete foraging
tracks. The remaining eight animals had only partial data records with lost data due to
a number of tag failures including water entering the housing, the speed paddle breaking
off, fish vertebrae lodged between the speed paddle and housing, and battery failure. We
present the results of the behaviour analysis of the 11 complete northern fur seal foraging
tracks from Reef Rookery on St. Paul Island during the pupping seasons of 2005 and 2006.
Table (5.1) summarizes the 11 foraging trips and details the collected tag data. Foraging
trips ranged in length from 5.5 days to 11.2 days, with a median of 7 days spent at sea.
There were an average of 40 ARGOS fixes, and 404,400 archival data records per trip.
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through the Bering Sea. Fur seals were tagged at Reef Rookery on St. Paul Island during the pupping seasons of 2005, 2006. The
female corresponding to Track 3 who’s track (or portions thereof) is visualised in Figures 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.5, and 5.6 appears in bold
font in this table. Tracks 5.1 and 5.2 correspond to the same female that took 2 trips and the tag was not recovered after her first
at-sea track. Tracks 10.1, 10.2 correspond to the same tag that was deployed twice, on two separate and independent female northern
fur seals.

Table 5.1: Summary of archival (data-logger) and Argos GPS tag data collected during 11 northern fur seal at-sea foraging tracks
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Figure (5.3) depicts the foraging track reconstructions highlighting the locations of these
11 foraging tracks in the Bering Sea. The fur seals traveled an average maximum linear
distance from St. Paul Island of 279 km, with a maximum distance away of 391 km. Five
animals stayed on the continental shelf, one animal moved along the shelf break foraging in
the canyons, and 5 animals went across the shelf break into the deep water of the central
Bering Sea. The one animal for which we had 2 successive trips (Tracks 5.1, 5.2) went to
a similarly located feeding area off-shelf in both foraging trips. In general, these fur seals
covered a wide area of both on-shelf and deep, off-shelf waters in the Bering Sea and showed
no preference for foraging in any single area.
Fur seals spent 35% of the time at sea engaged in either active (14%) or exploratory
dives (21%). Fur seals spent 65% of time at the surface engaged in non-diving behaviours.
The 11 foraging trips had a median of 41 segments in different behaviour states, with those
animals with longer foraging trips exhibiting more behaviour changes. Figure (5.7) depicts
the proportion of segments in each of the three behaviour states per track. Figure (5.8) plots
the distribution of segment lengths of track. This figure shows that for all 421 behaviour
segments observed across all animals, the most commonly observed segment length was < 1
hour, but this was by far the most frequent time length for active diving segments (44%),
whereas exploratory diving and non-diving segments were comparatively less likely to be
< 1 hour (26.5% and 15.1% respectively). The median and maximum time spent in active
diving, exploratory diving and non-diving modes is found in Table (5.2).

Table 5.2: Observed median and maximum time spent in each of three behaviour modes

Behaviour mode

Length of Behaviour Segment
Median
Maximum

Active diving
Exploratory diving
Non-diving

1 hrs 18 min
1 hrs 44 min
7 hrs 48 min

8 hrs 40 min
16 hrs 54 min
36 hrs 11 min

A three-dimensional reconstruction of one at-sea foraging route (Track 3) is presented
in Figure (5.6) in which behaviours are identified by changes in colour.
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Active Diving
Exploratory Diving
Non-Diving

Figure 5.7: Number of behavioural states, and total trip length of 11 at-sea foraging tracks through
the Bering Sea taken by female northern fur seals. Pie charts show relative number of three behaviour
states: active diving, exploratory diving and non-diving, as well as total number of behaviour states.
This figure is a visualization of the relative number of states that contributed to the model.
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123
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Length of Behaviour Segment (Hours)
Figure 5.8: Length distribution of 421 behavioural segments measured from 11 at-sea foraging
tracks of female northern fur seals. Each panel shows the distribution of one of the three behaviour
states: active diving, exploratory diving and non-diving, where each bar represents the relative
frequency of observed segments of lengths up to that hourly measure. For example, the first bar
labeled “1” represents the frequency distribution of segments between 0 and 1 hour long, the second
bar labeled “2” represents the frequency distribution of segments between 1 and 2 hours long, etc.
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Figure 5.9: Identified behaviours of northern fur seal overlaid on eleven at-sea foraging tracks of
lactating female northern fur seals from St. Paul Island, Alaska.

5.3.1

Model selection

We began our model selection procedure by fitting all main effect models with covariates
described in Section (5.2.4). The strongest univariate predictor of behaviour was time of
day (Table 5.3), but it was also found to be related to total (logged) haul size of all catch
and (logged) haul weight of walleye pollock. We found behaviour unrelated to bathymetry,
primary productivity, sea surface temperature or wind. We then fit a series of models that
all included time of day and one by one inclusion of the remaining covariates. Models fit with
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(logged) haul size of walleye pollock, total (logged) catch weight of the haul, and bathymetry
(on/off shelf) were the best subset by the model selection criteria presented earlier. Fish
hauls were related to behaviour (significant Bayesian p-value), but bathymetry was unrelated. We found that the depth categories described by Call et al. (2008) were not important
and are not discussed further. The model that included time of day and primary productivity failed the posterior predictive tests (i.e. ppp ≤ 0.05, 7 , P (RB > χ22,0.95 ) ≥ 0.05),
despite having adequate higher-order parameter convergence in their respective MCMC’s
(i.e. R̂ u 1). We failed to get satisfactory convergence with covariates sea surface temperature and wind, and these results are omitted from Table (5.3). One additional step
of model complexity was considered. We attempted a three covariate model based on the
best time-interaction model, and bathymetry (on/off shelf; Time × Pollock + Bathymetry).
The penalty term in both AIC and DIC penalized this model aggressively, suggesting the
additional complexity was not warranted despite providing a fair goodness of fit to the data.
Table (5.3) reports a subset of the results from the model fitting.
We considered a small subset of models for comparison of model fit with and without
including measurement error in the covariates. In Figure (5.10), we see that the effect of
including the measurement error in the model is to shrink the regression parameters towards
zero, and to increase the uncertainty around the estimates of those parameters. Table (5.4)
compares the model fit diagnostics, information criteria and posterior predictive checks both
with and without error-in-covariates. By including the uncertainty in the measurement of
haul size of pollock, the model fits significantly better by both AIC and DIC. Furthermore,
ignoring the measurement error in covariates suggests the model does not fit the data well.
Our final selected model (Time × Pollock) suggests that female at-sea behavior was
influenced by time of day, and (logged) haul size of walleye pollock. Time × Total haul
was a similarly good model with only marginally poorer criteria based on AIC, with similar
model adequacy measures (D(β)), but a larger number of parameters estimated as implied
by comparison of mDIC . Coefficient magnitudes, and signs were similar for both models.
Figure (5.10) and Table (5.5) depict the 95% credible intervals for each of the population
parameters, and shows significance for the main effect of time of day, and for the interaction
of time of day and haul size of pollock. Figure (D.2) in Appendix (D) isolates the posterior
distribution that corresponds to the log odds of active diving vs. baseline non-diving states
(3)

(1)

(i.e. log(pij /pij )) for eleven lower-level parameters β1:3 and upper level parameter B1:3
for the interaction of (sine) time of day and (logged) haul size of pollock.
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Table 5.3: Model information criteria, and model fit diagnostics. AIC and DIC are relative
measures of model fit, D(β) is a measure of model adequacy, mDIC is an estimate of effective number
of model parameters, and m represents the actual number of population regression parameters in
the upper level model. Posterior predictive p-values ppp > 0.05 implies there is no evidence model
is predicting poorly. A posterior predictive χ2 test shows probability of test statistic RB exceeding
χ22,0.95 ; 3 denotes model as adequate, 7 as not.
Main Effect Models
(by Model Name)

AIC

DIC

D(β)

mDIC

ppp

P (RB )

m

Time Only

346.5

383.2

351.3

31.9

0.80

3

6

Time
Time
Time
Time

290.1
290.0
298.7
382.0

388.8
381.8
385.3
384.2

349.9
344.0
344.5
344.0

38.9
37.8
40.8
40.2

0.55
0.72
0.84
0.04

3
3
3
7

8
8
8
8

+
+
+
+

Total haul
Pollock
Bathymetry
1◦ Productivity

Time Interaction
Models

AIC

DIC

D(β)

mDIC

ppp

P (RB )

m

Time × Total haul
Time × Pollock
Time × Bathymetry
Time × 1◦ Productivity

285.6
284.3
303.6
292.0

373.0
368.1
382.6
394.8

322.8
323.2
330.8
334.7

48.5
44.3
51.8
60.0

0.32
0.72
0.62
0.00

3
3
3
7

12
12
12
12

Three Covariate
Model

AIC

DIC

D(β)

mDIC

ppp

P (RB )

m

Time × Pollock + Bathymetry

332.3

380.2

314.1

66.2

0.51

3
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Figure 5.10: 95% credible intervals for twelve regression parameters B from the population level
model that includes time of day and (logged) haul size of pollock (Time × Pollock) measured without
error and with error. Each pair of B coefficients show the credible intervals of the populationlevel parameters linking northern fur seal behaviour to at-sea habitat. B1:2 denotes the regression
(2)
(1)
parameters corresponding to the logit response log(pij /pij ), or the log odds of exploratory diving
vs. baseline non-diving. B1:3 denotes the regression parameters corresponding to the logit response
(3)
(1)
log(pij /pij ), or log odds of active diving vs. baseline non-diving).
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Table 5.4: Comparing a selected model with and without consideration of the measurement error
in covariates. This table presents model fit diagnostics, information criteria, and posterior predictive
checks, for which the descriptions and definitions are comparable to those in Table (5.3).
Time
Interaction
Models
2
Time × Pollock without σU
2
Time × Pollock with σU

AIC

DIC

D(β)

mDIC

ppp

P (RB )

m

297.0
284.3

386.0
368.1

329.4
323.2

58.8
44.3

0.461
0.72

7
3

12
12

Table 5.5: Posterior summaries for higher level model coefficients B. Similar to Figure (D.1), B1:2
(2)

(1)

(3)

(1)

and B1:3 denote the regression parameters corresponding to log(pij /pij ), and log(pij /pij ) respectively. The column labeled R̂ is the Gelman-Rubin Bayesian measure of convergence. Parameters
with significant Bayesian p-values are noted in bold. B1:2 denotes the regression parameters cor(2)
(1)
responding to the logit response log(pij /pij ), or the log odds of exploratory diving vs. baseline
(3)

(1)

non-diving. B1:3 denotes the regression parameters corresponding to the logit response log(pij /pij ),
or log odds of active diving vs. baseline non-diving).

Intercept
cos(time)
sin(time)
log(pollock)
cos(time) × log(pollock)
sin(time) × log(pollock)

B1:2
B1:3
B1:2
B1:3
B1:2
B1:3
B1:2
B1:3
B1:2
B1:3
B1:2
B1:3

Mean

St. Dev.

Median
q.5

Credible Interval
q.025
q.975

0.932
0.645
-1.352
0.422
-1.144
-2.111
0.622
0.477
0.064
0.264
-1.258
-2.479

0.772
0.828
0.613
0.680
1.055
1.175
0.633
0.762
0.549
0.645
0.789
1.177

0.928
0.649
-1.336
0.413
-1.146
-2.098
0.610
0.478
0.068
0.257
-1.239
-2.419

-0.564
-0.983
-2.594
-0.874
-3.216
-4.434
-0.597
-1.011
-1.045
-1.005
-2.866
-4.993

2.473
2.277
-0.179
1.797
0.913
0.159
1.897
1.974
1.131
1.549
0.252
-0.339

R̂
1.01
1.00
1.02
1.00
1.00
1.04
1.03
1.03
1.01
1.01
1.00
1.05

0.5 Tonnes of Pollock

2 Tonnes of Pollock

10 Tonnes

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
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Figure 5.11: Stacked probabilities of behaviour modes Active Diving, Exploratory Diving, and
N on-Diving in response to time of day and increasing commercial haul size of walleye pollock.
The left panel of graph shows the predicted relative probabilities of behaviours in areas of smallsized walleye pollock hauls (0.5 tonnes), the middle panel shows predicted relative probabilities of
behaviours in areas of medium-sized hauls (2 tonnes), and the right panel shows predicted relative
probabilities of behaviour in areas of larger-sized hauls of pollock (10 tonnes). Note that the x−axis
depicts time of day starting and finishing at noon to highlight the maximum amplitude of active
foraging (in yellow) that happens at night.

Final Model
Figure (5.11) shows one daily cycle of behaviour in response to changes in time of day
and commercial haul size of walleye pollock. This figure highlights the increase in relative
probability of engaging in active dive behaviours in response to increasing weights of pollock
haul. This is accompanied by a near-zero probability of non-dive behaviours during those
phases of active diving in high catch areas. In areas of high catch, mornings (∼ 5 : 00) are
characterized by higher probabilities of non-dive behaviours (surface-transitting, or resting),
while low catch areas have relatively higher probabilities of dive-related behaviours at at this
time of the morning. One caution in the interpretation of this figure is that our model does
not predict the length of time that the northern fur seals engage in particular behaviours,
but rather predicts the probability of a behaviour beginning at various times of the day
(the covariate in the design matrix is time of day at the start of that segment of track that
corresponds to that behaviour).
Equation (5.1), gives the interpretation of the regression coefficients that correspond
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to time of day. From here we can calculate where in the period the peak in amplitude
occurs. Note that this translation of time is a 1st -order Fourier expansion, which limits the
functional form to a sinusoidal curve with a period of 24 hours. Within this restriction,
the model suggests the peak in the start of exploratory dive behaviours is around noon.
It suggests fur seals are most likely to begin active diving behaviours at just past 8:00 in
the evening, and most likely to end diving and begin non-diving behaviours around 5:00 in
the morning. Comparing results for a haul size of 10 t vs. 0.5 t suggests there is a higher
probability of starting active dive behaviours in the evening, and hence a lower probability
(apparently near-zero) of non-dive behaviours at that time.

5.3.2

Convergence and Sensitivity

For some models the MCMC algorithm did not converge. However, for those models that
led to convergence, it was achieved within very few iterations as determined by the GelmanRubin R̂ statistic. The effect of the hyperpriors was minimal on these parameters. However
to get full sampling of the posterior for covariates measured with error we had to run the
model for longer, and decimate the chain by keeping only every 50th candidate sample. Even
with this long an MCMC chain, we failed to get satisfactory convergence with a subset of
covariate models (e.g. sea surface temperature and wind and these results were omitted
from Table 5.3).
Within the final selected model, some of the fur seals did not have enough information
in the covariates to identify both the latent unobserved covariate X and the estimate of
measurement error, σU2 . We experimented widely with different parameter values for the
prior for σU2 , and found that this prior not only affected convergence but also informed the
location of posteriors for higher level parameters. The more restrictive the prior we put on
the variance of the covariate error, the greater the coefficient effect and the poorer the model
fit (AIC was larger). For example, a variance of zero implies a model without measurement
error in the covariates, and the effect of including the error in the covariate measure is
that this pulls the magnitude of the associated parameter estimate towards zero, as well
as increasing the uncertainty around that estimate. In our implementation, to allow for
identification in those tracks with weakly identifiable for σU and X, we opted to reject any
posterior samples of σU that were greater than 5 standard deviations from the expected value
of the prior distribution (Figure D.4). Since the selected prior distribution was diffuse, this
was not a restrictive condition except for 2 fur seal tracks, Tracks 1 and 10.2. As the priors
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2 are independent priors, this restriction on the magnitude of the measurement
for each σiU

error will not directly affect the measurement error estimates of the other fur seal’s data.
In other applications, careful examination of the prior specification may impose enough
constraint to allow for identification, without restricting variance components. Trace plots
and pictorial evidence of convergence appear in Appendix (D).

5.3.3

Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence and sample size

Central to the Bayesian paradigm is the notion that as the data quantity and quality increase, the posterior is less sensitive to prior assumptions (Cressie et al. 2009). The results
in Figure (5.12) summarizing the KL divergence simulation described in Section (5.2.8)
show there is an important gain in model performance as the number of tagged fur seals
approaches 30, after which the KL divergence becomes a relatively flat function. These
results therefore suggest that having data collected from ∼ 30 tagged northern fur seals
would provide dependable posterior predictive inference, and that our sample size is too
small for the data to assume such a dominant role in the assessment of how these spatial
at-sea covariates affect northern fur seal behaviour (as one might suspect with only eleven

Kullback max.KL[,
Leibler Divergence
i]

tracks).

10
8
6
4
2
0
0

11 20

40

60

80

100

Simulated Number
nlgt of Fur Seals

Figure 5.12: Effect of increasing sample size on Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence for one selected
population-level parameter B12 . A KL divergence is 0 if and only if the posterior distribution for a
simulated dataset is identical to the model from which it was generated. The dashed vertical line at
11 corresponds to the sample size for this study.
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Discussion

The hierarchical Bayesian framework used in this analysis has permitted us to significantly
relate dive behaviours to the temporal and spatial fields through which lactating northern
fur seals must forage in the eastern Bering Sea. We have establish relationships between
three distinct dive behaviours observed in lactating northern fur seals to the time of day and
measures of walleye pollock abundance around St. Paul Island, Alaska. Our analysis has
shown that the interaction of time and prey abundance provides interesting insights into
the organization of dive behaviours around a 24 hour, diel pattern.
Northern Fur Seals exhibit a broad foraging range
Our data were collected during the summer pupping seasons when female northern fur seals
are nourishing pups and tied to a central place. This limits their effective foraging range
in both time spent away, and distance traveled from the natal rookery of their dependent
pup. Female northern fur seals in this study embarked on relatively long pelagic journeys
averaging 279 km in linear distance from the rookery, and lasting from 5.5 to 11.2 days. This
number is consistent but slightly longer than the linear distances reported in Nordstrom et al.
2013 (228 km) and Goebel et al. 1991 (200 km), and the length of time of the foraging trip is
consistent with reported lengths from other studies (e.g. Gentry and Holt 1986, Nordstrom
et al. 2013; from 1 to 14 days). Predictable food is thought to drive seasonal movements
because pup survival depends on the amount of food available to parents for building body
reserves prior to provisioning their offspring. Therefore within a broad range of a central
place, foraging habitat is selected in which they must get energy to feed themselves and
their pup while still returning to the rookery in time to feed a waiting pup.
All of the fur seals showed directional movement, but the foraging tracks of our tagged
females were unconstrained and at the broadest scale did not appear collectively to prefer
any one region around St. Paul Island. Individuals may, however, have such preferences.
The one female for which we had two consecutive tracks went to a similarly located feeding
area off-shelf in both foraging trips. Call et al. (2008) similarly showed that 27 of 36 female
fur seals with repeated recorded trips tended to travel to the same type of site following the
same general direction they used in each of their previous trips. This implies that fur seals
know where they are going, and suggests they may adopt a strategy of returning to the same
places as used previously to forage for as long as this strategy is successful. However, none
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of our tracks, or those recorded by other researchers, showed consensus among the fur seals
about where to feed, as none of the tracks showed fur seals traveling to a single location
before swimming directly back to nurse their pups. Rather the 3-dimensional dive profiles
(e.g. Figure 5.6) and horizontal behaviour maps (Figure 5.9) showed consistent changes
in diving behaviours throughout the at-sea foraging trips with active and exploratory dive
behaviours distributed over much of the paths they swam. In other words, there was no
single grocery store or hot spot where the fur seals spent concentrated time. In other
studies, northern fur seals from Reef Rookery have been found to use all hydrographic
domains around St. Paul Island (eg. Robson et al. 2004), including both on-shelf and
off-shelf habitats (Loughlin et al. 1987, Goebel et al. 1991, Sterling and Ream 2004, Call
et al. 2008), and scat samples from the same rookery contained both on-shelf (e.g. walleye
pollock, Pacific herring) and off-shelf species (e.g. myctophids; Zeppelin and Orr 2010). The
lactating fur seals in this study also appear to be constantly on the move, actively feeding
and exploring the ocean as they traveled through broad regions of the Bering Sea.
Persistence
We do not know what the animals we tracked were seeking or what they caught during their
foraging trips. However, juvenile walleye pollock of year-classes 0 to 5 are the most common
prey in both stomach and scat diet studies (Perez and Bigg 1986, Sinclair et al. 1994,
Sinclair et al. 1996, Gudmundson et al. 2006, Zeppelin and Ream 2006), and walleye pollock
comprised 89.3% of fur seal diet measured in scats collected within a month of our 2006
tagged females foraging trips from Reef Rookery (Zeppelin and Orr 2010). We found that in
at-sea locations with more abundant walleye pollock, northern fur seals were more likely to
be actively diving, particularly if those locations overlapped with the nighttime. It is unlikely
that our source for the horizontal distribution and abundance of walleye pollock, which was
the US Department of Commerce domestic observer data of the Alaska groundfish industry
aggregated over both time and space, is directly measuring the real-time abundance of prey
that the fur seals actually encountered along their foraging route at any single location.
It is more likely that our measure of walleye pollock represents a persistent horizontal
feature that is attractive to foraging northern fur seals, but not a very accurate measure
of prey availability. Likewise, Nordstrom et al. (2013) linked foraging of northern fur seals
to oceanic surface fronts (eddies and filaments) and Kuhn (2011) to thermocline depth;
features that may also be proxies for the horizontal and vertical distribution of prey species.
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Hence, available evidence indicates that fur seals forage more heavily in areas where either
commercial catch data (this study) or oceanographic conditions (Kuhn 2011, Nordstrom et
al. 2013) point to increased prey abundance. As well, individuals tend to return to the same
general area on successive foraging trips, from where they have no trouble finding the way
back to the rookery. Hence, they certainly navigate successfully over hundreds of kilometres
in the Bering Sea. Yet little is known to date about the extent to which they can identify
potentially persistent foraging “hot-spots” in advance.
Competition with Fisheries
In this study we did not include any direct measure of the bycatch of juvenile pollock in
the commercial fishery, nor did we have any small scale evidence that commercial boats
were fishing at the same time and location as our tagged females, thus we cannot draw
conclusions about the potential for competition occurring between the commercial fishery
and northern fur seals. However, we can say that being in the same area where fishing
occurred would not necessarily imply competitive interactions unless it was known that the
fur seals were feeding on the same fish targeted by the fishery, and whether the abundance of
that target prey was limited. Evidence suggests that juvenile pollock of year-class 0 to 5 are
preferred by foraging fur seals (Gudmundson et al. 2006, Zeppelin and Ream 2006), which
are typically smaller than the > 40 cm adults taken by the commercial fishery (Ianelli et al.
2007). However, inter-year variability of pollock can be as high as two orders of magnitude
(1.7 t/km2 in 2004, 328 t/km2 in 2007 for the same region; Sigler et al. 2012). In anomalous
years with poor juvenile survival combined with poor persistence of the available prey, it
could be difficult for foraging females to find prey.
Dive types
Our analysis is built upon the numerical properties of an AR(2) movement model to describe
dives in terms of foraging behaviour rather than focusing on the depth at which the dives
were, or the tortuosity of that path. The AR(2) process provides a mechanistic way of categorizing dive types, that is based around interpretable movement signatures, and therefore is
exempt from arbitrary classification such as those distinguishing dive types based on depth
(e.g. Gentry et al. 1986, Goebel 2002). Furthermore, the mechanistic approach protects us
from limitations of other studies where deeper dives associated with foraging at or near the
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bottom were observed when fur seals were moving in straight lines and not identified as the
typical tortuous paths of foraging regions (eg. Nordstrom et al. 2013, Benoit-Bird 2013a,
Benoit-Bird 2013b).
Each of the three behavioural modes described by dive types has an intuitive movement
interpretation. Shallow, repeated dives with short surface-time intervals, as well as deeper,
repeated U -shaped dives with comparatively longer surface recovery times are well described
by the solutions of a periodic AR(2) process. U -shaped dives have been attributed to
foraging behaviours in an array of top marine predators such as gray seals (Austin et al.
2006), southern elephant seals (Gallon et al. 2013), Australian fur seals (Arnould and
Hindell 2001), harbour seals (Baechler et al. 2002), Gentoo Penguins (Wilson et al. 1996),
and others. When the surface time between dives is longer but the vertical profile of the
dive is more V -shaped, the solutions reflect a correlated random walk without a periodic
component. It is less clear what the underlying motivation for intermittent V -shaped dives
is, but others have attributed them to foraging on larger pelagic fish or squid in northern
gannets (Garthe et al. 2000), or non-foraging activities, including predator avoidance, and
explorations (Bengston and Stewart 1992). Non-diving and non-foraging behaviours such
as resting, sleeping, grooming and surface transiting are described in the solution space as
uncorrelated white noise.
Diel pattern
Modeling results depicted in Figure (5.11) highlight the strength of the diel pattern in
foraging northern fur seals, and that the dive pattern the female engages in is that which best
fits her prey environment. For example, we found that females showed strong preferences
for active diving at night, while preferring non-dive behaviours such as resting or transiting
in the mornings. Afternoons were typically associated with exploratory V -shaped dive
behaviours. The model suggests that nighttime is characterized by repetitive dives of active
feeding (or an AR(2) periodic solution). Kuhn et al. (2010) proposed that shallow foraging
bouts at night may be related to juvenile walleye pollock’s nighttime migrations to the
surface as they follow vertically migrating zooplankton.
It should be energetically advantageous to the northern fur seal to be able to catch
prey at shallower depths, resulting in a shorter chase, and possibly also allowing the fur
seal to keep physical contact with the school of prey. Northern fur seals may therefore
prefer epipelagic (shallow) diving, and transition into deeper U -shaped foraging dives only
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when epipelagic resources in an area are scarce. For example, deeper foraging behaviour
has been associated with fur seals targeting concentrated groups of juvenile pollock at the
thermocline (Kuhn 2011, Nordstrom et al. 2013). If northern fur seals are spatially aware of
broad-scale suitable feeding areas based on prior experience or some other knowledge, then
it is possible they could reduce search time and energetic costs of foraging by anticipating
changes in broad scale prey density and positioning themselves strategically at optimal
foraging locations come nightfall.
Data requirements
These eleven fur seal foraging trips generated some useful, basic insight into at-sea behavioural patterns across time and space. The Kullback-Leibler values portrayed in Figure
(5.12) suggest that another 10 to 20 tracks would have generated useful further precision.
We also anticipate that other oceanographic information on, for example, frontal eddies
and filament locations, could provide valuable further insight into the association between
fur seals and the Bering Sea environment. Within the hierarchical structure, it would be
interesting to link the foraging behaviour characteristics of the maternal fur seal to her pup
weight gains, as well as residency times and other life history characteristics that would
contribute to our understanding of pup survival.

5.5

Conclusions

Our analysis did not attempt to answer the question of where in the ocean did the fur seals
chose to forage relative to not forage. With only 11 tracks over an area with a radius of
> 200 km (or > 125, 000 km2 ), this would have been too ambitious. Instead we answer the
conditional question, “Given that the fur seal swam through this location, can we predict
its most likely behaviour based on a set of local environmental variables”.
With the hierarchical Bayesian approach used in this study, we were able to link together
northern fur seals that went to disparate regions of the eastern Bering Sea, with widely
variable information about their underlying environmental fields into a single model that
informed us about the expected behaviour of a population of maternal, female northern
fur seals at Reef Rookery on St. Paul Island. Our analysis has focussed on three typical
fur seal behaviours, and how these behaviours are associated with time of day, and a set
of environmental data. The approach and analysis presented here is to use hierarchical
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Bayesian modelling to bring together coarse estimates of the at-sea environment, and the
dynamics of fur seal behaviour through identification of varaible-length segments of coherent
behaviours. In this, we have successfully shown that northern fur seal behaviour actively
forage more at night, and in areas where their preferred prey species, juvenile walleye pollock,
appears to be more abundant.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions
This thesis considers state space estimation techniques, and hierarchical Bayesian modelling,
and develops behavioural insights about northern fur seals foraging in the Bering Sea using
these models. The thesis embodies three research contributions as well as a discussion of
extensions of these. The first contribution is to provide a statistical framework from which
continuous parameter estimates that are interpretable in terms of animal movement can be
extracted. The second contribution develops a multinomial hierarchical model framework in
which coherent behaviours can be identified and extracted from the continuous movement
state space solutions and linked to course measures of environmental covariates. The third
is an ecological application that relates changes in three identifiable behaviours to changes
in catch in the Alaska commercial groundfish industry over a circadian foraging cycle.
In this thesis, we explore the idea of estimating behaviour parameters from movement
models of marine animal archival tag data within a state space framework. The central idea
is that by estimating the time variation of parameters for a suitable movement model, we can
then objectively and quantitatively infer animal activity, and its behavioural state. Here, we
offer a statistical-dynamical approach suitable for extracting behavioural information from
high resolution data, and one that is widely applicable to a variety of movement models
and observation types. It offers an alternative to behavioural switching state space models
(Jonsen et al. 2007, Patterson et al. 2009), and is flexible enough to obtain solutions even
for nonlinear and non-Gaussian cases. Our approach draws from the state augmentation
procedures of Kitagawa (1998) and Ionides et al. (2006).
Our application focusses on analysis and interpretation of the vertical movement data
from a tagged northern fur seal. The analysis provides slowly time-varying estimates for
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the movement parameters.
The second objective is centered on using the fine scale behavioral information from
the state space model to construct a model linked to the fur seal’s physical and biological
environment. We explore building a two-level hierarchical Bayesian model to draw inference
about animal behaviour. One important aspect of the process error in hierarchical models
is the difficulty in accurately estimating parameters of interest when there is error contained
within the covariate data. Many of the spatial covariates available for analysis in marine
mammal tracking problems remain constant over loose grids, or large sections of the ocean.
The hierarchical modelling framework is an ideal means to account for sources of uncertainty
in the measurement and process models that are inherent in these kinds of ecological settings.
These methods that we propose are one of a set of emerging flexible, analytical techniques
that consider animal movement to be three-dimensional, and can, with enough data, take
any number of levels in the hierarchy, while accounting for multiple sources of uncertainty.
The final objective is to reconstruct a set of high-resolution three-dimensional northern
fur seal foraging tracks using positional data, depth data and velocity data, and link these to
the physical and biological environment of the eastern Bering Sea. Using these at-sea tracks,
we link together northern fur seals that went to disparate regions of the eastern Bering Sea
and create a single model that informs us about the expected behaviour of the population
of maternal, female northern fur seals at Reef Rookery, on St. Paul Island. We show that
northern fur seals actively forage more at night, and in areas where their preferred prey
species, juvenile walleye pollock, appears to be more abundant. This understanding comes
at a key stage in the life of northern fur seals when foraging success is extremely important
for pup survival.
These results describe nursing female northern fur seals at Reef Rookery. However Call
and Ream (2012) found high levels of dietary overlap among subadult male and adult female
fur seals, thus it would be interesting to explore if the diel relationship between behaviour
and juvenile walleye pollock found in this study, extends to subadult males.
While the primary focus of this thesis has been on northern fur seals, it is important
to emphasize that the methodology is most definitely applicable to analyzing any type of
high-resolution movement data on not just marine mammals, but for example, seabirds, or
other marine predators. The hierarchical Bayesian model framework will allow for the characterization of the relationship of the behaviours we classified, but also of other behaviours
as well as with other descriptors of pelagic habitat and foraging success.
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Recent review articles have identified state space models (Patterson et al. 2008) and
hierarchical Bayesian approaches (Schick et al. 2008) as two important directions for extracting ecologically meaningful information from animal tag data. Here we have used a
particle filter approach for an augmented state space model tailored to the type of large
volume, high resolution time series recorded by archival animal tags. As well, we have used
a hierarchical Bayesian approach to link the output of the state space models to an animal’s
at-sea environment. The approach of this study is a promising direction for fully exploiting
the behavioural information in these rich data sets.
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Appendix A

Specifying Errors in Chapter 3
Determining the observation error variance σo2 and the system noise variance σ2 is an important part of the state space model. Note that in principle σ2 and σo2 could be estimated as
part of the parameter estimation procedure using the state augmentation approach. However, it is often difficult to separately estimate these quantities using a state space model,
as they may be confounded with each other, or worse with the movement parameters. It is
therefore advisable to estimate any parameters off-line (where possible) to ensure identifiability of the movement parameters. Such a procedure is outlined below for our application,
and is used to specify the observation error variance in (Equation 3.1), as well as the magnitude of the system noise variance, which scales the normal mixture model (Equation 3.12).
The calculation of the sample auto-covariance (ACVF) function provides the basis
for our estimation procedure. We assume that the observation error is uncorrelated through
time, and hence that the observation error variance contributes to the ACVF only at zero
lag, and has zero auto-covariance for all other lags. In contrast, the state vector for vertical
velocity, xt , is correlated through time as dictated by the state evolution equation (Equation
3.9), and so has contributions to the ACVF at both zero and non-zero lags.
Based on the above assumptions, the theoretical ACVF, designated as γ(k), for
observed vertical velocity, yt , is given by
γ(k) = σo2 (0) + σx2 (k)

(A.1)

where k denotes the lag. At zero lag the total variance, γ(0), has contributions from observation error variance, σo2 (0), and the process variance, σx2 (0); at non-zero lags it has
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contributions only from σx2 (k).
The sample ACVF, γ̂(k) of Figure (3.1) can therefore be used to separate σo2 from
σx2 using (A.1). To do this, a quadratic was fit to γ̂(k) associated with small non-zero lags
k = 1, . . . n. We chose n = 8 to capture the quadratic trend near the origin. After fitting
we then extrapolate to the origin, k = 0, to provide an estimate of the process variance
at lag 0, or σ̂x2 (0). Based on this, the estimated observation error variance is taken as
σ̂o2 = γ̂(0) − σ̂x2 (0). Note that this procedure is directly analogous to determining the nugget
in kriging.
We next determine the system noise variance, σ2 , using our estimate of the process
noise variance, σx2 . If we assume that xt follows a Markov process, or has an exponential
correlation function, then the system noise variance can be estimated as (Priestley 2004,
Section 3.5.3),
σ̂2


=

1−

γ̂(1)
γ̂(0)

2 !

σ̂x2 (0).

This is an approximation and relies on the ratio of sample ACVF at lag 1 to lag 0 to describe
the decay rate of the underlying autocovariance function, but acts as a variance adjustment
due to the autocorrelation in our data, while making no assumptions about the movement
process itself.
Both σo2 and σ2 change over the dive record. The evolutionary sample ACVF [Figure
3.3 (i)] was used with the above approach to compute the time evolution of the observation
error variance and the system noise variance for each of our 110 time windows. These
2 and σ 2 can
estimates are shown in Figure [3.4 (i)]. The resultant values obtained for σ,t
o,t

be used directly as input to the state space model.
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Appendix B

Target Distributions of the
Multinomial Model in Chapter 4
B.1

Likelihood
P (yi |βi , Xi , Zi ) ∝ exp

X

yij (βiZ Zij + βiX Xij ) −

j

X



βiZ Zij +βiX Xij

log 1 + e

j

B.2

Prior Distributions
βi ∼ MVN (1B, Σβ )
2
Xi ∼ MVN (Wi , σiU
)
2
σiU
∼ IG(aU , bU )

Σβ ∼ IW(ν0 , V0 )
1
B ∼ MVN (B0 , Σβ )
a0
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B.3
B.3.1

Posterior Distributions
Joint Posterior Distribution

P (β, X, σU2 , B, Σβ |yi , Zi , ·) ∝

n
Y

2
P (yi |Xi , βi , Zi )P (Xi |Wi , σiU
)×

i=1

!
2
P (βi |B, Σβ )P (σiU
|aU , bU )

P (B, Σβ |ν0 , V0 , B0 ,

∝

n
Y

exp

X
mi

i=1

×

1
)
a0

yij (βiZ Zij + βiX Xij ) −

j=1
mi
X



βiZ Zij +βiX Xij

log 1 + e



×

j=1



1
q

2
2πσiU
−n/2

|Σβ |

mi exp

2 −1
(2σiU
)

mi
X

(Xij − Wij )

2


×

j=1




1
−1
exp − (βi − 1B) Σβ (βi − 1B) ×
2
!


2 aU +1
2
(σiU
)
exp −bU /σiU

|Σβ |

−(ν0 +p+1)/2

−1/2

|Σβ |



×


1
−1
exp − (V0 Σβ ) ×
2




1
−1
exp − (B − B0 )AΣβ (B − B0 )
.
2
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B.3.2

Lower-level posterior distributions

Marginal Posterior Distribution of β
X
mi

P (βi | yi , Xi , Zi , B, Σβ ) ∝ exp

yij (βiZ Zij + βiX Xij ) −

j=1
mi
X



log 1 + e

βiZ Zij +βiX Xij



×

j=1
−n/2

|Σβ |



1
−1
exp − (βi − 1B) Σβ (βi − 1B)
2

Marginal Posterior Distribution of covariate Xi
2
P (Xi | yi , Wi , Zi , βi , σiU
)

∝

exp

X
mi

yij (βiZ Zij + βiX Xij ) −

j=1
mi
X



βiZ Zij +βiX Xij

log 1 + e



×

j=1

1
q

2
2πσiU


mi exp

2 −1
(2σiU
)

mi
X

2



(Xij − Wij )

j=1

(B.1)
2 , applying IG(a , b ) prior
Marginal Posterior Distribution of σiU
U U
2
P (σiU
|Xi , Wi , aU , bU )

∝q

1
2
2πσiU

2

−1

mi exp{(2σiU )

X

(Xij − Wij )2 } ×

j


2 aU +1
2
(σiU
)
exp −bU /σiU




 1
X
m
2
2 aU + 2i +1
bU + 1/2
(X
−
W
)
(σiU
)
∝ exp
ij
ij
2

 σiU
j
(B.2)




mi
X
m
1
i
2
P (σiU
|Xi , Wi , aU , bU ) ∼ IG aU +
, bU +
(Xij − Wij )2  .
2
2
j=1
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B.3.3

Higher-level conditional posterior distributions

The higher-level priors B, Σβ are no longer a function of the data y, X, Z, but instead a
function of the lower-level parameters βi , which are sufficient for the original data. Thus the
prior for βi becomes the likelihood of the higher level parameters, and since the dimension
of B is q × p, and in our application q = 1 and X = 1 (the n × 1 vector of all ones), we can
write this likelihood as follows
1
P (β1 , . . . , β11 |B, Σβ , 1) ∝ |Σβ |−n/2 exp{− (βi − 1B)0 (βi − 1B)Σ−1
β }.
2

(B.3)

To suggest the form of the natural conjugate priors for Σβ and B, we factor the likelihood
(B.3) into two parts


1
P (β|B, Σβ , 1) ∝ |Σβ |
exp − (βi − 1β̄)0 (βi − 1β̄) + (B − β̄)0 10 1(B − β̄)Σβ−1
2


1
×
∝ |Σβ |−(n−1)/2 exp − (βi − 1β̄)0 (βi − 1β̄)Σ−1
β
2


1
−1
−1/2
0 0
|Σβ |
exp − (B − β̄) 1 1(B − β̄)Σβ
2
−n/2



where β̄ = (10 1)−1 10 β, or the p-column averages of the β matrix, and substituting S =
(βi − 1β̄)0 (βi − 1β̄) gives the factored likelihood :


1
−1
−(n−1)/2
P (β|B, Σβ , 1) ∝ |Σβ |
exp − SΣB ×
2


1
−1
−1/2
0 0
|Σβ |
exp − (B − β̄) 1 1(B − β̄)Σβ
.
2

(B.4)

Marginal Posterior Distribution of Σβ and B
The first line of the factored likelihood in Equation (B.4), suggests an Inverse Wishart
(IW) kernel for the covariance matrix Σβ , and the second line suggests a multivariate
normal kernel (MVN ) for B|Σβ . The prior on B is dependent on the scale parameter as
Σβ cannot be factored out of (B.4), thus the prior for B is a conditionally conjugate prior
P (B|Σβ ) . The conjugate IW prior with hyperparameters ν0 , V0 was selected for Σβ , and
the conditional conjugate MVN with hyperparameters B0 , a1 Σβ were selected for B|Σβ as
follows
Σβ ∼ IW(ν0 , V0 )
B|Σβ ∼ MVN (B0 ,

1
Σβ ).
a0
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The posterior distributions of B, Σβ are then derived


1
0
−1
−n/2
×
P (B, Σβ |·) ∝ |Σβ |
exp − (βi − 1B) (βi − 1B)Σβ
2


1
−1
−(ν0 +p+1)/2
|Σβ |
exp − V0 Σβ
×
2
(
−1 )

1
1
Σβ
|Σβ |−p/2 exp − (B − B0 )0 (B − B0 )
2
a0

(B.5)

√
√
We combine the terms involving B, letting W = (1, . . . , 1, a0 )0 , Z = (β1 , . . . , βn , a0 B0 )0 ,
and let
B̃ = (10 1 + a0 )−1 (10 1β̄ + a0 B0 )
= (n + a0 )−1 (nβ̄ + a0 B0 ).
Then (B.5) becomes



1
−1
P (B, Σβ |·) ∝ |Σβ |
exp − V0 Σβ
×
2


1
−1
0
+
(B
−
B̃)
(B
−
B̃)Σ
|Σβ |−(n+p)/2 exp − (Z − W B̃)0 (Z − W B̃)Σ−1
β
β
2


1
1
∝ |Σβ |−(ν0 +n+p+1)/2 exp − V0 Σ−1
+ (Z − W B̃)0 (Z − W B̃)Σ−1
β
β
2
2


1
|Σβ |1/2 exp (B − B̃)0 (n + a0 )(B − B̃)}Σ−1
(B.6)
β
2
−(ν0 +p+1)/2

Through the combining of terms, the posterior distribution for B|Σβ and Σβ is a product
of a MVN and IW, i.e.


Σβ ∼ IW ν0 + n, V0 + (Z − W B̃)0 (Z − W B̃)
n
o
∼ IW ν0 + n, V0 + (βi − 1B̃)0 (βi − 1B̃) + (B̃ − B0 )0 a0 (B̃ − B0 )
B|Σβ


∼ MVN B̃,

Σβ
(n + a0 )

!


,

nβ̄ + a0 B0
, and β̄ = (10 1)−1 10 β, consistent with the definitions
n + a0
given above.
where B̃ =

Appendix C

Glossary for Chapter 4
i

Subscript i identifies components belonging to the ith fur seal

j

Subscript j identifies the j th segment of a fur seal’s at-sea track; j = 1, . . . , Ji

Ji

Total number of segments for ith fur seal

yi

The usual multinomial logit response variable belonging to the ith fur seal

Wi Observations related to Xi , measured with error
Xi

Unobserved “true” covariate(s)

Ui

Measurement error in an error model

Zi

Covariate(s) measured without error.

m

Number of regression parameters in lower- and upper-level regression models

n

Number of fur seals (i =1, . . . , n=11)

q

Number of higher level covariates in matrix X (q = 1)

θ

the set of unit-level lower-order model unknowns

ψ

the set of prior parameters of lower-order parameters (B, Σ)

φ

the set of hyperparameters in the higher-order model (ν0 , a0 , V0 , B0 )

Θ

the set of all model unknowns; includes θ, ψ, φ

(1)

baseline probability of j th segment of track from ith fur seal being behaviour class “non diving”

pij

(2)

probability of being behaviour class “exploratory diving”

(3)
pij

probability of being behaviour class “active diving”

pij
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Figure D.1: Thinned 1,000,000 element Gibbs Sampling chain showing draws from the posterior
distribution of twelve regression parameters from the population level model B measured with error.
Panels show the trace plot for each of the MC Markov chains for population-level parameters linking
northern fur seal to at-sea habitat. B1:2 and B1:3 denote the regression parameters corresponding
(2)
(1)
(3)
(1)
to log(pij /pij ), and log(pij /pij ), or (exploring : baseline) and (active : baseline) respectively.
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Table D.1: Posterior summaries for higher level model coefficients B. Similar to Figure (D.1),
(2)

(1)

(3)

(1)

B1:2 and B1:3 denote the regression parameters corresponding to log(pij /pij ), and log(pij /pij )
respectively. The column labeled R̂ is the Gelman-Rubin Bayesian measure of convergence.

Intercept
cos(time)
sin(time)
log(pollock)
cos(time) × log(pollock)
sin(time) × log(pollock)

B1:2
B1:3
B1:2
B1:3
B1:2
B1:3
B1:2
B1:3
B1:2
B1:3
B1:2
B1:3

Mean

St. Dev.

Median
q.5

0.932
0.645
-1.352
0.422
-1.144
-2.111
0.622
0.477
0.064
0.264
-1.258
-2.479

0.772
0.828
0.613
0.680
1.055
1.175
0.633
0.762
0.549
0.645
0.789
1.177

0.928
0.649
-1.336
0.413
-1.146
-2.098
0.610
0.478
0.068
0.257
-1.239
-2.419

Credible Interval
q.025
q.975
-0.564
-0.983
-2.594
-0.874
-3.216
-4.434
-0.597
-1.011
-1.045
-1.005
-2.866
-4.993

2.473
2.277
-0.179
1.797
0.913
0.159
1.897
1.974
1.131
1.549
0.252
-0.339

R̂
1.01
1.00
1.02
1.00
1.00
1.04
1.03
1.03
1.01
1.01
1.00
1.05
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Figure D.2: Comparison of prior distribution and unit- (lower-) level and population-averaged
(upper-level) posterior distributions of sin.time × log.pollock B1:3 in final Time × Pollock model.
In this hierarchical framework, the posterior of B1:3 becomes part of the prior distribution for the
equivalent eleven β1:3 unit-level parameters. The vertical dashed 95% Credible Interval for B1:3
does not include 0 (vertical red line). The unit-level estimators of β1:3 undergo shrinkage, and will
exhibit less variation that least squares estimates computers equation by equation. The amount of
shrinkage will be dictated both by the prior hyper-parameters and the data (Gelman et al. 2004).
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Figure D.3: An example of a thinned 1,000,000 element Metropolis Hastings chain showing draws
from the posterior distribution of a covariate X measured with error. Panels show the trace plot
for each of the eleven female northern fur seal tracks and the covariate pollock catch modelled with
Berkson error model.
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Figure D.4: An example of a thinned 1,000,000 element Metropolis Hastings chain showing draws
from the conjugate posterior IG distribution that describes the measurement error in haul size of
2
pollock (σiU
). Panels show the trace plot for each of the eleven female northern fur seal tracks and
the measurement error around pollock catch modelled with a Berkson error model. Any posterior
samples that were outside of five standard deviations of the mean were rejected. This affected 2 of
the 11 lower level models, Tracks 1 and 10.2. The final panel shows the prior distribution assigned
to σiU .

